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The Golden Anniversary of the
Nevada Historical Society Quarterly
PETER

L.

BANDURRAGA

VolUlne I, Number 1 of the Nevada Historical Society Quarterly is dated September 1957, the Summer Issue. In many ways, the Quarterly's first appearance
nlarked a return to a grand tradition of publication that the Nevada Historical
Society's first director, Jeanne EHzabeth Wier, had begun in 1905 and carried
on until 1927, largely through her own efforts as editor, publisher, and frequent
contributor. This was in addition to her duties as executive secretary of the
Society and professor of history at the University of Nevada. Every other year,
more or less, a volume of Papers appeared, containing biographical sketches
of pioneers, obituaries of people of importance to Nevada, and articles and
sketches on a wide variety of subjects. Publication ceased 'w hen, for political
reasons, Miss Wier lost control of the Society.
By 1957, Miss Wier had been gone for seven years, and her former student,
Mrs. Clara S. Beatty, was now director of the Society. Headquarters remained in
the State Building in Powning Park, the scene of so much of Miss Wier's frustration thirty years before. The Board of Directors, headed by A. J. Maestretti of
Reno, formed an editorial advisory board and asked Professor William Miller
of the University of Nevada to serve as editor for the new publication. The
other melnbers of the advisory board were Mrs. Beatty, Mrs. John Patterson of
Lamoille, Milan J. Webster of Reno, David Myrick of San Francisco, and James
Hulse of Reno. Happily, three of those lncmbers are still with us.
The contents of the first issue set the pace for a nutnber of years to come,
containjng a short historical essay on a topic of contelnporary interest and two
primary documents from the Silver State's pioneering days. Over time and es-

Peter Bandurraga is the current director of the Nevada Historical Society. He first
encountered Professor Bolton's speech nlore than twenty-five years ago. He finds the
obligations of Nevada toward the "Writing of Her Own Hjstory'f as relevant today as
he did theIl, and as relevant as it was in 1912.
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pecially by the 1970s, the editorial board would come to look for more scholarly
content and seek out the state's leading historians for articles. Nevertheless,
Professor Miller's introduction set the tenor of the journal for a11 tinle:
We find some universalities in Squaw Valley "Fever" and Letters from a
Nevada Doctor, the first two articles in this issue. We, however, will undoubtedly be accused of selecting the Squaw Valley item because it is so
much in the news- crass opportunism! And in a publication so young,
too. But to the universalities we find in the articles: The discovery of a
lode- gold, silver, uranium- heralds the birth of a camp, and people
eagerly watch the growth of the bawling infant. Through to maturity the
camp commands their attention; then, with evidence of decline, attention wanders and is caught up again only when the canlp has become a
ghost. Peggy Trego/ s SquauJ Valley reveals the universality of interest in
the Ilbirth"; Russell R. Elliott's Letters from. a Nevada Doctor reveals other
universalities: The faith of those who lingered on with the camp-· their
knowing that its greatest riches had yet to be struck, and then obscurity.
Had Squaw Valley developed into a rich camp like Hamilton, Nevada,
it, too, would have declined. Professor Elliott brings us that facet in the
story of a cmnp which has the least glister: The decline, the faith, the
obscurity-unpleasant words, those; but moments in history frequently
overlooked- people so like the happy ending.
To conlmemorate the fi ftieth anniversary of the Quarterly, we present a speech
given at an annual meeting of the Nevada Historical Society back in the spring
of 1912, uThe Obligation of Nevada Toward the Writing of Her Own History/'
by Herbert E. Bolton of the University of California. Bolton was then just at the
beginning of what became an extremely distinguished career. Today he is still
regarded as the dean of the historical field known as the Spanish Borderlands
Frontier. In 1912, however, he had been at Berkeley only a short tiJnc, having
just moved across the Bay fronl his first position at the then very young Stanford
University, where Miss Wier had completed her bachelor's degree in 1901. The
student of the legendary Frederick Jackson Turner of the University of Wisconsin
and Harvard University, Bolton was an ardent proponent, as was Miss Wier, of
the lessons learned fronl Wisconsin.
The discipline of history, as practiced in those days a century ago, was largely focused on the original thirteen British colonies that became the first United States. The
major lU"liversities made no acknowledgement of the "wild" West. In most course
curricula and libraries, it simply did not exist. Early on, the citizens of Wisconsin
understood that if they were to have a formal history, they would have to collect and
preserve their own records and write their own story. Thus, the founding of the State
Historical Society of 'Wisconsin followed very soon after statehood. The fact that it
was located on the campus of the University of Wisconsin was also ilnportant.
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Turner made his falne in 1893 when he addressed the meeting of the American
Historical Association on the topic "The Significance of the Frontier in American History." It was his thesis that the continually moving frontier, which he
defined as "the meeting point between savagery and civilization," was the key
factor in developing the distinctly American national character. He had been
led to this conclusion by reflecting on the pronouncement by the United States
Census Bureau that the 1890 counting showed the disappearance of a continuous frontier line. To follow his line of reasoning leads to the further conclusion
that the study of the frontier, i.e., the West, is essential to the study of Anlerican
history. But if the old-line universities continued to ignore this crucial study,
then it was up to the people of the West themselves to make those studies.
Jeanne Wier had first come under Turner's influence at Stanford, where she
studied with a number of his students. Later she corresponded with Bolton, as
she sought admission to the graduate program and hoped that he would direct
her studies. Unfortunately, she wanted to work on Native American subjects,
and no one at Stanford, or Berkeley, felt himself capable of directing such work.
Nevertheless, Miss Wier took the opportunity to invite Bolton to Reno to address the still new Nevada Historical Society on a topic that was dear to both
their hearts. Nevada was just then beginning preparations to celebrate its own
fiftieth anniversary of statehood. Readers will not be surprised to learn that
nluch of what Bolton had to say so long ago still has relevance today.

The Obligation of Nevada Toward
the Writing of Her Own
History
Address delivered at the An nual Meeting of the Nevada Historical
Society by Dr. Herbert E. Bolton, Professor of An1erican
History in the lJniversity of California

Patriotism, like charity, should begin at
home. No doubt the ultimate civic ideal
should be a great and exemplary nation; but
nearer honle should lie that of tnaking our
community and our state worthy members
of a great and exemplary nation. Progress
toward this ideal depends upon the arousing
of the civic consciousness. Underlying civic
consciousness is local pride, for pride-self~
pride-selt~respect-js the basis of all social
as well as of all individual progress, and
without which there is no spring to action,
no tnotive to self~improvement. One of the
strongest props to individual self~respect is
fanlily pride, pride in the worth and works of
our ancestors. In the same wayan essential
element of civic pride is pride and interest
in our comnlunity's past. This is historic
conSClousness.
TIle Importance of Arousing Historic
Consciousness
It is no provincial, narrow, blind, or jeal~
ous vanity that I would invoke, but pride in
what has been wrought in the past by our
community, of real and genuine worth. It is
pride in the stupendous journeys and the he~
role toils of our pioneers; in their mastery of
titanic nature; in their struggles for economic

independence and well being; in their mas~
tery of self under conditions that welcomed
dissolution and loss of se1f-'Control in a way
that has not been paralleled in the history
of the world; in their struggles for public
decency, good government, good schools,
and the means ,o f cu lture. It is interest in the
history of the workings of these f()rces that
constitutes the true historic consciousness.
TIle Responsibility of Each Region for
the Writing of its Own History
Historic consciousness once awakened, it
is of inlportance next to learn that on each
comtnunity rests the obligation of writing it.s
own history. It is principally of this obligation
that I shall speak.
When the h.istoric consciousness has been
fully aroused we resent misrepresentation or
even misunderstanding of our community's
past conduct and achievenle.nts. But resent~
ment alone will not suffice; misrepresenta~
tion is lTIOre likely to be the offspring of
ignorance, indifference, or want of sympathy
than of malice. We must provide the re11}edy,
therefore, by making known the truth and
forcing it upon the attention of the indiffer~
ent and unsynlpathetic. If we desire that our
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history shall be correctly portrayed, we must
do it ourselves, or at least provide for having
it done. If the West has been misrepresented,
underestitnated, or misunderstood, the
remedy lies chictlywith the West itself. Ifhis,
tory has dealt unfairly, unsympathetically, or
slightingly with Nevada, with Nevada lies the
remedy, through providing the tneans, the
materials, the incentive and the scholarship
necessary for having her history fairly and
adequately written. If outsiders are unable,
through lack of sympathy ft)f and understanding of Nevada's peculiar development,
Nevada can, and must, provide for doing the
work properly herself.

The History of the United States
Written by New Englanders
The force of thes<.~ statements can be
demonstrated, positively and negatively, by
a number of striking instances in Atnerican
historiography. One of these was the over,
looking, down to a short time ago, of the
develoPlnent of that small fringe of territory
bordering New England and lying between
the Appalachian mountains and the Pacific
ocean. Down to two or three decades ago the
history of the United States has heen written
almost exclusively by New Englanders, steeped
in New England learning and impregnable
within the walls of New England virtues. This
is plain from the list of prominent Atneri. .
can historians who wrote beft1re that tim.e.
George Bancroft was born in Worcester,
Massachusetts, and was educated at Exeter
and Harvard; his father, Aaron Bancroft, was
born at Reading, Massachusett,;, and was a
minute man in the revolution.
Richard Hildreth was born on the out-of:
the. .way frontier of Deerfield, Massadl usetts;
but was able to go east and graduate from
Harvard. Thomas Wentworth Higginson
was born at Canlbridge and graduated from
Harvard. Justin Winsor, like Higginson, took
Harvard straight frOtn start to finish, for he
was born at Boston, studied at Harvard and

lived and died the Harvard librarian. Parkman, like his father, was born at Boston,
and he studied at Harvard. Schouler, though
born in Scotland, spent his adult life at
Lowell, Roxbury, and Boston, and served in
the Massachusetts legislature. Channing's
grandfather was Williatn Ellery Channing,
the noted New England divine; his father was
born at Newport, R. I.; Channing himself
was born at Dorchester, but good fortune
annexed him to Boston, when that city took
in her suburbs; he has spent most of his days
as student and teacher at Harvard. John Fjsk~
was born at Hnrtf()rd, Connecticut, which
was "the far west" in 1635, but, like Channing, he studied and taught at Harvard.
Neglect of the West in American

Histories
This list reflects great credit on Harvard
and on New England; but it also explains
their neglect of the West in telling the story
of the nation.
These men, born in New England,
bred in New England, educated at Harvard
and vkwing the history of the country from
the stand point of the Atnerican Revolution,
Federalism and the Slavery Question, greatly
distorted and misunderstood our national
development in many important particulars.
To them the United States was New England
and the old South, the opposing camps of
the Federalist'3 and the Republicans, of slaveholders and abolitionists. To them the West,
new and crude, was interesting perhaps as
the hOtne of desperadoes and queer people,
but otherwise unimportant and negligible,
except to illustrate the sins of one party and
the righteous deeds of the other.
The Work of Wisconsin for the Middle
West
This was the general view up to the two
or three decades ago. Then the Middle West
began to awaken to it'; own importance and
to an interest in its own past. Its historic
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consciousness was aroused. It made provision
for the writing of its own history, and a revolu..
tion in the telling of our national story has
been the result. A large share of the credit for
bringing this revolution about is due to one
state, Wisconsin, to whose historical society
and h 1storieal scholars a debt of gratitude is
owed by every resident of the Middle West.
At the present capital of Wisconsin the state
began the work c>f' building up a great collec.tion of material for western history. To the
Draper collection as a nucleus syste111atically
gathered additions have been tnade year by
year, until now the library of the State Histori..
cal Society of Wisconsin stands unrivalled in
the world alllong collections on the history of
the Mississippi Valley. The collection num..
bets 300,000 volull1es and includes a rare file
of early newspapers, a superb collection of
local histories, travels, pamphlets and other
fleeting literature of that nature, besides a
rich store of 111anuscript tnaterials gathered
frotn the ends of the earth. This Inagnificent
body of lnaterial has been housed by the state
in a library building worthy of the collection,
built by the state at a cost of sOlnewhere near
a million of dollars.
Alongside of the work of collecting and
caring for the Inaterials, has gone that of
publishing. The publications of the Society
now reach over fifty volutnes of indispensable materials. In addition the secretary, Dr.
Reuben Gold Thwaites, to whom great credit
is due ft1r the work of gathering and admin..
istration, has puhlished fronl the collection
some seventy-five volumes of Jesuit Relations,
dealing with the early history of the Mississippi valley, and perhaps fifty volumes on
later western travel and exploration.
This is not alL The state has built up, also
at the capital, and on the sanle ground as the
library, a 11lagnificent university, and established there a great school of history, whose
primary ain1 has been to study the history of
the Middle West, and it., part in the Inaking
of the nation. At the head of this historical

group has been till recent years Frederick] .
Turner, who gathered round hirn a large and
enthusiastic coterie of investigators, all engaged in the same large problem, the history
of the West, and particularly of the Middle
West. ()ne striking thing about this group
is that nearly all the men of that group who
have vitally affected the story of the West,
were born and bred in the region whose history they have been investigating. This is not
exclusively the case, but the predominance in
the group of men of middle western origin is
noticeable, and illustrated the greater aptness
of native sons than of foreigners ft1r develop-ing the history of a given region.
The other states in the Middle West fol~
lowed the lead of Wisconsin, and have huilt
up important collections for the history
of their respective localities, and are doing
extensive work in publishing the raw l1late~
rial of history as well as the matured results
of investigation. Notable a1110ng these states
are Illinois and Iowa, which have flourishing
historical societies. But in this kind of activity
Wisconsin still stands the prenlier.
New Views of Our National History
The result of this great work has justified
and is still justifying the 111eans. For the work
of Turner and his f()l1owers, supplemented
by that of lesser groups, has given to pioneer
and later days of the older and Middle West
a significance and a dignity which was never
before drean1ed of, and has put under special obligation to these scholars every citizen
who cares to know the rich contribution to
national life resulting from the process by
which the Old and the Middle West were
estnblished and l1loulded into form.
Now, following the lead of Turner and his
school, it is generally recognized and t(lught
that the West has been a place where institu~
tions most characteristically American have
developed. The colonists who settled the At..
lantic coast were Europeans in thought and
habit and their institutions were by European
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institutions transplanted but gradually under
the stress of the new conditions in America
they and their institutions have been modil
fled into new projects differing widely from
the old. The place where these conditions
have been newest and most constant ha.., been
on the ever receding frontier in the ever adl
vancing West. It is there that what is mostly
distinctively American has been tnade.
The frontier became the melting pot
where the neWCOll1ers from nutnerous and
diverse countries of Europe were fused and
assitnilated to the American type. On the
frontier, through habitual struggle with
nanIre and the savage, there was trained
a fighting class, who played a leading part
in our early national wars. On the frontier
were lllost rapidly developed the principles
ofliberty for which the Alllerican revolution
was fought. The rise of the West first gave
us economic independence from Europe, a
quarter of a cennIry after political indepen~
derKe had been ach ieved.
It is now recognized that the West has
been the real bu lwark of democracy in our na~
tion's developtnent. In the West experitnents
in democratic governtnent have had their
freest develop111ent. The constant renIrn of
man on the frontier to primitive conditions,
where a man was valued for the power of his
strong right ann, where one man was as good
as another ifhe so proved himself to be, could
but engender a race of individualist.,. This is
why in early days the frontier districts, even
in the Atlantic states, led the fight for the
separation of church from state, and for the
abolition of entails and primogeniuIre, and
other forms of special privilege. This explains
why the frontier states took the lead in the
formation of democratic constitutions, and,
by reaction, forced detnocratic principles
back upon the older states, and through thetn
even upon Europe.
Everyone recognizes that one of the great
political trilunphs of American develop111ent
has been the tnaking of a nation out of what

at the close of the revolution was a conglOln~
eration of petty quarreling states, and what
even at the outbreak of the civil war was an
unpleasant union of two hostile sections. But
it has only recently been realized that in the
performance of this great political task- the
welding of the nation- the West has played
the principal role. FrOln the outset the West
stood for national legislation and for the
exercise of national powers. It demanded
turnpikes, toll bridges, and canals at governl
tnent expense, or built under government
patronage. It resisted secession, and if necesl
sarywould have fought the civil war unaided
by the East. Llter when the Far West grew up
in the Rocky Mountains and on the Pacific
Slope, this region naturally, and consistently,
demanded exercise of federal powers and the
use of national funds for building trunk line
railroads, in order that the West might thrive.
And the nation responded, as a means of
binding the union more firn11y together. And
so it has been with irrigation and reclamation
in more recent days. In the region east of the
great bend of the Missouri, nature was not
so forhidding but that the individual man
could make his way alone into the forest and
single~handed hew out a home for himself
and family. But in the great and arid region
west of the 95th meridian, where rainfall is
scarce and uncertain, the task is too great for
the unaided individual. The Mormons solved
the difficulty for one valley by co"operation.
But the West generally uIrned again, as when
the means of transportation were needed, to
the national government, and asked for the
establishtnent of a reclamation service, and
f()f aid in great irrigation projects. This again
l~d to the exercise of central authority and the
development of nationalism. And when the
railroads, called into existence the clamor of
the West, and built by national aid, threat~
ened to become masters instead of servants,
the West was the first to turn to the federal
government for help in curbing their power.
Thus, the West, by habitually calling for and
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supporting national legislation and the exercise of nationalistic powers, has been one of
the primary factors in overpowering the old
doctrine of state rights and Inaking a nation
out of many and widely separated parts.
My aim has not been to tell these few gen~
eral f~lcts regarding the history of the West,
and the part of the West in making a nation,
but to use them as an illustration.
The discovery of these and other significant truths, which until recently no book con.
tained, has been the most important result of
the last quarter century's study of American
h.istory. And it has come largely from the
work of one great school of history, built
upon the work of one great Historical Society.
The Middle West has corne into its own as
the result of the develoPlnent of its own self
consciousness, and of the estnblishment in
the Middle West of a great center for the
snldy of the history of the Middle West.
TIle Work of Texas for the Southwe~t
Another instance, almost as patent as the
work of Wisconsin f()r the Middle West, is
that of Texas for the Southwest. Texas has
been the butt of the jokes of the funny man
ever since the days of Davy Crockett. Even
yet, to the popular mind, it is the haunt of
the cowboy, the six~shooter, the long-horn
steCI, the rattle snake, the tarannlla, and all
that is wild and woolly.
But the importance of Texas to the history
of the nation and even the nations, is no
longer disregarded. The explanation of the
change is the work which Texas and Texans
have done toward the writing of their own
history. Texans have always been intensely
patriotic to their own state, and proud of
their own history; and in recent years they
have turned to the task of making it correctly
known to themselves and to the nation nt
large. At the state capital they have built up
a large collection of materials gathered from
Spain, Mexico and every conceivable source
in the country. The state has organized an his-

torical commission and gives it frorn $15,000
to $20,000 to spend each year. A flourishing
state historical society, just now completing its
15th year, has published fifteen large volumes
of rare materials and valuable studies on the
history of Texas and the Southwest.
Finally, adjacent to the stnte library, the
State University has developed a vigorous
school of history, at whose head was Dr.
George P. Garrison until the time of his la~
mented death two years ago. With him, and
largciy inspired by him, have been associated
such students as Bugbee, William Roy Smith,
McCaleb, Barker, Clark, Cox, Ethel Rather,
Ramsdell and numerous other younger
workers. Several of these investigators have
devoted themselves to the study of the Spnn
ish and French periods of the Southwest;
others to the period of first contact on the
frontier between the weakening Spanish and
the advancing Anglo-American civJlizations;
Barker has made himself master of the history
of the Texan revolution, which led the way f()r
the acquisition of California, Arizona, New
Mexico, Colorado, Utah and Nevada. Gar.
rison wrote his scholarly books on "Texas,"
HWestward Extension," and the diplomatic
relations of the Republic of Texas.
And what has been the result? Histori~
cally, Texas has come into its own, and the
rest of the Southwest is sharing in the
triumph. It is now clearly established that
Texas has played the keystone part in the
Southwest from the end of the 17th to the
middle of the 19th century; and the recognition of these f~lCts has percolated down
from scholarly works even into the school
books, so that no text book on the history
of the United States is considered sound
that does not make them known.
More than this. The work of these socic;:~t
ies and this group ofsnldents has nlrned the
light on what has been regarded as a blot on
our nation's history, and shown that the spot
is not nearly so dark as it appeared to the
imperfect vision of the New England histo~
r
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rians. Those writers, possessed of imperfect
knowledge, and squinting at our national
history through Wl.lig spectacles covered by
anti. .slavery goggles, regarded the southwestward movement, the settletnent of Texas,
and the revolt of Texas from Mexi<.:o, as a
conspiracy of the slave power deliberately
planned as a tneans of getting bigger pens to
hold more slaves. But it has now been fully
demonstrated that the American settlelllent
of Texas was a movement just as natural and
no more of a conspiracy than the settlement
of Ohio, Michigan, and Wisconsin by new
Englanders, ofTenncssee and Kentucky by
people frolll the south and 111iddle region,
or of Minnesota by Scandinavians, and
that it was prompted by the same silllple,
hOlnely cause, the desire of the common
people for homes.
This raising of Texas to its true historical
importance and the erasure of a blot from
our national history, is due chiefly to the
efforts of the Texas State Historical Association, the University of Texas, and a group of
sn.ldents whose work they have promoted and
encouraged. It is another shining example of
what native sons can do for their own state,
and how in turn this service renets upon the
nntion at large.
(At this point Dr. Bolton gave ex ternpore
an account of the work being done by the
University of California for the history of Cali. .
fornia, the Pacific Slope and the Southwest.)
Neglect of the South in History
A negative exatnple of the importance
of each region looking out for it.qelf in the
writing of its history may be taken frolll the
South. The part played by the South in the
building of the nation has been greatly distorted and minimized, largely for the reason
already stated, namely, that until recently our
histories have been written by New Englanders, who with all their learning, are no less
provincini in their viewpoint than the rest
of us; and until the South develops great

historical societies, like those of the East and
the Middle West, and until the rising school
of southern historians, like Fleming and
Riley, Dodd and Phillips, shall counteract
that provincialism by correcting the point
of view and giving more perfect knowledge
of the facts the SOllth will not receive full
historic justice.
A score of illustrations could be cited,
but time will pennit only two, which are of
especial interest to us in the West:
Tn the development of the West before
1830, the South played a leading part. This
fact seems to have been overlooked, and SOlne
have even assumed that the contrary was the
case. But a glance at the population maps of
1790, IROO, IRI0, 1820 and 1830 show with
startling clearness that during that period the
South, and the SOLlth altnost alone, made
the Trans,Allegheny West. ThE.se lllaps show
the area of settlement broadening out in the
South, decade after decade, to a width of
a thousand tniles, while the northern area
remained until IR2S, when the Erie canal
was built, a mere band bordering the Atlantic
coast Beyond the tnountains the states of
Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, Alnbarna,
Louisiana, Missouri, Arkansas, and even Illinois and Indiana, callle into the union as
states largely lllade by southerners. In 1820
the south could clainl beyond the mountains
a dominating influence in eight states and
one territory, to one for the north- Ohio. But
to how tnany is this known? ·W hat historian
has made it known?
TIle South continued to take a prominent
part in the winning of the West, clear down
to the Civil War. It won the New Southwest,
between 1820 and 184.5, just as it had won
the old Southwest in the later portion of the
eighteenth century. When Texas came to be
settled and made into an Anglo. .American
commonwealth, it was done almost wholly
by southerners, and when in the f()fties and
the fifties the great California and Oregon
migration took place, the South continued
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to furnish its quota. But writers have told
the story of the migration in such a way as
to leave the impression that all the settlers
must have cotne from the North or middle
region. Their distorted vision in viewing this
1110Vement is illustrated by the way in which
they depict the overland trails to the Far West.
They show on the m.ap the Oregon Trail, a
California Trail, and a Santa Fe Trail, allieadr
ing out from Independence, Missouri, and
no others. There is not a suggestion in these
trail maps that settlers may have come from
the South. But the United States census tells
us that in 1850 there were 24,000 Americans
in California, nearly 40 per cent of the whole
Americanrborn population had come from
the southern states, lllost ofwholll had come
within the preceding year. But from the maps
of the trails, one might suppose that all overr
land immigrant.., had corne from the North,
or the Middle Region, since all the trails lead
out of Kansas City. Or, if there were any
southerners here, that they tnust have come
by the sam.e trails, without a suggestion as to
how they reached thetn. It is quite dear that
the maps of the trails were lllade by smdents
looking at the migration from the standpoint
of the Northeast. For, as a matter of fact, by
1859, there had been opened no less than five
trails leading from the South to California, all
of thetn south of the Santa Fe trail, the southr
ernmost route shown on the ordinary maps.
Some of these were well beaten roads, and
over them passed thousands of immigrant." to
California. Furthermore, the census of 1860
shows that 40 per cent of the Americans in
Oregon, not born on the Pacific Slope, were
from the South; and a little study shows
that there was a well beaten branch of the
Oregon trail leading up from Natchez and
Fort Smith to join the Oregon trail on the
Platte. Why has this fact not been shown?
Simply because our history has been written
chief1y by northerners, whom what was done
by the South in the opening of the West has
not interested. It has not been a matter of

tnalice or wrong intent, but tnerely a t~lult
due to the point of view.
Perhaps a sufficient number of illustrations has been given to show that no state or
section can afford to leave the writing of its
history to others; and to show, on the other
hand that any state or section has power to
rectifY its own historiography in case that has
been improperly done.
The application to Nevada and her sister
states of the Rocky Mountain district is obvious. Thus far there has been no adequate
appreciation of the tremendous importance
and deep significance of this great area,
em.bodying in its nlaking, as it does, social,
economic, and political conditions compa~
rable to those of no other region. We have
indicated briefly what the Far West has
meant in the welding of the nation, and in
the development of American nationality as
opposed to particularislll. But this is only
a single instance of the significance which
historians SOlne day will find in the history of
the mining states, if the mining states do their
share in rnaking the facts known. This region
presents a developtnent peculiar to itself: The
Old West and the Middle West, when they
constituted the frontier, were chiefly farming
frontiers. But the Dlaking of the Mountain
region has been the formation and development of a tnining and ranching frontier, with
all it" peculiar social and industrial features.
Between 1859 and 1870 there were gathered
in a thousand mining camps in the canyons
and gulches of the Rockies such groups of
men and under such conditions HS the world
had never known before; and subsequent
development., in this region have been as
unlike those of the Middle West as were those
of the pioneering period. It needs no deep
thinking to realize that these development."
under these peculiar conditions must have
resulted in social consequences unlike those
produced by any other region of our country.
By who can say as yet what they are? Who
has sUldied them seriously and on the basis
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of adequate lnaterials? And who has gathered
adequate rnaterials? So f~lr the region has
seem.ed to the historian Inainly a history
of boom towns, the reign of the bad nlan,
the institution of vigilance cOlnmittees and
Lynch Law, the erection of territorial govern~
ments, the building of trunk line railroads,
and struggles for statehood under conditions
determined largely by partisan politics. But
this we lnay be sure, is but a superficial view,
for no one has tried with a knowledge of the
facts to estilnate the social significance of this
new phase of American development.

Nevada's History Not Understood
What is true of the mountain states in
general is true of Nevada. Thus far, historians
have seetned to find Nevada a sOlnewhat
negligible quantity in the history of the
nation. I notice that in the latest school
history, which prides itself on its elnphasis
upon the West, the name of Nevada does
not appear, although a chapter of twenty
pages is headed "Texas." Nevada seems to
be largely unknown to historians except as
the seat of the C0111stock Lode and a state
whose admission to the union was due to
the need ofa republican vote. To the general
public it has been known all too comlnonly,
perhaps, for its divorce courts, and as the long
desert and Inountain region through which
the tourist has to pass on going to and frotn
California. Even one of your own scholars
has declared Nevada to be at the bottom of
the scale in ideals, and has complained that
its developtnent has been altnost wholly and
solely Inaterialistic. This, I believe, is too pes'
sitnistic a view, but it represents, perhaps, the
righteous and permissible impatience of the
zealous refor111er.
I have not the least doubt that when his~
tory's full and true verdict has been given,
Nevada's past will not be found less interest~
ing or instructive, or of less significance in
the progress of the world than that of any
other C01111110nwealth of equal population

and strength. It will be found that the state
has passed through social, econo111ic and
political experiences, fought battles and won
victories, not only peculiar to itself, but also
of rich significance both f()r her own citizens
and fc)r the nation at large. The supercilious
disregard of the historian today, the super~
fieial caricature of the newspaper, the snap
judgment of the tourist, the pessitnistic view
of the refonner, are all, no doubt, based
upon ilnperfect knowledge of the facts of
their meaning.

Good Beginnings of Historical Work
This being the case, the itnportant thing
f()r Nevada to realize is that the pro1110tion
of a study of her own history is an obliga~
tion that rests primarily on Nevada itself. It
is gratifying to know that goodly beginnings
have already been made. Patriotic citizens and
energetic worker have organized an historical
society; and kept it alive under adverse and
even disheartening circumstances. They have
hammered away at the legislature until they
have secured state recognition, made the
society a state institution and secured from
the state SOll1e sll1all financial support. The
society has made the beginnings toward a
library and a museum. And. tnany objects
and items ofhul11an interest and significance
do they contain; some of them constituting
objects that can be nowhere duplicated, and
which, in the British ll1USeUll1 or the Slnith·
sonian Institution at Washington, would be
regarded as alnong the rare treasures of the
earth! The energy which your secretary has
displayed in bringing these things to pass, in
the midst of a busy life as a college professor,
is to the outsider no less than a n1arvel.
Moreover, some of your Nevada sUldents
have n1ade the beginnings toward serious
writing of your state's history. Professor
Wier has explained the peculiar conditions
under which the region has developed. She
has shown these to be the forbidding aspect
of the state's surface, its lack of waterways,
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its lack of early highways, the absence of an
agricululral development at what shc calls
"the proper time and place"; its sudden and
abnormal development into economic importance and statehood upon the discovery
of the Comstock Lode and absenteeism or
lack ofholllcbuilding instinct"). The writer re
ferred to regarded these peculiarities pri.marily as cause f()r backwardness; but I should
choose rather to regard them as peculiar
conditions which will help understand and
explain Nevada's positivc contribution to the
forces of the nation when these shall have
been ascertained.
Another member of your society has
recently made a scholarly investigation, as
yet unpublished, regarding the influence of
Nevada on a matter of national importance,
that is on national mini.ng legislation. Trefer
to Miss Beulah Hershiser, a graduate of your
state university, who began h<.~r work on thb
in11xH"tant subject here and has continued
it with distinction in the University of
California. She has shown that because of
the peculiar mining conditions in Nevada
at that time, when the great mining laws of
1866 were enacted, Nevada, through her congressmen and her itnportance in the mining
world, really directed and controlled the law
makers of the nation. Her investigation is so
interesting, and so apt an illustration for my
purpose that 1 beg leave to quote from her
conclusions.
She has shown that when the federal government seriously took up the task of mining
legislation in 1864, the chief interest of solons
at Washington was to raise revenue to pay the
public debt. Ttwas assumed that the riches of
the West were fabulous and that they might
bear the financial burdens of the nation.
But the Nevada congressmen, with Nevada
conditions primarily in mind, not only t()rced
Congress to give up a revenue policy for one
designed to prOlTlOte mining and the mining
region, but also secured the passage of laws
especially adapted, in the matter of title and
r

other illlportant particulars, to the quartz
district, of which Nevada was then the best
known type. Miss Hershiser writes:
"A combination of circumstances brought
Nevada into close connection with federal
mining legislation. They were the wealth of
her quartz tnines; requiring laws not adapted
to the placers; the desire for title, which grew
out of quartz mining; and the good fortune
of having as secretary a rniner and lawyer, Mr.
Wm. Stewart. Glowing accounts of mineral
wealth at the close of the Civil War, with its
great public debt, combined to attrac.:t wider
spread interest in tht mines. Some scheme
of revenue seetned sure to be enacted, but it
was averted by the Pacific Coast delegation.
Secondly, quartz mines requ ire lafge expen~
dinlres of capital, as they last for years, thus
demanding perfect title. While California
miners wished no title but possessory, the
Nevada miners, on account of the quartz,
desired a fee title. This the authors of the
bill realized, and aimed to satisfY. In the third
place, Nevada's congresstnen were important
factors. Henry G. Worthington was an effi~
dent representative during the sessions of' 64
and '65 and Delos R. Ashley, during the later
.
. }1uve 1)een
seSSlons.
'S- ena tor St
'- ewar t; s SCJ'V1(es
tnentioned in the body of this article. It is
mainly through the impress of his personality
that the int1uence of Nevada, in connection
with its rich quartz mines, was brought to
bear upon the national mining laws of 1866.
He may be rightly considered 'the flther of
the rnining laws of the United States.";
This is but a single study, showing the
int1uence of Nevada on a phase of life afr
fecting fundamentally the whole mining
region and indirectly the entire nation. This
information has already spread. You see it. is
now being proclaimed by California. In the
class of advanced students; in which Miss
Hershiser did her work, there were sUldents
from Califc)rnia, Utah, Oregon; Illinois, Wisconsin, Mkhigan, and even Rhode Island.
Some of thenl will go back to those states
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and in their teaching they will not completely
overlook Nevada, as they otherwise might
and probably would have done, ano when the
paper is published it will be read by still oth~
ers. Suppose, now, that instead of one such
study, your student., should be enabled and
encouraged to tnake a score, fifty, a hundred,
five hundred, special studies in the history of
your state. Then world historians everywhere
be forced to recognize, and have at hano the
materials f()f recording in due proportion
Nevada's significance in the rnaking of the
nation.

The Need of Gathering Materials
Must more be said regarding the need of
historical work in Nevada, if Nevada's history
is to be properly written?
The first task, obviously, is the gathering
of an infinitely more complete body of hisl
toricaltnaterials than now exist., anywhere.
The size of the task of gathering the sources,
and the need of help by historian is greatly
increased by reason of the broadening of our
notion of what history is. Says Mr. Buck in
a recent paper, "The growth of delnocracypolitical, industrial, and intellectual-<..1uring
the last half century, has been reflected in the
field of historiography by a broadening sense
of the tneaning of history. We are no longer
content with the annals of governnlent or the
activities of public rnenj we insist on knowing
something abollt the lives and the thoughts
and ideals of the people, as distinguished
from those of the rulers and the soldiers.
In Germany the historians are attetnpting
to write Cuitur~eschichte. In America we are
as tnuch concerned to know how the con~
tinent was settled and developed, as about
the doings of the presioents, congress, or the
national armies.
"If the scope of history is to be thus
broadened, a corresponding broadening of
the sources fro111 which history is to be writl
ten is necessary. No longer will the records
of government and papers of public men be

sufficient- we 111ust search f()f the records of
the people, and devise means by which these
records lllay be studied and presented in such
a way as to bring out their significance."
Another writer has said in the same conI
nection:
"In order to make it possible to write the
history of the growth of this great new coun~
try of the West, with its strong individuality
and it., high level of education and morals,
it is necessary to collect an enormous mass
of materials. The main interest in the West
has not been in its historical episodes, but in
the development of society. This fact makes
the writing of the history tnore difficult. It is
none the less striking and romantic, however,
to a historian who has the eye to see things
in the large way; but this capacity to see the
large outlines must be supported hy the exact
knowledge of an enormous mass of small
facts, and the gathering of many scholars to
work on the materiaL"
Danger That the Material May be Destroyed
Much of the task of tnaterial gathering bas
a time lilnitation, for Inany of the materials
111ust be gathered soon or it will be too late.
Your history is connected witb the litnitless
past by your waning Washoe tribe. This is a
people unique in the worlo, with linguistic
connection with no other known tribe
on the face of the globe. Jn the centuries
to COlne one of the priceless treasures of
universal literature will be the mythology of
the aboriginal dwellers of our lano, no less
to be prized than that recorded by the baros
of Greece and Rome. Have you preserved
the mythology of the Washoe? Their history
may have had little perceptible influence
upon the development of modern Nevada;
but their tradition is a part of the tradition
of the state, they have played their part in
the history of aboriginal America, and the
world cannot afford to lose one least item
which their history will add to the sum total
of our knowledge of the progress of universal
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man. But your Washoe..;; will soon pass away.
Since 1859 they have dwindled by two-thirds,
and have long since becon1e parasites and
ceased to live their primitive life. Whatever
is to be preserved of their cululre m llst be
gathered now.
Much of the early history of the state
lllust COlne from the tongues or the pens
of early pioneers, who are fast crossing the
divide; and unless it is recorded now it will
perish with thein. Many of the pioneers
have already gone to their last earthly
sleep, and have taken beyond the ken of
man i111portant parts of your early history.
But they may have left letters, documents,
or other 11lementoes of those early days,
which will help supply the loss. Have you
gathered these 1nementoes, and put them
in a place of safety, where they can be used
by future historians? Or, are they lying
unheeded, inch deep in the attic's dust, to
he torn to shreds to m.ake pillows for the
heads of tender young mice; to decay from
the rain that cornes through the leaky roof;
to be destroyed when the house burns, or
to be consigned to the fire as rubbish by
thoughtless or unappreciative heirs?

crime, due to criminal ignorance, commit,
ted in New Mexico a few years ago by an
American governor, when he burned the
major portion of the Spanish. archives at
Santa Fe to make r00111 for current papers?
These precious records of the oldest city in
the Southwest, of the city most filled with
old world associations of any in the United
States, had survived the ravages of nearly
thlTe centuries of time, under the care of
an "unenlightened" government, only to
be destroyed by the official representative
of an "enlightened and progressive" nation.
I n this case it is certainly easier to aJ.n1it the
progressiveness than the enlightenment.
There is only one way to avert such
calainities, and this is to provide by State
legislation for State supervision of all
county and other local records. Such laws
have been passed by a nU111ber of States, and
Nevada will do well to secure the passage
of one at no distant date. With it there is
no guarantee that the most precious docu,
ments will not at any Inoment be destroyed
as useless by SOllle ignorant official who has
no interest in history and no conception of
what constiultes a historical source.

The Need of State Legislation for the
Preservation of Archives
It is not only the materials still in Nevada
in private hands that need to be protected
from the danger of destruction. Experience
has shown that public records are none
too safe. Much of the activity of one of the
proll1inent historians of the Middle West
grew out of the discovery, among the refuse
at the court house of Old Vincennes, Tn'
diana, of a barrel of old papers relating to
the days of French occupation. Are there
any barrels or bundles of old pt1pers in the
refuse of your courthouses, just as precious
as those of Old Vincennes, and in danger
of the application of the u1atch tomorrow,
to Inake room for tOlnorrow's business? Is
there any danger of a repetition here of the

Need for Publication of Materials
Materials once gathered, and provision
made for their safe keeping, cataloguing,
and administration, adequate provision
should be made for their publication under
proper editorial supervision. The Nevada
Historical Society now publishes a s1na11 vol,
ume of papers once in two yenrs- two such
vohunes only have appeared. At this rate
little progress will be n1ade toward making
the valuable documents already gathered by
the Society available to students outside of
Reno. Instead of one slna11 volun1e in two
years, the Society should be able to publish
at least one good sized volume each year.
This would Inean the lllliltiplication of the
publishing activities of the Society by four.
And this would be the Ininimum.
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Need for Incentive and Support for
Investigators
Finally, not that the list is exhausted, but
that lny tillle has passed, provision must be
made for the training and direction of young
students in the proper study and utilization
of these historical ITlaterials. The titne was
when any person who had nlade a failure of
everything else, or who needed to get a "start
in the world" before going into business or
the professions, was regarded as a suitable
sort of person for a school teacher; and when
history could be written by any gentletnan of
leisure and taught as a sort of fag end of the
curriculum by anyone who had an hour's
spare time. But, as I said, that tim.e was. It is
no tHore. Historians now have to be trained,
and training requires tirne and money.
In this direction Nevada would do well to
provide for two things, First, tillle and equip~
11lent for those in the department of history
of the State University not only to teach the
courses in European and American history
necessary for the general culture of the stu,
dents of the various departtnents, but also,
and especially to direct advanced students in
the investigation of subject" connected with
your local history and the history of the gen,
eral Western region of which Nevada forms a
part. Of the fifteen vohltnes of monographs
and papers published by the Texas State His~
torical Association, perhaps one,third consist
of studies tnade at the University of Texas by
advanced students in the University.
Rut the student of local history needs
outlook; and it is not probable that for
some titne to come the University of Nevada
will be able to provide. for all the training
requisite for giving full equipment for the
best historical writing. Provision should be
lllacle, then, for sending proDlising students
to some larger university where Western
History and World History is taught in the
large way. The State could not do better than
to establish annual fellowships for graduates
of the State University who have shown

special aptitude for historical work, enabling
thelll to study in one of the larger universi,
ties where the requisite training in general
and Western History can be secured. The
exmnple of California might be mentioned
in this connection. In that state, the Native
Sons of the Golden West have shown their
appreciation of the importance of the State's
history to the extent of providing an annual
sum of three thousand dollars for the tnain'
tenance of three students each year, two at
home and one abroad, engaged in the study
of California history. This money could not
be better spent by the Native Sons, and a
si1l1ilar investillent would be profitable for
the State of Nevada.
Money Needed
It is plain from what I have said that if
all this work is to be done by the Historical
Society and affiliated agencies, they must
have the support of the public. The people
must show their interest and appreciation;
and especially 111ust they provide rlloney. I
will not temporize and deceive by saying that
a little money will do. Five thousand dollars
will not erect a building which will suffice for
any Icngth of ti1l1e. The work of preserving
your records and writing your history is yours.
Your Society is a State institution and it"
functions arc public functions. If you think
they are worth while, there is only one thing
to do, and that is to enable it to perform its
patriotic task.
Nevada cannot afford to do anything srnall
and mean. The West was ll1ade by nature
and developed by tnan on a gigantic scale;
it is the home of big ideas, where people do
not speak or deal in tenllS of copper cent",
or picayunes, or of hundreds of dollars, but
of thousands or millions. Nevada has not
been niggardly in giving great fortunes to
her citizens. Why should not SOllle portion
of this wealth be devoted in liberal tneasure
by legislative appropriation and private gift
to tnaking possible the writing of the State's
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history? In California the giving of f()rtun~s
to State Educational Instituti.ons has become a
habit, anJ in Nevada the State University has
prospered through help of this kind. Let some
other wealthy citizen serve his State by erect,
ing a suitable and safe building for the State
Historical Society. Let another establish one,
or two, or three, annual fellowsh.ips to enable
advanced Nevada smdentq to study history
here anJ in some of the larger universities.
If you want this work well done, do it
yourself. When you have Jone it, then will
Nevada, like Texas, and the Middle West,
historically conle into its own.

Herbert E. Bolton
(University of Calif<'-mlia, Berkeley)

World War I and the Nevada Homefront
Pre-war Rhetoric VS. War-time Reality
KAREN LOEFFLER

From the early 1860s, first as a territory then as a state, Nevada has been
identified as a part of the western frontier 111ythology. The harsh environment
invited an even harsher incursion of outlaws, bandits, and outcasts from the East.
Other arrivals included diverse itnmigrant groups, entrepreneurs, and religious
sects ready to embrace the freedom promised by westward migration. Having
achieved statehood in the lnidst of the Civil War, the Battle Born state has not
only encouraged but also prospered from its errant ilnage. Equally evident is
the unconventional, rebellious, and anti-government reputation associated with
Nevadans who, regardless of their location, have proven themselves proud
and fiercely loyal to their state. Indeed, frOln 1937 to 1950, the state legislature
approved of a state slogan designed to appear on all official stationery and
advertiSing publications: uNevada, one state without an income tax, a corporation tax, an inheritance tax, a gift tax, a sales tax. With cheap power, and liberal
111ining, corporation, taxation, and other laws. Welcome to Nevada." 1 Yet despite
the self-imposed isolation and intra-state devotion, as the United States entered
World War I, Nevada was aJ.11ong the first states in the country to den10nstrate a
thorough allegiance to President Woodrow Wilson's calnpaign for 100 percent
Alnericanisll1, whole-heartedly itnplementing his policies that called for the
repression of civil liberties in support of the war effort.
No sooner did Wilson publicly ask Congress to declare war on GenTlany,
on April 6, 1917 than his battle to win the hearts and minds of the United
States citizenry began. Having just been re-elected on the platform IIHe kept
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western history, frOlll the University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
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us out of the wal~" the president had to explain his about-face to the nation
amid serious concerns about the number of immigrants in the country and the
federal governn1ent's ability to achieve some degree of national unity. David
Kelu1edy explains the deluographic realities of the situation, "According to the
1910 census one out of every three Americans was either foreign born or had
at least one parent born outside the United States. Of those 32 million persons,
more than ten million held ties to the Central Powers.//2 While An1erica was not
unified when it entered the war, Wilson was convinced that he could use the
masses to his advantage if they could be united under a COllllllon framework
of ideals. With this goal in Inind, Wilson implemented a series of repressive
acts allowing the federal government control over the flow of information, the
formation of public opinion, the enforcement of immigrant loyalty, and the
regulation of labor.
Shortly after the United States entered World War I, Wilson created the Committee on Public Information (CPl). Originally intended to organize the distribution of
war-related information to the Alnerican public and abroad, the CPl increasingly
became a propaganda Inachine that specifically targeted imn1igrants, radical labor
elements/ and socialists. The CPT engaged in deliberate and calculated efforts to
regulate/ repress, or ren10ve any and all seditious/ disloyal, or unpatriotic actions
(physical, verbal, or written), using any means necessary. To assure success, the
Espionage Act, passed in June 1917, imposed prison tenns for acts of sabotage/
aiding the enen1y, or inciting a riot. It also empowered the postmaster gene rat
Albert Burleson, to censor all publications according to his own definitions of
treason, insurrection/ or opposition to the war effort. 3 Moving quickly/ in the fall
of 1917, the federal government ilnposed further restraints on the press with the
passage of the Trading-with-the-Enemy Act, which required all foreign-language
newspapers and journals to present an advance copy of their proposed publication to the Post Office Department for approval, thus forcing many newspapers
and periodicals to close either ten1porarily or permanently. The Sedition Act of
May 16, 1918/ which expanded the repressive llleasures of the Espionage Act,
prohibited any negative declarations regarding the government, constitution, or
flag of the United States. As Kelu1edy maintains/ Here was an inventiveness in
the art of subverting free speech."4
These four federal measures becalne the official authorities for hundreds
of ccnnmunity activist groups/ each enforcing its own brand of vigilance and
repression. In slightly lllore than thirteen n1onths, Wilson actively sought out
and endorsed n1easures that effectively silenced significant portions of the Bill
of Rights. Lacking the political and military structure to coerce mobilization as
the European nations had done, the president relied on psychological and later
economic motivations to rally the country together. s
Rallying Nevada together would require different means. Historically,
Nevada has been known for the diversity of its inhabitants; indeed, this is as
true today as it was in the years leading up to World War I. The 1910 census
II
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established Nevada's population at 81,875 persons, of whom. only 35,326, or
43.1 percent were American-born whites of Anlerican parentage. The remaining 56.9 percent were either foreign born or of foreign parentage. Italians made
up the largest segnlent (15.7 percent), followed by Germans (10.6 percent),
Canadians (10.2 percent), English (10.0 percent), and Irish (9.5 percent). Other
countries represented were Greece, Austria, Spain; Mexico, Denn1ark, Sweden,
and France. Encolnpassing a total land area of 110,540 square 111iles, Nevada had
a population density in 1910 of 0.7 persons per square 111ile, about one third of
the minimunllevel required to tneet Frederick Jackson Turner's famous 1893
definition of frontier. Nationally, the average number of persons per square
nlile was 30.9, giving Nevada a decidedly lower population density than any
other state, at approxilnately 1/45 of the national average. 6 Primarily a rural
state, Nevada contained only seven cities in 1910, with a combined population
of 19,698, or 24.1 percent of the state's total. With the greater part of Nevada
uninhabited, the cities, towns, and rural communities were isolated, encouraging their residents to form bonds of trust and friendship whose roots grew
strong and deep. The majority of Nevadans was concentrated in the northern
and central counties, where mining, agriculture, and railroads existed as the
principal employers.
While the population of Nevada had nearly doubled since 1900, the econolnic
outlook was strained on the eve of World War 1. The typical boom-and-bust
cycles for mining persisted, with a bust then playing out. A declining demand
for silver added to the state's poor financial outlook; and Nevada's distinct
climate and soil composition lneant both ranching and farming required more
land and water than the then current technology could supply to make them
profitable. Nevada was on the verge of a mass exodus (of what little nlass there
was) if change did not COlne quickly.
In Churchill County, however, the population was growing. Between 1906
and 1914, the Socialist Party had captured votes from the Democrats. In his
second edition of the History of Nevada, Russell Elliott suggests, IIHad World
War I not occurred the two parties would most likely have merged."7 State election results for 1914 reveal that the Socialist Party Inade a significant mark on
Nevada politics, with .A. Grant Miller winning 25 percent in a Senate race that
incumbent Francis Newlands barely won, while the Socialist candidate for the
House, Martin J. Scanlon, received 20 percent and gubernatorial hopeful W. A.
Morgan, garnered 15 percent. In contrast to the high totals in Nevada, when
the Socialist Party reached its peak nationally in 1912, presjdential candidate
Eugene Debs received only 6 percent of the vote. The popularity of socialism
in Nevada did not go unnoticed by the party's leaders.
Four miles east of Fallon, a socialist colony was taking shape on land recently
reclaimed through the 1902 NewlandsAct. Defenders of socialism established
Nevada City as a retreat with the hope that it would become the center for
the party first in Nevada and eventually for the entire West Coast. Its isolated
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position and the state's relaxed controls enabled socialists to retain their party
ideals. Fred D. Warren, a resident of the colony and fonner editor of the Appeal
to Reason, a socialist newspaper distributed in both the United States and Canada, said, "Nevada alone seen1S in1mune, because of the barrier of the western
lnountains and the alkali desert on the south and the wide reaches of desert
lands on the east. So those who don't want war to visit their fireside had better
prepare a place for the wife and kid dies out in the niountains of Nevada." M Firm
believers in pacifism, many colonists rejected organized religion/ traditional
political parties, and capitalism. Tlu'oughout 1917, Nevada City remained quiet,
as socialists denounced United States involvement in the war. In the spring of
1918, however, a resident of the socialist community, Paul Walters, was drafted.
When Walters refused to enlist/ Churchill County Sheriff Mark Wildes, after
waiting several days, entered Nevada City on May 19, intending to arrest the
young man. The sheriff was shot in the back and eventually died, with Walters
named as his killer. Joining the initial band of seventy-five men, bounty hunters
invaded Nevada City searching for Walters, but on May 24 four Indians killed
the draft dodger and claimed the $2,000 bounty. The Walters incident brought
an end to the peaceful coexistence between the colony and nearby Fallon.
Wilbur S. Shepperson illustrates how the utopian dream of a rural cooperative
remained elusive:
Instead of converting the state to socialism, the Nevada colony was
converted to capitalisnl; instead of relnaining an island untouched by
war and violence, the colony stood condelnned for the murder of Sheriff
Mark Wildes; instead of growing prosperous on the land, the economic
plight of the colony steadily deteriorated; instead of expanding the area
of cooperative enterprise, the colony leaders became less socialistic when
compelled by the war to consider how socialistic they were. 9
By 1919, the nlajority of the socialists had left Nevada City, and the property
was sold off to investors. Socialist party candidates in Nevada never again
achieved the electoral victories of the pre~war years.
As those pre-war years canie to a close, analysts in Washington, D.C. saw
the beginnings of an economic depression developing across the country and
feared the war would only exacerbate the problem. But in Nevada, iInlnediate
economic prospects inspired conflicting perspectives. George Wingfield, one
of the state's 1110st powerful econonlic figures, saw the war as a godsend for
Nevada. He predicted that ranching and ulining would flourish, thanks to the
needs of both American troops and their allies. Wingfield maintained that the
entire country would benefit from war-tinle demands. 10 Nevadans stood ready
and waiting for an opportuni ty. Consequently, when Congress declared war,
Nevada quickly took action. Nevada City proved to be the great anomaly of
the state.
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Henry A. Lemmon of Reno was director of the Nevada State
Council of Defense. The SeD, am.ong other things, sponsored
Registration Days for young men registering for the draft.
Photographer unknown. (Nevada HistoricaL Society)

On April 30, 1917/ little n10re than three weeks after the United States entered the war, Nevada had already supplied its entire quota of men for the
draft. In a statement released to local journalists, Henry A. Lemmon, Reno's
former superintendent of public utilities and newly appointed director of the
Nevada State Council of Defense (SeD), elaborated, "Nevada's patriotism, as
reflected by volunteer enlistnlents for the regular army, is the highest of any
State in the Union." Draft totals from April 1917 to February 1918 numbered
1/447/ exceeding the quota of 162 men by 900 percent. ll Whether a draftee or
an enlistee/ each soldier received overwhelming support froin his hometown.
Parades, speeches/ dances, dhulers, and band escorts to the train were among
the special send-offs provided to Nevada.'s men-at-arms. Nevada took the draft
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Lt. Governor Maurice Sullivan served on the Nevada State
Council for Defense with Governor Boyle, Secretary of State
George Brodigan, State Controller George Cole, and Attorney
General George Thatcher. Photographer unknown.
(N cvada Historical Sociellj)

seriously and aided the government in its search for skilled, specialty personnel.
Several local newspapers advertised for road workers, lUlnbcrmen, enginenlen,
cooks, and aviators, as well as those with nledical training. One general call for
enlistees in Tonopah in January 1918 requested All able bodied white nlen"
to serve their country. The racisnl in the statement also may have reflected the
snlall nunlber of non-whites living in Nevada: According to the 1910 census,
only 513 African Americans lived in the state, approximately 0.6 percent of the
total population. Sitnilarly, Japanese and Chinese accounted for a combined 2.2
percent of the population, with 927 and 864 residents, respectively.12
Registration Days were held throughout the country, and Nevada joined in
when the first event took place on June 5,1917, and the second exactly one year
/I
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later.13 In Nevada, Governor Emmet D. Boyle declared each one a holiday, and
in most Nevada communities businesses were closed, except the banks, which
stayed open to sell Liberty Bonds. When the Selecti ve Service Act was amended,
on May 18, 1918, to expand the age bracket for service Nevada participated in a
third Registration Day that September 12. In response to the age amendment, the
SCD directed Nevada elnployers to inspect the registration cards of all applicants
whose ages might Inake thetn eligible for the draft. 14 The age linlits were initially
21-31 years of age, later extended to 18-45; those outside the limits were recruited
for farm work or to serve on the various boards, leagues, and committees, or in
other patriotic efforts. The SCD Jnade clear that it would tolerate no idleness
relating to the war effort; participation in the draft and all patriotic leagues, COlnmittees, and progralns was not only expected but nlonitored.
Organization for the war effort began with the SCD, a division of the National
Council of Defense. Its primary purpose was '/the production and dissemination
as widely as possible of the truth about America's participation in the war."lS
Members of the state council included Governor Boyle, Lieutenant Governor
Maurice J. Sullivan, Secretary of State George Brodigan, State Controller George
Cole, and Attorney General George Thatcher. The committees under the control
of the Council of Defense and their directors induded Finance (war bonds), H.
A. Lemmon; Red Cross, Thatcher; Public Speaking (Four Minute Men), Suprelne
Court Justice Pat McCarran; Food Conservation and Production, Dean C. S.
Knight; Women's Section, Mrs. P. B. Ellis; Medical Section, Dr. George McKenzie;
and the Federal Food Adn1inistration, H. M. Hoyt. 16 Boyle appointed the directors, each of whom, once notified, replied with a note of thanks and a pledge
to serve their country. Whether for reasons of efficiency or because of the scattered population across a vast area, in early 1918 Boyle pioneered the concept of
county Councils of Defense as support units for the State Council. The federal
government took notice and forwarded the information to newspapers across
the country. State Council Chairman Lemmon congratulated the governor for
his foresight with the slogan "Nevada leads, Washington follows." "17
The county councils came on board gradually fro In early SUlnn1er to the
autuInn of 191.8. Tn selecting his county chainnen, Boyle had a tendency to
choose community leaders, bankers, lawyers, and judges. As did the directors,
these men pledged their loyal support to Boyle and America. Their efforts were
validated as Nevada exceeded her Third Liberty Loan quota on May 8, 1918
and by the end of the drive had secured subscriptions totaling $2,582,000 (84
percent over quota). In the initial drive, the Liberty Loan of 1917, Nevada was
the first state to exceed her obligation (on June 15, 1917) and eventually procured
$1,870,000. The state came close to repeating this feat during the second loan
effort by lneeting quota expectations on October 28, 1917, with total contributions of $2,868,000.
The county chainnen attributed their success to good organization as well
as to having a well-coordinated plan for canvassing their con1111unities. In
l
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The Loyalty Day Parade made its "..vay do"..vn Virginia Street in Reno in May 1917. Photographer unknov~Tn. (Nevada Historical Society)
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Humboldt, Washoe, and Nye counties, whose combined populations totaled
39 percent of all Nevadans, the chainnen used a systern that kept records on all
adult residents. They and their con1nlittees distributed loya]ty cards throughout
their communities with explicit instructions to fill them out and return them to
the local Council of Defense office. Tn addition to the general questions (name,
address, birthplace), there were lTIore specific and personal inquiries: If foreign
born, when did you COlne to the United States? How much did you pledge for
Liberty Loans (and War Saving Stamps) and where did you purchase them?
Are you a lnember of the Red Cross? Is your wife a member? What does she do
for them? Contribution amounts made to the YMCA or Knights of Columbus?IH
T. J .D. Salter of Humboldt County espoused the potential psychological effects
of the "spot-light system." Scrutiny of the inforn1ation quickly confinned that
if most people were giving a fair share, the would-be slackers, afraid of being
discovered, would be inclined to buy additional bonds and become active in
local war activities.
Other counties used various divide-and-conquer strategies to survey and
solicit their districts. At the lneeting of the State and County Council of Defense
held in Reno on Saturday, May 17, 1918, each county chairman explained the
n1ethods used for exceeding his Liberty Loan quota and how dissent or indifference was handled. J9 Lyon County relied on Four Minute Men, so named because
their talks were not to exceed four minutes, and other public speakers to unite
as well as to educate residents regarding Liberty Loans, War Saving Statnps,
and other war-related progran1s. Any "slow-n1oving" citizens were subjected
to public ridicule and conden1nation. Tn Elko, the barnstonning effort, led by
Governor Boyle, was singled out as a useful tool for rallying public support.
The county council director, Judge E. J. L.Taber, explained their systeln,
In SOlne instances it has been necessary to write to the district chairtnan and request hin1 to give the Director of the Council infonllation as
to who could afford to buy bonds and do not do so, and to give inforrnation as to the finances of such people; that the parents of sons in the
anny and navy were entitled to know who were their friends and the
friends of their boys.
Council members in White Pine County made a personal canvass of the
area and spoke with every male resident. They kept records and a COlnn1ittee
visited all non-subscribers, who, n10re often than not, then ll1ade a contribution.
Additional support can1e from the Four Minute Men who spoke frequently at
local theaters. Orn1sby County relied on its nine council members to conduct a
house-by-house survey. They checked names with the assistance of the Ladies'
Auxiliary and the Boy ScoutS.20
Tn Nye County, Judge Mark Averill admitted it was difficult to obtain contributions from corporations for the Third Liberty Loan. Both the railroads and
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The turret of a tank can be seen above the heads of the group in Tonopah. The tank.was on
display for a Liberty Loan drive in 1918. Photographer tmknown. (Nevada Historical Society)

the Nevada-California Power Company, then under governm.ent management,
abstained. The banks, dealing with certificates frOJJl the past loan drives, also
declined to subscribe. Only the mining companies and 10cal citizens canle
through in the end, and, while he was not proud of their total, Averill assured
the council that the county had been card-indexed for use in future bondraising efforts. He was, however, concerned about cOlnlnunicating current war
infonnation to Nye County's nine thousand residents and requested franking
privileges (i.e., free postage, letterhead, and envelopes) for the local councils.
As a final point, Averill expressed concern over the lack of authority afforded
to councils by the federal govenHi1ent. Although not an advocate of mob law,
Averill felt it was inevitable, stating that "our duty is to prevent mob law, except
in those cases where it might do sonle good. The Third Liberty Loan is over, the
future is the ilnportant thing with us and we want to be able to do things that
are necessary." Esmeralda County's council devised another method to ensure
a thorough canvass: separating the city into three or four city block sections
and appointing captains who visited every household in their division. The
county director said of the Inatter of power that "we siInply assume whatever
authority we feel we should have. Any authority we do not have we are going
to take in order to reach and solve these problems as they come up and we will
continue to assume this authority."21
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Organizations like the Boy Scouts lent their support to patriotic endeavors. (The Story of
the Liberty Loans. Labert St. Clair. James William Bryan Press, Washingon D. C., 19-19)
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Public speakers, the Four Minute Men and Soldier Orators, made nluuerous
appearances throughout the state to educate the public on the war. In a truly
patriotic! non-partisan can1.paign, three speakers- current Governor Boyle,
fonn er Governor Tasker Oddie! and the 1914 Socialist candidate for United
States senator! A. Grant Miller- barnstormed through Nevada. In two ten-day
trips spanning late February and early March 1918, the trio, accompanied by
the Council of Defense state chairman, Henry Lemmon, traveled the northern
and southern portions of the state, organizing county councils in areas where
none existed and promoting Liberty Loans and the national war effort. After
each spokeslnan presented on a different topic, including nationalis111 patriotiS1U, and Americanislu audiences responded with enthusiastic cheering and
applause. A review by the R.eno Eve"ning Gazette acknowledged Lemlnon's successful strategy: "The psychological effect produced by three men who have
been political opponents in Nevada for years going upon one platfonn and
speaking before the people of Nevada on one issue, the war, has done n10re to
cement the patriotis111 and cooperation of the people of Nevada than almost
anyone thing that has been done in this state."22
Besides the ll1ain presentation to local residents, the men were willing to
fulfill any request for their time, including those from the Red Cross, high
schools, loyalty leagues and other patriotic groups within each COJnnlunity
they visited. For instance, during their scheduled stop in Ely, the local railroad
operators had planned a strike vote for the next 1110rning in response to low
w"ages and other disputes between the operators and owners. Boyle and Miller
immediately set up meetings with the union representatives while Oddie and
Lemm.on gathered with the operators. The governor, using the trump card of
patriotism, ren1inded both sides of their duty to keep the railroads rnoving so
as to enable war production to continue without interruption. Both sides 111ade
sma 11 concessions, and the strike was averted with an agreement to postpone
further negotiations until the war ended . As a result, plans were initiated to
organize a state arbitration board. 23
While Nevadans sought ways to mediate agreements, in other parts of the
country striking workers and labor unions were not held in high favor. In Bisbee,
Arizona, for exan1ple, more than two thousand copper miners went on strike
with hopes of unionizing for better wages. As copper was vital for the production of bullets, the townspeople viewed the strike as unpatriotic. The strikers
were herded at gunpoint into busses and deported to Mexico. Legionnaires in
Centralia, Washington! raided the headquarters of the Industrial Workers of
the World (IWW), where a gun battle ensued. The leader of the IWW was then
castrated, killed, wrapped in an Aluerican flag, and dragged through the streets
of town.24 In Tulsa, Oklahoma, sixteen men were arrested for being members
of the local rww. After spending the night in jail they were transported to a
secluded area of town where they were stripped, whipped with ropes, then
tarred and feathered. The men were told to leave Tulsa and never return; their
j
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clothing was burned and shots were fired at thenl as they fled. Whether or not
laborers were successful in Nevada, they and n1anagement avoided such overt
acts of violence and vigilantism.25
The call for nationahsnl was heard loud and clear throughout Nevada.
Branches of federal patriotic associations sprang up in all counties as Nevadans demonstrated their support for the war. Foreign-born members of the
community, eager to show their loyalty and dedication to the United States,
often volunteered to head these groups. Units of the Honle Guard (a pseudo
military organization) were established in Elko, Lovelock, and Tonopah, as well
as in Nye (two units) and White Pine counties. Intended to encourage young
men to enlist and designed to combat trouble within the state, they consisted
of both eligible and exempted men. While sin1ilar in structure, sonle groups
were more regiIuented in their perfornlance, as the Elko division illustrated.
As the first H0l11e Guard in Nevada, established in November 1917, it operated in conjunction with the local high-school course in military training and
tactics. Directed by Principal George C. Jensen, the curriculum included daily
calisthenics, infantry drills, sighting and gallery fire, signaling with flags, first
aid, map reading, military lectures, and combat exercises. 26
In Lovelock, the Home Guard focused its energy on the IWW. Alarmed by a
sudden increase in the foreign membership of the IWW, residents of Lovelock
and the neighboring towns of Rochester and Packard began to monitor the
group. Writing to Governor Boyle, the tnayor of Lovelock, L. A. Friedman,
admitted that the local townspeople had maintained a close scrutiny of the
labor organization and reported any activity to Home Guard leaders.27 The
fear of both domestic riots and seditious disturbances prompted most states to
establish some type of hOlne-defense force. More than thirty states organized
Home Guard units or similar semi-tnilitary groups.28
Many Nevada Home Guard units contacted the governor requesting rifles
and ammunition for their members. While he personally endorsed the project,
both federal and state statutes strictly regulated state police and armed Inilitia
organizations, which tempered his enthusiasm. Always a diplomat and politician, Governor Boyle praised the vigor displayed by the Home Guards and
agreed to present their case to the national government, but was non-committal
on the rifle issue. 29 These actions were a far cry frOln what happened in some
other states: In Connecticut, the legislature authorized its Home Guard to be
another armed force within the state, with duties ranging from benign participation in parades and overseeing registration days to vigilant protection of the
state's railroads, bridges, and power plants, as well as making weekly raids on
socialist meetings. 30
To show that legislative authorization need not matter, local citizens established their own divisions of national organizations. In Tonopah, for example,
the Vigilance League, a branch of the Secret Service, was made up of volunteers
who pledged their assistance to the federal government's war effort. Whereas
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lTIen1.bership was open to all resident nl.ales within the in1.Inediate area, the
following restrictions were imposed; only loyal citizens or those who could
be vouched for were accepted, and all nlen1 bers had to sign an oath and were
bound to secrecy. The League presented a description of its goals to Henry Lelnlllon, assuring hilll that "by investigating all cases involving disloyal, seditious
or hostile acts against the U. S. governn1ent, and using measures within their
power (not detailed here) to bring about the punishment of the offendel~ we
hope to pron10te the order and welfare not only of this con1n1unity, but of the
state and country at large." The letter included an offer of aid to the state if an
en1ergency should arise and requested an endorsement fron1 the State Council
of Defense. Tn closing it noted: "There has been no public statelTIent n1ade here
of the organization, as we believe that our work of being the eyes and ears of
the governlllent will be better accomplished if our exjstence and intentions
are not heralded to the public, for the titne at 1east."31 Fearing that SOllle local
officials were not in agreetnent with League objectives or those of the federal
governlnent, the group asked Len1.lnOn to be discreet. To this end, all future
correspondence was to be sent directly to the Executive COlnn1ittee menlbers
listed and n1arked "persona1." Additional correspondence included a letter to
Lenlnlon detailing the visit of Captain Arthur Allen of the United States Bureau
of Investigation to the local defense headquarters in Tonopah. Its purpose was
to assure Len1n10n that the federal government was Ilfully aware of the situation" in Tonopah and to reCOllllnend that "the State Council1nay post itself on
this point by conversation with Captain Allen if opportunity offers."32Despite
its desire for anonylnity, the League did becOlne public one month later when a
newspaper article detailed its objectives. The Tonopah Daily Bonanza described the
menlbers as a Ilgroup of men who felt that the tinle had come when organized
action should be taken to elin1inate the few disloyal and seditious spots which
appear as blemishes on our fair nanle as a loyal, patriotic community." 33
Because the male population of Nevada contained lnore thirty-year-olds than
eighteen-year-olds, the draft took a heavy toll on the state's teaching profession.
President Wilson urged the coun try to preserve the efficiency of public schools
during the war <.Uld the United States COn1.l11issioner of Education agreed. State
Superintendent of Public Schools John Edwards Bray declared the task could be
accon1plished only if teaching were to be considered an essential industry and
teachers exen1pted fr(Hll the draft. At the state Educational Conference, a nation~
wide progran1 directed by the Department of Interior and the Bureau of Education,
Covernor Boyle endorsed the president's plan but failed to address the issue of
draft exernption. In September, Bray directed his concerns to the State Council of
Defense, requesting Lemlnon's help in presenting the issue to national authorities.
Since the war ended two Inonths later, the idea was never debated. 34
Attempts to influence the hearts, Ininds, and hOlnes of Nevada's youth were
evident in the efforts of the Departnlent of Educational Propaganda (DEP). A
subcot11tnittee of the WOlnen's Division of the State Council of Defense, it focused
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on Nevada's students. Eugenia Stone co-chair of the Nevada DEP, designed a
pamphlet that was sublllitted to the governor on September 5, 1918, for possible distribution to all Nevada high-school students. In detailing young Jnen's
responsibilities, Stone elllphasized the importance of college and directed those
under the age of eighteen to enroll for 111ilitary work. She encouraged girls to
study food conservation and production, and suggested home nursing/ the
Red Cross, and teaching as ways in which won1en could aid their country. In
her Inessage to all students, Stone stressed the critical role the students would
play in the nation's future, "Tn this tinle of war and need prepare yourself by
going to school for the tiIne when, BY YOUR TRAINING YOU ARE FITTED TO SERVE
YOUR COUNTRY BEST." 35 Governor Boyle expressed his approval and promised
to forward the request to the seD and its director/ Henry Lemrnon, but the war
ended before the circular could be considered.
As a lneans of reinforcing the patriotic cOlnmitment established through the
local Defense Councils and various other vigilance groups, both educators and
students were encouraged to join the Loyal Service Legion of Nevada. Another
subconllnittee of the State Council of Defense, the Legion was open to all public
and private institutions and had the purpose of promoting the nation's welfare
through participation in patriotic activities in the schools. The local education
authorities were responsible for conlpliance within their districts. Melnbers
pledged their love of the Uni ted States and dedication to the League, and they
promised to serve their country as directed by the president, governor, or a
school-district authority.36 Nationally, Wilson's Committee on Public Infonnation
was aware of the large and captive audience the public-school system provided.
In his book, How We Advertised America, the CPT director, George Creet in1mediately recognized the potential for influencing the lnasses, stating/ "For this
purpose there was no other agency so effective/ so sure, as the public schools
with their twenty 111i11ions of pupils.//J7 Working with the National Education
Association and governn1ent departments/ the CPI produced Th.e National School
Service, a selni-lnonthly magazine distributed to everyone of the estimated
six hundred thousand public-school teachers in the United States. Along the
saIne lines, the CPI used the Boy Scouts to disseminate war-effort information
to the public. The CPI supplied thenl with 111illions of copies of Wilson's Flag
Day speech and instructed the scou ts to distribute them door-to-door with the
request that after reading the palnphlet, the recipients pass it on.
In some cases, the desire to form a state version of a national program was
not optional. The League to Enforce Peace was established June 17/ 1915, at
Independence Hall in Philadelphia, with forn1er President William __ oward
Taft at the helrn. Looking beyond the present/ its purpose was not to end the
wal~ but to prevent future wars through the creation of a League of Nations.
At the bottom of its letterhead could be found the words: "By the entrance of
our country into the war on the basis declared by President Wilson on April 6/
such a League of Nations to maintain the peace of the world as the League to
l
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Hugh Henry Brown, of Tonopah, was Co-Chairman of Nevada's
League to Enforce Peace. Photographer unknown.

(Nevada HistoricaL Society)

Enforce Peace advocates has beCOllle a reality. It remains now to insure its successfu 1continuance by committing the people and the Congress of the United
States to this high purpose of the war."38On May 5, 1917, the League to Enforce
Peace forwarded a list of conventions for the state of Nevada to Governor Boyle,
requesting that he personally approach the groups involved and arrange for
a League speaker to participate. Another letter, dated May 23, 1917, called for
all speeches and essays for upcoming commencen1ent exercises to include the
topic of the League to Enforce Peace. To further this cause, the League included
a prepared statement titled IICommencement War Theme" for distribution to
all local newspapers. Nevada, however, was unable to participate, since all
graduation ceremonies for the school year had been completed.
On October 15, 1917, the League requested a current list of Nevada's county
League chairmen. [n response Governor Boyle admitted that Nevada had not
organized a League to Enforce Peace, citing the numerous requirelnents of his
time for state lnatters. Fortunately, Tonopah attorney Hugh H. Brown and his
wife, Marjorie, had been trying since December 1916 to establish the League
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in Nevada; Boyle finally created a state branch/ and in Noveluber 1917 Brown
became co-chairman (with Boyle) and prornptly set out to organize a Inembership drive. To expedite the process, Brown asked SeD director Lelumon for a
list of "patriotic and public-spirited" Nevadans to whon1 he could appeal for
support. At the saIne tinle, Governor Boyle called upon Chief Justice McCarran/
chairman of the state CPT, to asse111ble a speakers bureau to carry the League's
message to the people.
The State Speakers Conln1ittee of Nevada consisted of nine appointees all
chosen from the northern portion of the state. As did other Boy Ie appointees,
they heartily accepted their new positions-except one, San1uel W. Belford.
An attorney in Reno, Belford expressed his II grave doubts as to the utility of
its [Council of Defense] services." Belford went on to add, "My own personal
opinion is that the press must handle the publicity end of our war activities
and that very little would be accomplished by Inaking speeches." 39 Despite
his reservations about the program/ Belford offered to help the governor in
any way he saw fj t.
As pronlinent nlembers of their c0111munities, the State Speakers Committee
chairmen were responsible for assembling a group of local business111en, clergy,
and attorneys willing to address public gatherings with short talks designed to
arouse patriotism. Moreover, each branch was expected to fonn a local sector
of the Four Minute Men, a division of the Committee on Public Information.
The rnotivational but non-professional speakers were supposed to enlighten the
public on the war and related topics as a Iueans of stirring the masses to action.
As a tool of the government's propaganda factory, the local Four Minute Men
branches, as described by Governor Boyle, "are state C01111nittees organized to
aid the National Govern111ent in its war work here." He added that "the value
of this service has been made clear in the Liberty Loan Bond Campaign, the
Red Cross Cmnpaign and in other war activities in Nevada where informal and
hastily organized speaker's c0111mittees in certain towns rendered service of the
very highest patriotic order." 40 At COm111unity movie theaters the speakers used
the intervals between filIns to present their message. The CPI selected topics in
advance, required strict adherence to the four-minute rule and discouraged any
addition of personal feelings or biases. Throughout Nevada, the Four Minute
Men rallied audiences behjnd such thC111eS as Liberty Bonds, Food Conservation, the Red Cross, the Selective Service Draft, and the broad theme of IIWhy
Are We Fighting." 41 In the sumn1er of 1918, the Speakers Bureau and the Four
Minute Men were consolidated into one division.
On both the state and national level, the call1paign to sell the war paid particular attention to the large immigrant population. Nevada worried about the high
nUIuber of non-assilnilated immigrants, especially the Austro-Hungarian populations in the Ruth-McGill area and in Tonopah. While the media inaccurately
portrayed them as one monolithic group, the resident Serbs and Greeks sought
to separate themselves from other central and southern European immigrants by
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conducting loyalty parades, establishing patriotic societies, and contributing
speakers to local events. The situation in Douglas County was similar. Although
it contained the largest German population in the state, the foreign-born residents
had already forged their place in the community and there was little anxiety
about their dedication. But in the Carson Valley; the Lutheran Church voluntarily
gave up its German language services and the local high school discontinued its
German class until the war ended. In smaller, more isolated areas where their
numbers were less significant, German immigrants experienced scorn, ridicule,
and distrust. The CPI telegraphed Boyle, and other governors across the nation,
about Loyalty Celebrations for foreign-born citizens during Fourth of July festivities; it included a directive to n1ake sure that the hnlnigrants controlled and
lnanaged "their part" of the gala, with others only "cordially assisting."42
Nevada also took steps to reassure Austrians, as inl.migrants from one of
the empi.res fighting the United States. According to 1910 census infornlation,
only 969 Austrians lived in Nevada, 1.2 percent of the state population. Though
their number was small, Lemrnon prepared a statement intended to reassure
the immigrants that if war should be declared their jobs were not in danger. He
maintained that "Austrians 'who keep their mouths shut and obey the laws of
the United States and of the State of Nevada have nothing to fear."43 In another,
less abrasive, memo, Lemnl0n warned all nlining operations to resist any public
denunciations that might negatively affect treahnent of those Austrians who
wished to comply with the law.
Most imtnigrants-and the native born- dearly wished to comply with the
law. Although the composition of Nevada's population was highly mixed, there
were few reported incidents of sedition. The case garnering the most attention
occurred on April 1, 1918, and involved J. B. Sauer of Manhattan. The Daylight
Savjng Bill, signed by President Wilson, took effect the day before. Sauer, a
businesslnan of Gennan descent, publicly denounced the president and was
arrested at once. Charged as an enemy alien and with disturbing the peace; he
pled guilty, paid the $50 fine, and was immediately "railroaded out of town."44
The Nye County Council director, Judge Mark Averill, inquired as to whether
his bakery could be confiscated under the Trading with the Enetny Act. In reply,
United States Attorney William Woodburn explained the definition of an enemyas "any person within the military or naval lines of Gcrnlany or her allies
Austrla-Hungary."45 Consequently, Sauer's property could not be taken.
After the war, the federal government took steps to avoid situations like
the one involving Sauer. Beginning in February 1919, the Justice Departnlent
required all enemy aliens to register with local authorities. Detailing the registration process, The Tonopah Daily Bonanza justified the measure, explaining,
"Persons required to register sholl ld understand that in so doing they are giving proof of their peaceful dispositions and of their intention to conform to the
laws of the United States."46In addition to three copies of the registration form
and four photographs, applicants also had to submit thUD1bprints, signatures,
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and oaths before a registration officer. Ten to fifteen days later, when the registrant returned for his identification card, another thumbprint and signature
were necessary. As was required of all men of draft agel loyalty cards were to
be presented upon demand.
Elko tnade its contribution to avoiding sedition. The Elko County papers
published an article supplied to them by the County Council of Defense. The
headline read, IIElko County Council of Defense Saysl Seditious and Disloyal
Utterances Must Stop. Director Requests Citizens to Inform Council of Objectionable Language."47 Exam,ples of seditious or disloyal language included phrases
such as IIThis is nothing but a rich man/s war/' or that "the United States had
no business getting into this war," or "we have no business sending our troops
across the Atlantic.'/4H Reminding readers of their duty to report such words or
actions, the Council announced its intention to deal with those who persisted
along these unpatriotic lines in a swift and stern manner.
In another effort to control seditious publicationsl Nevadans initiated a statewide ban on all newspapers and lnagazines owned by the William Randolph
Hearst Company. This order was in response to a New York American article
describing President Wilson as a vacillating incompetent.'1 On Septe111ber 111
1918, Secretary of the Treasury William McAdoo and CPT director George Creel
publicly condemned Hearst. Three days later, the county Councils of Defense
showed their support with a unanimous vote to suspend circulation specifically
citing Hearst's San Francisco Examiner and the San Francisco Call and Post. Governor Boyle was not present at the Ineetjng and was therefore unable to respond
to the numerous telegrams he received requesting details about the media ban.
Posters titled "H,earst's Newspapers Not Sold Here" denounced twelve Hearst
publications, quoting the derogatory reference to Wilson and declaring, IINe_
vada is A111erican All of the Time."49 San Francisco Examiner circulation 1l'lanager
A. E. Crawford relninded Nevadans of the forthcorn1ng Liberty Loan and the in1mense amount of publicity generated by the Hearst papers. He argued, "When
you figure the wonderful circu lation of the Hearst papers which runs into the
n1111ionsl you can imagine what this assistance means to the Government, and
how little they will appreciate the action of any person or persons that interfere
with it.'150 While the county councils might have had a unanimous opinion of
Hearst, editors and distribu tors offered more mixed reactions. Although the
New Mexico War Ne7(1)s supported Nevada's claim descrjbing Hearst as "the
Kaiser's personal representative in Anlerica," other such endorsements of the
anti-Hearst sentiment were hard to find. 5:1 Hearst requested and received an
injunction against the statewide ban from Edward S. Farrington, United States
'District Judge for Nevada:
II

l

Acting together, [Len1n10n and the State Council of Defense], they
sought to prevent disloyal propaganda in Nevada, a purpose not in itself
criminal or unlawfuL It was to be acco111plished by preventing the sale
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of the San Francisco Examiner in Nevada, and this in turn, was to be
effected by inducing newsdealers, whether wil1ing or unwilling, under
pain of being disloyal, to refrain fron1 buying or selling that paper. This
is concerted action. It will materially interfere wi th inter8tate conllllerce,
which i8 unlawfu1. 52
Since Hearst made the stateln.ent before the United States entered the war,
the tnajority of newspapers felt no need to pursue the matter. The ban was
8hort-lived and it appears that most Nevadans went along with it only to keep
from being labeled disloyal or unpatriotic. In a state whose populations were
generally isolated and contained a variety of ethnic eu Itures, one would expect
to find more cases of disloyalty, sedition, or anti-war delnonstration8. On the
contrary, dOCUlllentation shows the numerous and varied waY8 N:evadans
declared their cOlllmi tment to the war effort. The girls of Sparks High School
fonned the state's first Patriotic League in Septelnber 1917. The young WOlllen
collected magazines for nlilitary hospitals oversea8 and assisted the Red Cross.
Later that year, the League was recognized for its efforts, which included knitting
gannents, assen1b1ing Christlllas packages, and raising funds for the Red Cross
can1paign.5J Also in Sparks, Dr. Henry Warren Poor presented photographs of
the war cOlllpiled frolll his two trips to france. In an effort to boost support on
the hOllle front, Dr. Poor's exhibit included views fronl the front lines, as well
as of sublllarines and battleships in action. Throughout the state, Nevada's
WOlllen volunteered their time and energy for the war effort. Joining WOlnen
across the country, they fornled their own branches of such organizations as
the state and national Councils of Defense, Liberty Loan Comnlittees, Departlllent of Educational Propaganda and Patriotic Education, and state chapters
of the Federation of Won1en's Clubs. World War I changed traditional gender
roles by allowing wonlen to tak<:. part in activities other than wonlen's groups.
Under the auspices of sel f-defen8e or war vigilance, son1C forn1ed their own
gun clubs or Honle Cuard units while others joined nlen's organizations such
as the American Protective League. WOl1len also played a prilnary role in the
deportations of the striking Bisbee copper llliners. 54
Infornlative speeches proved to be another effective tool to attain and preserve the patriotic spirit in Nevada. In Reno, for exarnple, the New Baptist
Church hosted a series of six Sunday-evening talks ill the spring of 1918. Topics included "The Shadow of Prussianisn1," "What T Learned in Washington,"
presented by Governor Boyle; and "What TLearned in Russia."55 Lectures on
patriotism were presented at Tonopah High School every Tuesday and Friday
morning, beginning with the causes of the war, then moving on to such topics
as the ;'Secret Service,'1 "Financing the War," "The Espionage Act/ and I'Mobilizing the Arn1y."
An unexpected boost to the war effort occurred in the spring of 1918 when
Tonopah played h08t to representatives froln Montenegro, which was allied
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with the United States, England, and France, despite being within the borders
of Austria-Hungary. The group, whose country was coniplete1y under enemy
control at this time, was traveling throughout southern and western Europe as
well as North and South Anierica, seeking input on Montenegro's future from
former coun.trYlnen who had immigrated before the war. When asked what
a native Montenegrin could do for his homeland, one representative replied,
"Whatever contribution you desire to make or do for your native country in
this war, do it for the United States and you have served your native country
as your adopted land."56
After the war ended, on November 11, 1918, Nevada, and the rest of the
nation, attempted to adjust to post-war life. The war-related wealth and prosperity that Wingfield had predicted materialized only briefly, joining ll1any
transitory nlining booms before it. Agricultural production and farm prices
were waning. Also troubling were the 1920 census statistics, which revealed
4,468 fewer Nevadans than in 1910. 57 The end of the war also meant a decline
in liiineral demands, resulting in surplus stock. Production decreased to half its
war-tilne levels while the cost of living remained high. Likewise, laborers were
ready for proJ11ises ll1ade during the war to be fulfilled. 58 Beginning in January
1919, a series of strikes started in the copper mines of Ruth. Strikes would also
break out in McGill (July 1919) and Tonopah (August 1919). Increased tensions
between workers and employers and a declining econonly plagued Nevada's
once unified counties. To make matters even worse, the very industries that
had experienced a short-lived prosperity as Anlerica entered the war were the
first to feel the crunch once peace arrived. In 1919, liiineral revenues were less
than one half of the 1918 total.
The rebellious fa\ade that Nevada presents to the rest of the country and
the world belies its history as a nationalistic, patriotic, and conformist state
read y to serve the federal government when called upon. Likewise, the ideals
of individualisnl, resistance to regulation, respect for freedom, and liberalisln
associated with Nevada have been quickly shelved in the nanle of country.
World War I proved how quickly Nevada could withdraw the rights of its
people, beconling just as authoritarian, oppressive, and nlilitant as any state
in the Union. Yet, as the state of eJTI.ergency subsided, Nevada could not return
to its pre-war status of isolationislll. Automobiles, the Great Depression, World
War II, the Cold War, and the interstate highway system would further intensify
the state's integration with the nation.
The rebelliolls, anti-government pretense is just as discenlab1c today as it was
immediately prior to World War I. Yet, although this independent sentiment
dissipated very quickly once the war began, and with little protest or opposition
ft·oln residents, its post-war return was lliarked by both fervor and endurance.
Nevada may project the inlage of self-sufficiency and aloofness, but when duty
calls, the state has proven itself ready to give its all for the country.
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Dead Roses and Blooming Deserts
The Medical History of a New Deal Icon
MICHELLE FOLLETTE TURK

They died to make the desert: bloonz.l The United States of Anzerica will continue to rernenzber that
many who toiled here found their fina.l rest 'lJ. Jhile engaged in. the building of this danl. The United
States of A merica '{.oil! contin.["/.e to remember the services of alll.o/z.o labored to clothe with substance
the plans of lJlOse who first visioned the building of this darn. '2
- -Men10rial plaque, Hoover Dam

Although a menlorial plague at Hoover Dam sets the nUlnber of workers
killed during its construction at ninety-six, the real figure was nearly double
that. 3 In fact, the figure would have been nnlch higher had it not been for the
precedent-setting effort by the federal government/ contractors, and workers
to save as Inany lives as possible on the project. Aside from its value as a jobs
program, a nluch needed stimulus to the fledging Las Vegas eCon0l11y, and its
status as one of the lnan-nlade wonders of the world/ Hoover Danl represented
a major step forward for the American occupational health Inovenlent. Even
though construction began during the last years of Republican rule, a tilne
generally considered devoid of government intervention in behalf of labor, a
variety of factors c0111bined to Inake the project a crucial turning point in the
history of occupational health care. Joseph Stevens, Dennis McBride/ and other
historians of the dam have briefly described health conditions and the efforts
undertaken to promote health, but none has enlphasized this watershed effect
and how the project/s considerable health risks forced the federal government
to prod the contractor/ Six Couipanies Inc., to undertake 111ajor initiatives to

Michelle Turk is a University of Nevada, Las Vegas graduate student pursuing her
ph.D. in the History of the U. S. West. She is writing her dissertation on the medical
history of southern Nevada. Ms. Turk is the deputy director of Preserve Nevada, the
statewide non-profit organization, which is dedicated to the preservation of Nevada's
cultural, historical, and archaeological heritage.
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protect workers on the job. 4 Eventually, the contractor developed a system to
provide job-related health care on the dan1 site and in Boulder City before the
New Oeat actions that boosted the entire occupational health movelnent.
In 1928! when a Republican-led Congress passed the Swing-Johnson bill
authorizing construction of a danl at Black Canyon! America's occupational
health tnovement was at a crossroads. As past scholarship has den10nstrated,
most American industries consistent]y ignored demands for occupational health
refornls and job safety until the Progressives, in the process of advocating social
justice, public safety, and equality! raised the specter of urban epidemics in
order to force progress on the issue. s As the twentieth century began, physicians and other health advocates worked with insurance companies, eager to
hold down the cost of claims, to pressure lawmakers into creating municipal
and state public health boards as well as the United States Public Health Ser~
vice (PHS), which became the chief federal health agency by 1913. 6 While the
PHS enjoyed broad power to oversee occupational health in defense industries
during World War 1, its powers shifted to state and local agencies during the
conservative 1920s.
In 1908, states began passing workers' conlpensation laws, but enforcelnent
proved difficult? After 1910, a body of legal precedent gradually made it easier
to hold negligent employers liable for job-related accidents and even force payInent of compensation to injured workers-a dranlatlc shift from nineteenthcentury practices. As a result, insurance companies did a brisk business selling
workers/ compensation policies to employers during and after the war. In the
pro-business clin1ate of the 1920s, employers held off refonners on a variety of
fronts by lobbying sympathetic lawlnakers, actively contesting suits in court!
and hiring physicians who questioned whether workers' diseases could be
traced to the workplace rather than to the neighborhood and hOlne. In many
cases! conservative judges ruled in favor of lnanagetnent, a trend that discouraged future elnployee suits. Stilt legal pressures forced many big eDlployers
to spend lnore m.oney on job safety and even fund academic research into occupational issues.
Thanks to these and other factors! the Boulder Canyon Project represented
a major shift in AITlerican occupational health history. The project's considerable health risks forced the federal governlnent to Inandate major health-care
and safety progranls to protect the workers. The sheer number of elnployees
working at the site tested the contractors' commitments to occupational health. s
From 1931 to 1932! the number of employees increased from 800 to 3!000 men,
and at the height of dam construction in June 1934 the project elnployed 5,128. 9
Although n1any private companies struggling for profits often overlooked
industrial hygiene issues! the employees of Six Companies benefited from being part of a project subject to federal oversight. The federal governtnent had
to intervene because the dam was an isolated project undertaken in a harsh
desert environment. Early concerns about the construction site prompted the
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preventive measures and created a new type of occupational health program
in the American workplace. President Herbert Hoover, a former civil engineer
trained to improve efficiency in the production process, personally enlarged
the federal government's role in Black Canyon by eliminating the wasteful
practice of employing and Inaintaining unhealthy dam workers. His policies
included requiring workers to receive regular physicals and 111edical care, and
giving them access to first-aid stations and a hospital. To oversee these initiatives, Hoover authorized the Bureau of Reclamation to play an active role in
supervising occupational health at the dalTI site and in Boulder City.lO Consequently, the project's chief occupational health progranl was the health-care
system and hospital built and 111anaged by Six C0J11panies. In addition, the
project served as a venue for academic research on heat and fatigue, and the
contractors' physicians used these findings in treating their patients. Finally,
the legislative and legal syste1l1S also exerted an influence. Worker compensation laws required Arizona and Nevada to compensate injured workers and,
with clnployer liability becolning easier to prove in all jurisdictions, enlployees
gained increased help from the legal system.
Despi te some lninor setbacks, the Boulder Canyon Project fostered a cooperative environment in which insurance c0111panies, physicians, academic
researchers, the legal system, and the governnlent worked together lnore than
in previous decades. J1 This relationship succeeded because it benefited all
parties. Although early conditions at the town and dam site were less than
satisfactory, this article will reveal that advances were occurring during 193132/ long before New Deal legislation Jnandated them. The occupational health
improvements on the Boulder Canyon Project did not inlmediately affect the
occupational health lTIOVement nationally, but they represented a significant
federa 1 effort to refonn occupational health-care practices on the job, paving
the way for later New Deal policy.
Clearly, when Six CCHnpanies began its initial work at Black Canyon in "1931,
the balance of power in the realm of occupational health still lay 1l1ostly with the
clnployers. The project employed miners/ muckers, carpenters, pluDlbers, electricians, engineers, railroad employees, clerical force, corn.missary attendants,
truck drivers, riggers, lnechanics, chemists/ steelworkers, celnent workers, and
all fornls of general labor. The men who lived in the lnakeshift, rag-tag com~
munity along the riverbank were in no position to insist on their rights. The
contractor paid little attention to appropriate sanitary, health care, and housing needs. 12 The only hOUSing available was at Williamsville, also referred to
as Ragtown. B The workers and their families lived in tents, shacks, cars, and
trailers, and endured extrelne heat, strong winds, thunderstorn1s, and flooding.
Although Six Cornpanies built temporary hOUSing for tunnel workers on the
canyon wall at "Cape Horn," the river bend just above the dam site, both settleInents offered little comfort. 14 Workers bathed and drew drinking water from
the Colorado Rivel~ which coliform bacteria, pathogens, and disease-producing
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bacteria and viruses had conhuninated. While no epidenllcs occurred at this
tiule, there are reports that waterborne pathogens associated with diseases such
as viral and bacterial gastroenteritis and typhoid fever contmuinated the river
and the drinking-water tanks. Such diseases affected many workers and their
falnily Tuenlbers. "'5
Although the Bureau of Rec1atnation dircctol~ Dr. Elwood Mead, was aware
of these brutal conditions, he did little to help. Mead thought the workers could
survive the first SUffilner without I'great losses" and then Jnove to Boulder City
in the falt16 But he was wrong. On June 24,1931, the Las Vegas Evening Re'lJieuJJournal reported that the danl site was 140 degrees Fahrenheit in the sun and 120
degrees Fahrenheit in the shade. The average temperature during the sun11ner
of 1931 was 119.9 degrees. 17 Intense sweating subjected the workers to heat
dehydration, also referred to as heat prostration or exhaustion, which resulted
fronl a conlbination of therll1al and cardiovascular strain. They experienced
fatigue, dizziness, confusion, and increased pulse and respiration rates, and
developed dry skin, mucous melnbranes, and nl0uths. Many workers suffered
heatstroke; they experienced high body telnperature, convulsion, swelling of
the brain, COlna, and even death. 18 In their reports, Las Vegas physicians explained that their patients' "regulating center" rose above nOr111at resulting in
a "swelling of the brain and a resultant pressure.,,19 Over the next five years,
Illany workers and their fall1ily members passed out or died of heatstroke. 2o
Although exactly how ll1any suffered fro In the heat is unknown, the contractor's
records show that seventeen workers died frOUl "heat prostration" in the summer of 1931. 21 To their credit, the Six C0111panies recognized the problem and
revised employees' schedules to linlit exposure to the sun. 22 Nevertheless, the
workers and their farnilies experienced terrible burns from the sun and wind,
leading ll1any to believe they had caught a waterborne disease troln the river.23
No epidemics occurred in 1931, but at least four died during an outbreak of
spinal ll1eningitis, and five more died of pneu1110nia. 24 During the first year of
construction, forty-six workers and fanlily tnembers died on or near the dan1
site. Since Six COlllpanies and the Bureau of Reclatnation documented T110st of
the deaths as accidents sustained on and off duty," as well as "heat prostration"
and "natural causes," determining the actual cause of death is difficult. 25
Of course, the lllen and wonlen who toiled on the Boulder Canyon Project
contended with a variety of other hazards besides heat. According to a 1932
Six Companies physical eXalTI report, one hundred patients per day out of approximately three thousand ernployees received medical attention at either the
Boulder City Hospital or the two first-aid stations. More than fifty-two hundred
injuries occurred during this period of construction, with a daily average of four
to sixteen accidents that required a physician's help. The report also calculated
that a fatal industrial injury occurred every 13,620 hours worked. 26
Initially, the contractors went through the lnotions of promoting safety;
they posted Safety First signs and held weekly first-aid classes that provided
II
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Marion Allen, cement finisher, suspended inside the Arizona
Spillway, 1935. Photographer unknown. (Boulder City Museum and
Historical Association, McBride Collection)

instruction, as well as distributing safety helmets, belts, goggles, and protective Inechanical devices to workers. But the Six Companies were principally
concerned with the rhetoric of safety.27 For example, although the contractors
distributed helmets, they did little to enforce or require their use. Consequently,
error was the leading cause of death. Human failures in operating machinery
and equipment, the occasional falling rock or cave-in, as well as fatigue, Jack of
sleep, poor con1munication, lack of experience, or inadequate risk perception
caused most of the injuries and deaths.
Besides these factors, workers also confronted physical threats, pollution,
and disease outbreaks. As noted, the extreme desert climate, most notably the
heat, was the primary cause of serious ailments. In addition, constructing the
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diversion tUlmels exposed workers to indoor threats. Before danl construction
began, workers diverted the Colorado River around the construction site. While
carving the diversion tUlmels out of the mountainside, the workers were threatened by the blasting and falling rocks. In addition, they were exposed to indoor
air pollutants, J110st notably carbon rnonoxide. 2B While there were few illnesses
resulting fro111 lead poisoning and silicosis, carbon Inonoxide posed a lethal
threat. 29 As gasoline-fueled trucks transported rocks and gravel from the tunnels, their exhausts eluitted dangerous levels of carbon Inonoxide. Ultimately,
high concentrations accllluulated in the tunnels because of poor ventilation.
Since carbon monoxide is clear, odorless, and tasteless, the workers were unable to detect its existence. Although long-ternl exposure produced only mild
symptoms for some workers, it had lasting neurological cffects for others.
At the saIne time, 111inor episodes of disease also afflicted the project. Fr0111
Septenlber 1931 to February 1932, for instance, Boulder City and Las Vegas
experienced a spinal lneningitis outbreak. Although the Las Vegas Board of
Education and Boulder City dosed their schools for ten days of quarantinc,

Construction in the tunnels at Hoover Dam, 1931. Heat prostration was a major health
concern. Photographer unknown. (Boulder City Museum and Historical Association,
McBride Collection)
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"Powder rnonkeys" loading dynamite sticks with electric primers, August 15, 1932.
Photographer unknown. (Boulder City Muselun an.d Historical Association, McBride Collection)

Las Vegas city health officers referred to the disease outbreak as I'not of the
epidernic type.,,30 At least one worker and three children died of complications
£roIll spinal n1cningitis during the period. 3 "! In the fall of 1933, a flu outbreak
affected ll'lorc than a thousand Boulder City residents; in the next year, scarlet
fever and ll1easles debilitated the com111unity.32 NU111erous cases of typhoid
fcver, scarlet fever, polio, tuberculosis, 111easles, mumps, gonorrhea, diphtheria,
influenza, whooping cough, chicken pox, bronchitis, and syphilis also threat~
ened the population inter111ittently over the next few years. Airborne disease
certainly contributcd to these epidenlics, as did contan1inants in the municipal
water supply and pollutants spawned by the project's generally unsanitary
conditions. 33 A slna]] percentage of workers also contracted venereal diseases
fro111 their relationships with prostitutes on Block 16 in Las Vegas, forcing the
city's health officers to administer shots of arspehalnine to workers and prostitutes alike to prevent syphilis. 34
Occupational health problems on the dam site were inevitable, especially
in the first year. Starting the project six months early 111eant that the Six Com-
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parnes were not equipped at that time to provide adequate housing, sanitary
facilities, and proper medical care. To recti fy this, the contractor announced
plans to build a hospital for Boulder City on May 21, 1931. 35 The concept of
industry-funded Jnedical care was not a new one. Several companies had
offered informal assistance to their etnployees prior to the twentieth century,
developing health-care plans that placed physicians on the company payrolls. 36
As the occupational health movement had gained nl0nlentUl11 in the Progressive Era, corporations began hiring teams of doctors because they reaJized
that a healthier workforce boosted production and that occupational health
care protected firms fron1 workers' cornpensation and liability lawsuits. Big
firms started the trend and slnaller employers followed. Increasingly, company
physicians screened employees to determine appropriate jobs for their body
types, and they excluded applicants with physical impainnents. The physicals
also documented pre-existing ailnlcnts and the state of an elnployee's over-all
hea 1th, a practice that proved usefu 1in compensation hearings. Six Companies
required their workers to sign a disclaitner relinquishing the right to sue their
employer for compensation of expenses relating to pre-existing conditions. The
disclainler was directed at the Nevada lndustdal Commission in Carson City,
and the Industrial Conllnission of Arizona in Phoenixi it stated:
The undersigned in accepting with Six Companies Inc. adn1its that he
is suffering from [blank] which defect was not caused during the course
of employn1ent with Six Companies. In consideration of enlploynlent
by Six COlnpanies Inc. not withstanding physical condition, the undersigned hereby releases and forever discharges the Six Companies Inc.
fro111 any and all1iability for paYlnent for c0111pensation and/ or medical
and hospital expenses that Inay be incurred as the result of fblank].:17
A1though these exatns could have helped in the diagnosis of occupational
diseases, physicians were loyal to their employcrs and rarely reported their
findings to their colleagues or medical journals. Even though cOlnpanies hired
physicians to safeguard the health of their enlployees, the physicians also played
other roles, serving as consultants on increasing production, concealing potentially harnlful industrial-hygiene issues, and reducing worktnan's compensation
obligations. As a result, enlployees began to distrust cOlnpany physicians. 3R
The medical care offered by Six Conlpanies reflected the pre-existing form
of occupational health care; the difference was that the contractor provided
not only company physicians, linlited care, physical eX31ns, and first-aid stations, but eventually a hospital, on November 15, 1931. Doctors adlninistered
physicals and staffed first-aid stations, but on-site Inedical care was unavailable
to workers and their faJnilies in the SUlnnler of 1931. However, the contractor
did establish a rudimentary nledical facility in Boulder City on May 22, 1931,
in a building fonnerly occupied by Superintendent Frank Crowe: Dr. Charles
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The first Six COlnpanies hospital at Boulder City, mid 1930s. Photographer unknown.
(Boulder City Museum and Historical Association, McBride Collection)

Christal, formerly the Inedical director for the California State Compensation
Insurance fund, was in charge. Although Dr. Christal referred to the exam
room as a I'first class aid station," his assistants routinely told those who were
seeking treatment that their only assignment was to exanline the patients to
"see if they can do a day/s work before we give them a job." 39 The physicians
never saw WOlnen or children. Six Companies also bought two alubulances to
transport seriously injured workers to Las Vegas. 40 The alnbulance ride was
not cOll1plin1entary; the contractor covered insurance for treatlnent at the Las
Vegas Hospi tal Association by deducting frOll1 workers l paychecks to cover the
alnbulance ride and alllnedical costS.41 The ambulance transported patients
to Las Vegas Hospital, a well-equipped facility with about forty beds. Dr. Roy
Martin and Dr. John McDaniel perfonned surgeries such as hysterecton,ies,
gall-bladder operationsl and retl10val of thyroid glands. Dr. McDaniel also
conducted pre-employment health examinations for Six Companies, for $250
per nlonth. Although the facility was adequate, the doctors often sent the most
serious cases to Los Angeles. 42 As an added inconvenience, patients also had to
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travel to Las Vegas to fill their prescriptions at White Cross Drug. 43 However,
Six C0111panies did run first-aid stations at the dan1 site to treat injured workers, especially the "tunnel men" who worked near Compressor No.3. In fact,
Rosario Levesque, the attendant in charge of the first-aid station for tunnellnen,
worked for the Six Companies' insurance department. 44
Willialnsville temporarily closed in August 1931 because of strike agitation,
and Bureau of Reclamation officials then saw that the telnporary housing and
nledical care provided were inadequate. The first sign that occupational health
was becoming a priority came when Williamsville! s unhea1thy environment
prompted the agency to order the area closed permanently, in 1932. 45 Although
federal regulation of industrial hygiene was largely spasmodic before the New
Dea1, that was not true of the Bou lder Canyon Project. The Bureau of Rec1atnation required Six C0111panies not only to build a hospital, but also to construct
a sanitary community by drafting and executing a city plan that in1plemented
federal recommendations pertaining to the water supply, waste disposal, and
public health. 46
The workforce grew larger, as previously unemployed men bui1t not only
Hoover Dam, but also Boulder City's sewers, sewage treatment facili ties, and
water purification plants. The Bureau of Reclalnation ordered the construction
of a pumping, filtration, and distribution systeln to divert and purify the muddy
waters of the Colorado River for use in Boulder City.47 Con1pleted in 1932, the
sanitation system plunped two n1il1ion gallons of water a day to Boulder City.
Water analysts rigidly tnonitored the bacterial and chemical levels to Inaintain
drinking-water standards. At the same time, Six Companies also erected a
sludge digestion sewage plant to chemically treat the disposal of a half Inil1ion
gallons of waste daily, which Las Vegans used as fertilizer for their lawns. 48
Federal officials were also concerned about safeguarding food supplies. By
1932, the Bureau of Reclamation conducted regular inspections at all establishments on the Boulder City reservation that sold, handled, or served food and
drinks. The government also inspected bathrooms and toilets in houses and
public facilities. Finally, the Anderson Brothers Supply Company developed a
state-of-the-art system for transporting milk through the desert from Logandale
in refrigerated trucks and even equipped its ranch with a water and sewage
system! refrigeration plant, and steam plant. 49 No cases of milk-borne infections occurred in Boulder City, with the exception of one case of typhoid that
authorities traced to hotnemade butter brought in by an Idaho family. 50 Clearl~
the sanitary practices pushed by Bureau of ReclaJnation officials in Boulder City
greatly improved conditions on the project and symbolized the growing federal
role in safeguarding occupational health in the early 1930s.
Besides the sanitary standards, the Bureau of Reclamation also required the
contractor to erect a hospital. Six Companies had to build a hospital because
the PHS, struck by budget cuts, could not afford the expenditure. The modern
facility opened on November 15! 1931, equipped with portable x-ray and fluo-
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Six Companies Hospital ,,,,"ith the home of the chief surgeon in the foreground, 11ay 4, 1932. Photographer unknown. (Nevada Historical Society)
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roscopic units, diathermy, infrared and rnercury quartz lamps, a laboratory to
process blood and urine tests, and a phannacy.51 According to the Las Vegas
Evening Review-Iournal, it was" as well equipped as hospitals in a large city/
with twenty beds, a special orthopedic ward, and an eight-bed isolation hospital
for contagious diseases called the Pest House, located on the city' 5 edge. 52 Dr.
Christal was the head, assisted by two other doctors, J. B. Williams and Herbert
L. Hercher. s3 Dr. Wales Haas of Elko replaced Christal as head physician in
1932, and Dr. Richard Schofield became head following Haas's death in 1933.
By 1936, the hospital had grown into a sixty-bed facility with a chief surgeon,
four assistant surgeons, ten nurses, four orderlies, a radiographer who also
worked as a pharmacist, and a h05pitallnanagement staff, including a full-time
auditor, office secretary, and one chef. 54 The Boulder City Hospital and the
project's hea1th-care system served as a prototype for future industrial healthcare progralns. Henry J. Kaisel~ a contractor in Six Companies, 50 adn1ired the
project's medical facilities and coverage that he n10deled similar establishn1ents
after it under Kaiser Pennanente, the health~care systetn he founded. 55 The
Kaiser systen1 differed in an important aspect: Much of the program at Boulder
City was lin1ited to dam employees. Families and governlnent officials could
not use the hospital facilities, although in several instances the hospital broke
clnnpany rules and treated outside patients. 56 Kaiser's later programs were to
include families! too.
By 1931, Six Con1panies provided not only a hospital for its workers but also
health insurance, deducting a $1.50 lllonthly premium £rOIn paychecks. 57 To be
sure, the coverage was hardly cOlnprehensive and did not cover health care at
other hospitals. Moreover, like many employee insurance policies of the tiJne,
it did not cover mental or venereal diseases, "disorders arisen from pregnancy,"
felna1c "disorders/' injury and sicknesses from alcohol, drug addictions, atten1pted suicide, fights! pyorrhea, chronic conditions, tubercu losis, pre-existing
conditions, or sickness arising from infections or contagious diseases contracted
within the first seventy-two hours of clnployment. 58 The policy covered only
the workplace. While this coverage helped to maintain the workers' health,
it also proved beneficial to the eniployer in workers' COJ1ipensation and employer liability suits. In short, the health insurance provided by Six Companies
demonstrated their cOlnmitment to offering employees just enough coverage
to keep federal regulators off the contractors' backs.
Nevertheless, despite these shortcomings, the effects of the contractors' health
efforts were significant and even helped advance Inedical research. Boulder
City!s hospitat sanitary, and housing conditions stinlulated academic interest
in the project. Since heat had felled so many daln workers in the sumlner of
1931, a research team £rOln Harvard's Fatigue Laboratory traveled to Boulder
City to study the qualitative relationship between physical performance, heart
rate, and external temperature."S9 The researchers, including David ·W. Dill,
later of the Desert Research Institute (DRI) in Nevada! conducted experiments
/I
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Six Con1panies doctors outside of their offices in the hospital basement, ca. 1932-33. Photograph by Frank "Doc"
Jensen. (Boulder City Museum and Historical Association,
McBride Collection)

on employees and dogs with the aid of the Bureau of Reclan1atjon and Six
Companies. They observed the workers' Ilprocess of selection and adaptation"
to the desert climate, concluding that an "industrial hazard is created by the association of hard work, high external ten1peratures, and profuse sweating." The
first three days of work were a crucial period for workers; those with physical
deficiencies and poor mental stan1ina usually quit, and the ones who survived
usually continued indefinitely. Their cardiovascular systems were able to
withstand the effects of working at high temperatures. 60 After the researchers
arrived, Dr. Cornelius Van Zwalenburg, a medic at the daJn site, discovered
that adn1inistering salt supplements to workers prevented heat exhaustion. 6l
The researchers ul timately found that heat exhaustion and heat stroke occurred
not because of lost body fluids, but because of the loss of salt excreted in sweat.
They concluded that an imbalance of sodiun) and potassium in the blood stream
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and body tissues caused the heat cxhaustion that triggered approximately one
hundred fifty hospitalizations and seventeen deaths in 1931.
Over the next decade, these findings would go far toward protecting Hoover
Dam workers as well as their counterparts toiling on outdoor projects across
the nation. Even though the idea of administering salt supplements Inay not
have been unique to the projcct, the transmission of the Harvard research tean1's
findings to the nledica 1 and industrial hygiene C01TI1TIUnity was. The researchers published their findings in medical and scientific journals, including the
American. Journal afTropical Study and the Journal of Clinical in.vestigatiarl, which
diSSClninated health-care protocol to other industrial projccts.
Six Cotnpanies immediately enacted policy changes after learning the findings. Workers were advised to be partially acclimated into the heat and to
consume a half tablespoon of salt daily in addition to their usual food intake.
The Anderson Brothers Supply Company added extra salt to the food, and Six
Companies placed salt dispensers around the darn site. Physicians also urged
enlployees to drink the cool, sanitized water fron1 the contractor's water systetn

Six Companies Hospital staff, Ju ly J0, ·1933. Dr. R. O. Schofield, top row, center.
Photograph by W. F. West, U. S. Bureau of Reclaillation. (Boulder City Museum
and Historical Association, McBride Collection)
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Six Companies Hospital operating roonl, ca. 1932-33. Photograph by
Frank !lOoc" Jensen. (Boulder City Museum and Historical Associa.tion,
McBride Collection)
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throughout the day.62 As a result, fewer deaths and hospitalizations occurred
from June to October 1932. Although the greatly improved living conditions,
sanitized drinking water, and acclimation to the desert climate were crucial to
reducing heat-related illnesses, the primary reason for fewer deaths was that
the sumnler temperatures were milder that year. 63 A reduced turnover rate
also made for a workforce of retained workers who were in good cardiovascular shape and acclimated to the environment. Despi te the initial apathy of Six
Companies to occupational-health issues, the Boulder Canyon Project nlanaged- through scientific research, medical expertise, and federal government
and private support~to in1prove industrial hygiene conditions within a year.
After Franklin D. Roosevelt becatne president in early 1933, the New Deal
brought other advances in occupational health to the project. 64 Under the direction of Frances Perkins, Roosevelt's newly appointed secretary of labor, officials
evaluated safety at Hoover Danl. 65 Their findings reflected what was generally
known about conditions at the daTIl site: Little use had been made of organized
accident prevention, investigation, and analysis as well as of effective safety
progran1s that enlisted the foremen and laborers. The report recommended
that the contractor keep detailed reports and investigate all major disabling
accidents, appoint a full-tinle Iisafety engineer," use standard educational
methods in safety to hnprove cooperation anlong the workforce, and enforce
the eight-hour working-day law to avoid dangerous overtime. Although the
report found death and accident rates considerably higher than the nature of the
work justified, it noted that, because of the safety measures that Six COTIlpanies
undertook prior to 1935, no TIlajor catastrophes or serious failures occurred.
Ultimately, New Deal regulations fixed the project's remaining safety issues
and created a legal environment that favored the enlployee, not the employer,
in workers' compensation and employee liability suits.
Although the labor force benefited from state workers' compensation and
the employee liability suits, lTIOSt lawsuits against Six Companies lTIet with
limited success until 1935-36. Both Nevada and Arizona provided workers'
compensation to Six Conipanies employees. The Arizona Industrial Commission elnployed a full-time inspector to make safety inspections as well as to
represent the state in compensation matters. 66 Nevada had no state investigator
until the Departnlent of Labor recommended that the state provide one, in 1935.
By 1934, Nevada and Arizona had settled numerous minor compensation cases;
typically Arizona was compensating at a higher rate than Nevada. Nevada
paid seven days after the accident, depending on the seriousness of the injury,
and Arizona, fifteen. 67 Six Companies, which contributed to the Nevada State
Fund and the self-insured Arizona fund, was concerned about the difference in
figtlt€s, and its lawyers tried to reduce the amount paid to Arizona casualties
and their dependents. The contractor's board of directors first discussed this
issue at a San Francisco meeting in 1931 and concluded that Ilonly single men
shall be employed in Arizona." 68 Moreover, Six Companies failed to pressure
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Injured dam worker at Six Companies Hospital, ca.
1932-33. Photograph by Frank "Doc" Jensen. (Boulder CitIf Museum an.d Historical Association, McBride
Collection)

their workers into accurately reporting that an injury had been sustained on the
Nevada side of Black Canyon; l110St Inen conveniently experienced their injuries
on the Arizona side. Many of the workers con1n1itted insurance fraud. The
contractor's Arizona compensation costs soared because most Inen manipu lated
their accidents to be "officially" in Arizona. Collusion was rampant as workers
frequently dragged their colleagues' injured bodies from Nevada to Arizona. 69
Eventually, state officials recognized the ploy and sometimes refused to approve
payn1ents, forcing workers to contest these decisions in court.
On a related front, dan1 wDrkers began to extend the range of employer liability in the once hostile courts, using carbon D1onoxide cases to establish. a
beachhead. As early as 1916, the PHS had warned Anlerjcan industries about
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the dangers of carbon n1onoxide in the workplace and published guidelines for
lin1iting en1issions. Several studies also confirn1ed that the cumulative effect of
slnall doses of carbon n10noxide killed or seriously injured humans. In 1921,
Yale University's Yendell Henderson even carried out scientific experiments in
which htl1TIan volunteers were gassed to study the effects?O By 1931, carbon
Inonoxide was an easily identifiable cause of death, a fact that itnmediately put
Six Companies on the defensive. Even though a Nevada n1ining law prohibited
operating gasoline-powered Inotor vehicles underground, Six Con1panies used
large trucks to haul rock out of the diversion tunnels. These trucks emitted a
dangerous an10unt of carbon Inonoxide that accumulated in the tunnels because
of the poor ventilation. The contractors contended that the operation was neither prohibited by Nevada law nor detrin1ental to workers' health. 71 When the
Nevada state inspector of rnines threatened a law suit/ Six Companies avoided
court for several 1110nths until the state officially filed charges. Attorneys for
Six Con1panies countered that the state lacked jurisdiction to enforce its mining
law because the dalTI site was subject to federal regulation. 72 A federal panel
eventually ruled in favor of Six C0111panies, which had appealed frOin a ruling
that Nevada law barred gasoline trucks froIrt operating at depths greater than
two hundred fifty feet. 73 The results were disastrous. By Noveluber 1.932, lnany
workers were dead, sick, or dying from acute carbon lnonoxide poisoning.
Because of labor militancy on the issue, laissez faire evenhlally yielded to government regulation. But the process took time. Most workers were convinced
that carbon Inonoxide caused the respiratory problen1s that their physicians
were diagnosing as "pneun1onia. 1I74 Moreover, they suspected the physicians
were concealing the liability of Six COlnpanies/ which created an incredible
alnount of bitterness between the workers and their elnployers. Boulder City
Hospital was a hot topic of discussion alnong the workers because the workers
there were "only dying of pneulnonia" and Iinothing else." It became a standard joke anlong the workers: "Don't go to the Boulder City Hospital, you'll
die of pneumonia!" The TWW's Industrial Worker publicly accused Dr. Haas
of purposely diagnosing gas cases as "influenza" and listing "pneumonia" as
the cause of death. 75
Since employer liability was fairly easy to prove, especially with a well-established disease like acute carbon monoxide poisoning, several exposed workers
sued Six Companies for danlages. At the same tilne, tighter governm"ent regulations led to more successful employer liability lawsuits. By the 1930s, cases like
these inspired the emergence of a new breed of lawyer who specialized in personal
injury cases. These lawyers forced courts to determine en1ployer liability for the
ailn1ents excluded fron1 workers' compensation. The Six Companies were not
inUllune from this process. In 1933, for exalnple, attorney Harry Austin filed six
personal injury lawsuits against Six C0111panies, alleging the contractors had been
negligent in protecting their workers frOlll the carbon lllonoxide. The alleged
victims sought $77,186 in dalllages for pernlanent ailnlents?6
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Injured worker on crutches outside Six Companies Hospital, ca.
"1932-33. Photograph by Frank "Doc" Jensen. (Boulder City Museum
and Historical Association, McBride Collection)
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Instead of settling out of court, Six Companies fought the allegations. The first
two cases, Ed F. Kraus v. Six Companies Inc. and Jack F. Norman v. Six Companies
Inc., resulted in hung juries after Six Companies employed unethical and illegal
techniques in attempting to win?7 Austin filed severallnore carbon 111onoxiderelated civil suits after these losses. By August 1935, forty-eight plaintiffs sought
a total of $4.6 Inillion in danlages, and by January 1936, Six COlnpanies accepted
defeat and settled out of court, dis ributing an undisclosed alnount. 78 The
workers had won a watershed victory in the occupational health Inovcment:
An enlployer .finally compensated its employees for its negligence in industrial
hygiene. The carbon lllonoxide-related cases set a crucial precedent for future
employer liability civil suits, and sent a convincing message to American industry that it would be cheaper in the end for employers to embrace occupational
health programs.
Thus fal~ the occupational health ad vances that call1e at Hoover Dall1 have
not been fully celebrated; they arc excluded from the triunlphalist film shown
as part of the official on-site danl tour, as well as fron1 the numerous docull1entaries on the dalll construction and works on Anlerican occupational heath. This
history is significant because both the Boulder Canyon Project and lnany of the
occupational health initiatives pushed by the Bureau of Reclamation antedated
the New Deal. In the short run, the unique factors that coalesced at the dam
site during 1930-31 forced the Hoover administration and Six Companies to
undertake health and safety reforms that would have been rejected in earlier
decades and in less torrid locations. In the long run, these actions provided
vitallnoll1enhlm and support for advocates who sought to persuade Congress/
the states, the judiciarJ" and a growing nUll1ber of employers to prioritize health
and safety in the workplace. In the rapidly changing environlnent of the Great
Depression! Six C0111panies gradually endorsed occupational health in order
to enhance their corporatc 111lagc, save nloney, appcase the courts, and satisfy
the federal goverrl1llcnt. In doing so, these contractors set an exalnple for other
en1ployers and provided a valuable precedent for labor attorneys. In later years,
the New Deal would not only duplicate Hoover Daln in other western states,
but also extend the health care, sanitary codes, and other occupational health
practices forged on the project to thousands of workplaces across the nation.
This significant part of American medical history should not be absent frOlll.
public Inelnory.
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NOTES

!"J.Jublicity for New Deal water projects evoked the image of making the desert "bloom as a
rose," Although the Boulder Canyon Project was not origim111y a New De~'I1 initiative, Franklin D.
Roosevelt and others used the project as a symbol of New Dca I successes.
2The memorial plaque bearing this inscription was designed by Oscar J.W. Hansen, and
commemorates the men who died working on the Boulder C~myon Project. It is located next to
the "Winged Figures of the Republic" on the Nevada side of Black Canyon.
3According to the records of the Bureau of Reclamation and Six Companjes·jnc., the figure ranged
from approximately 114 to 187 individuals. The number vaT'ies because some reports overlook
the numerous "pneumonia" victims poisoned by carbon monoxide ,'IS well as the "accidental"
fatalities that occurred while the victims were "not officially" working on the project. The reports
also omit disease outbreaks and members of the workers' families who died from heatstroke or
project-relatl;:.d accidents. See the Six Companies records at "Summary of Fatalities by Employers
- Boulder Canyon Project - To and Including July 31, 1935," Frank "Doc" Jensen Papers, Box 1
of 5, Special Collections, Boulder City Historical Society and Museum; Bureau of Redam(.1tion,
"Fatalities during th.e Construction of Hoover Dam," http://www.usbr.gov/dataweb/dams/
hooverj atalities_table.htm
4For scholarship on this subject, see Joseph E. Stevens, Hoover Dam.: An Alnerican Adventure
(Norman and London: University of Oklahoma Press, 1988), 60~69, 103-7, 132-41, 157-58, 164-69,
200, 205-14; Demlis McBride, In the Beginning: A History of Boulder City, Nevada, 2d ed. (Boulder
City: Boulder City /Hoover Dam Museum, -I992t 36-39; Andrew J. Dunar and Demlis McBride,
Building Hoover Darn: An Oral History (?l the Creat Depression (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1993),
37,129-34,242-44,261-64,321; Guy Louis Roch~'\, "The I. W.W. and the Boulder Canyon Project: The
Death Throes of American Syndica li.sm/, in At The Point (~fProduction: The Loca.l History of the 1. W W.,
(Westport, Coml. and London: Greenwood Press, ] 98]), 214-·17, 221 -22; R. T. King, ed., "Hoover
Dam and Boulder City, 1931-1936: A Discussion Among Some Who Were There," (Reno: University
of Ncv<.1da Oral History Program, 1987).
5Most American industries overlooked occupational health l...1ntil health nwareness developed
d l. .1 ring the Progressive Era, which lasted from the late 1890s to the -I 920s. Progressives attempted to
fj x the problems in American society that had developed during nineteenth-century industrialization. Enviromnental and public health concerns evolved out of necessity because industrialization
and l...ltbanization created new health problems; which prompted public health advocates such as
Alice Hamilton to speak out about disease epidemics and occupational health risks. For scholarship on the origins of the occupational health movement; see C11ristopher C. Sellars, Ha.zards on the
Job (Chapel Hill and London: The University of North C(l1'Olina Press, -1997); Charles B. Lowman,
"A Brief History of the Origins of Occupational Health in the United States/' jn Origins of Occupational Health Associations itl. the World (New York: Elsevier Press, 2003); Robert Gottlieb, Forcing the
Spring (W(lshington D.C.: Island Press, 1993); JOIUl Duffy, "Social Impact of Dise~1se in the Later
Nineteenth Century," in Sickness a.nd Health in America: Readings in the History (?f Medicine and Public
Health (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1978); David Rosner and G. Markowitz, "Research
or Advocacy: Federal Occupational Safety and Health Polides during the New Deal," Journal of
Social History, 18:3 (Spring 1985).
ti The United States govermnent established the Public Health Service in 1798 to provide medical
C81'e for American seamen. The PHS's involvement expanded to address national public health
needs in 19·13 and gained authority during World War I after studying the unknown effects of new
toxic chemicals like TNT and picric acid. During this time, congressional support (llso directed the
PHS to center its stl..ldies on occupational health in mining and steel industries. See Rosner <.md
Markowitz, "Research or Advocacy/' 336-37.
7Courts typically sided with employers bec(.1use of the "freedom of contract" constitutional guarantee, which claimed that occu.pationnl dangers were negotiable only before the worker assumed
the job. See William Shonick, Government and Health Services: Government /\ole in the Development (?f
LI.S. Health Services 1930-1980 (New York: Oxford UniverSity Press, "1995); Lowman, "Brief History
of the Origins of Occupational Healthi" Sellats, Hazards on the Joh l for more on workers' compensation, formerly referred to as workmen's compensation.
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RThe contractors hired for the Boulder Canyon Project were the Six Companies Inc. (actually
it comprised seven companies: Morrison-Knudsen of Boise, Idaho; Utah Construction of Ogden,
Utahi Pacific Bridge Company of Portland, Oregon; Bechtel Corporation of San Francisco, Californini Henry J. Kaiser of Oakland, California; MacDonald and KalUl of Los Angeles, California;
and J. F. SheD of Portland, Oregon), as well as Lewis Construction Co., Anderson Brothers Supply
Co., Boulder City Co., Newberry Electdc Corp'l The Babcock 8nd Wilcox CO' I and the EichleDY
Engineering Corporation. Since Six Companies Inc. had the majority of workers and obligationSI
all contractors will be referred to as Six Companies in this article. However, it is important to note
that Six Companies was not the only contracting firm hired for the project.
9Boulder City Museum and Historical Association, "Old Vintage Photograph Collection,"
http://bcmha.otg/photos/workers.html.
lIlWilliam J. Barber, From Nell) Era to Ne7.lI Deal: Herbert Hoover, the Econmnists, and Am.erican Economic
POliL~If' 1921-1933 (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 13.
f'Sellars, Hazards on the Job, 187-89.
'2The Great Depression expedited the slart of the Boulder Canyon Project. President Hoover and
Secretary of the Interior Ray Lyman Wilbur pressed Elwood Mead, director of the Bureau of Reclamation,
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tuberculosis control, laboratory research, and mental hygiene. Howevel~ in 193'1, the PHS lacked
the funds to build a hospital for Boulder City and could not be as active in the project.
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56Six Companies medical insurance did not cover the families, and Boulder City Hospital did
not see them for medical care. They were supposed to go to Las Vegas to be treated. See "Hospital
Permit Pleas for Dam City Are Asked," Las Vegas Evening Revieul-Journal (5 June 1931), 1:5, and
"Suicide Attempt Hinted in Plunge of Boulder Woman," Las Vegas Age (19 August 1932,3:1-2.
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6lISee J. H. Talbott, H. T. Edw~1ys, D. B. Dill, and L. D. Rastich, "Physiological Responses to High
Enviromnental Temperature/' American Journal of Tropical Medicine, 13:4 (July 1933).
')]I'Medic Who Aided Dam Workers Dies/, Las Vegas Evening Revie10-Journal (25 July 1935), 1:1.
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Standards, the United States Department of Labor), January 29, 1935, MS 78, Morgan J. Sweeney
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68Six Companies Corporate Records, IIMinutes of Board of Directors/' August 15, 1931.
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peer, DemlY Greenwood, broke his leg in a fight with his brother, but went to the Arizona side to
collect compensation. See Dunar and McBride, Building Hoover Dam, 262-64.
7°The results of these tests revealed what scientists already Clssl1Jl1ed about the effects of carbon monoxide: Exposure to the gas made their human subjects seriously ill. Sellats, Hazards em the Job, 16K
711n truth, Six Compani E;~ s had a $300,000 investment in the truckc;. They knew that carbon monoxide
was lethal, but (,~ hose to honor their investment OVCt thl;! health of their workers. 'IHigher Bond To Be
Demanded in Big Six Dam Suit," Las Vegas Evening Review-Journal, (18 November 1931), 2:5-6.
72/1Higher Bond To Be Demanded," 2:5-6.
73"Matihburn Hurls Monkey Wrench in Big 6 Plans," Las Vegas Evening ReView-Journal
(4 November '193'1), '1:3.
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77E. F. Kraus v. Six Compmties/ [ne. / frank Bryant, and John Tacke, Petitioner filed in Eighth Judicial
District Court of Nevada/ No. 4499/ Apr1l13, 1933. Jack F. Norman v. Six Cornpanies, Inc./ Petitioner
filed in Eighth Judicial District Court of Nevada, No. 5256, May 24/ 1934. Records are available at
the Clark. County Courthouse. The McNamee Papers, manuscripts from lawyers involved in the
cases/ also are located at the Nevada State Museum in Las Vegas. Six Companies hired Jim Moretti
to uncover evidence to incriminate Ed Kraus/ with w hom he spent three months. Kraus drank,
gambled, and regularly had sex with a woman named Merle; this last ultimately discredited his
case because he claimed that carbon monoxide compromised his ability to perform sexually. fn
addition/ Moretti's testimony to the jury did not paint the picture of an ailing man. In the second
case, brought by Jack Norman, Six Companies bribed at least three men on the jury to reach a verdict
in their favor. See Stevens, Hoover Dam, 207-13, for a lengthy description of the trials.
78Stevens, Hoover Dam, 213.
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of, 180, 183, 212-13; legacy of, 212-15, 216
n.3; marriage ot 177, 179; as Nevada State
Architect, 178, 217 n.16; popularity ot 179,
'186; retirement ot 180, 186, 204, 212
DeLongchamps, Frederic Vincente, 177, 180
DeLongchamps, Galen Calsgie, '179, 180, 184
DeLongchamps, Philip, 178-79, 216 n.4, 217 n.16
DeLongchamps, Rosemary Galsgie, 179
DeLongch.ampti, O'Brien, and Wells, 186
Deloria, Philip J., A Companion to American Indian
Hist01~lj, review of, '] 57-58
Demaris, Ovid, 280
DelU1Y's, c:n:chitecture oft 220 n.87
Denton, Ralph L., A Liberal Conscience, the Oral
History of Ralph Denton, Nevadan, review of,
249-51
Denver-Greeley Railroad, 342
Desert Iml (Las Vegas), 101,274
Desert Pint's NeHlS (Las Vegas Jayceeti), 96
Desert Sea News Bureau, 102
Dickerson, Dclcey, 342
Dickerson, Denver, 23, 35, 342
Dickertion, Denver, Jr., 342
Dickerson, Diane, 342
Dillon, Laura Crace, 117
Dinard, Mary: quilt by, 337
Dine: A History of the Navajos, by Peter Iverson,
review of, 251-53
Disney, Walt, 98
Distinguitihed Nevadan Award, DeLongchamps
and, 183, 213
Distinguished Service Award, DeLongchamps
and, 183
Division of Industrial Cooperation (MIT), 130;
Project 6282 of, 134-35
divorce, 96, 317; celebrity, 90; quick, 88-89,91, 95, 196
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divorce law, 2l)"l, 219 n.62
divorce trade, 201, 207; deveJopment of, 18788, "196
Doctorow, E. L., 217 n.24
Domiaci, A., 35
Donald, William Alexander, "] 10
Dondero, Thalia, 27"1
Doolittle, Mrs", 3"18
Douglas, R. L., houses of, 195-96, 1.96
Douglas County Courthouse, 214; DeLongchamps
and, 194
Douglas County High School, yearbooks, 14"1
Drake, J., 47; carpenter shop, 47
Driver, Give a Soldier a Lift, by Susan Berman,
28"1,286
Duke University's Women's Archi ves and Special
Collections, 264
Dunn, Mamie, quilt by, 334
Durst, Robert, Susan Berman murder and, 292 n.2
Dwyer, Doris D., n:~view by, 145-46
Eagle Mining District, 109
Eagles Club (Manhattan), 112
Easl Manhattan, 112
Easy Street by S\..lsan Berman, 277, 278, 286, 289,
290,292 n.2; critical praise fOl~ 284; endurance
ot 29]; excerpt from, 285; Las Vegas and, 283;
publication of, 282
Ecole des Beaux Arts, 184/ 2"16 n.7, 217 n.23
Eddy, Nelson, 90
Edgemore Iron Works, "191
Edwards, Chades R., 53
Edwards, Jerome E., reviews by, 16"1-62, 249-51
Ed wards, Tom, 286
Edwards, Hughesl and Company, Hardware,
Stoves, and Tin Ware, 53
Eells, George, 48
"The 1861 Bin-i's Eye View of Grafton Brown,"
by Ronald M. James and Micheal J. Brodhead,
43-54
Eisen/ E. T., 34
EI Cortez, Dave Benllan and, 277, 282
TIl Dorado (Las Vegas), 277, 314
EI Dorado Canyon, 317
EI Portal Theater, 91, 99
EI Rancho Reno, 209
El Rancho Sacramento, 209
El Rancho Vegas, "100, 101, 101/ 209
El Reno Housing Pmject, 205
Elia, Clare, 143
Elko County Cattle Association, 29
ELko Free Press, on Joseph F. Triplett, 30
Elkon1 Mines Company, 142
Elks Club, 84, 85, 91/ 94/ "19"1
Elliott, Gary E., 83
Elliott, Russell, 31/ 1.10-"1"1

TIle ELusive bien: A New History of California, by
Richard B. Rice, William A. Bullough, and
Richard J. Orsi, review of, 61 -63
Emmons, W. H., 110, 111
Engineering Building (U N R), 215
entertaimnent, women in, 272-73
Erie Street School (Manhattan), 118
Ernest, Sylvin, 345
Erskine, Graham, 191, 207
Esmer~1lda County Courthouse, 218 n.43
"Evening News" (ABC), 305 n.l0

Lxposition lnternationale des Arts Decoratifs et
Industriels Modernes, 201
"The Extraordinary Career of Frederic J"
DeLongchamps, by Melh"1 Rothwell Harmon,
183-220
Fair View, 314
Fairbanks, Douglas, 90
Fairmont Hotel (San Francisco), 280
Fargo, William, 45

Farer.oell, My Natio"n": The American Indian and the
United States in the Nineteenth Century, by
Philip Weeks, review of, 159-60
Feazel1, Shelley, Nevada Heritage Quilt Project
and,32B
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), 130, 134;
Dave Berman and, 282
The Federal Landscape: An Economic History of the
'Hventieth-Century West, by Gerald D. Nash,
review of, 165-67
Federation of Women's Clubs, 3J6
The Feminine Mystique, by Betty Friedan, 26t
295,305 n.ll
feminists, 264, 303
PerdlU1, Edrie, 298
Fermoils, Judy, "144
Fernley V('1l}t1eros, 15, 17
Ferris, George, 191, 197, 218 nn.39, 41
Ferris, L. W., 53
Ferris, Lehman "Monk/, "1 91,207,217 n.16,
218 n.51
Feusiel~ Francis, 4H
Feusier, Louis, 35, 48
Findlay, JOIUl M., 83
Hreman's Ball (Manhattan), 112
First Bay Trndition, 203
First Church of Christ, Scientist, 205
First National Bank buildings, 19"1-92
First National Bank of Plainville, Ohio, school
bonds and, 119
Fischer, Ida J., 118, 119, ] 20
Fisher, Andrew H., review by, 237-38
Flamingo (Las Vegas), 101, 277
Flanagan, Mrs. P(lul, 144
Flanagan, P. 1.,., "144
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Flcischmann Atmospherirul1-Planetallrun, 209, 211
Flcishhnckcr, A., 49; and COmpallY, 49
Flora lemp1c Livcry, 48
Fly A7.oay I lome, by Susnn Berman, 286, 288
Fool, Margie, 143

"For Our Navajo People": Dine Lettns, Speeches,
and Petitions, 1900-1960, by Peter Iverson,
revjew of, 251-53
Pord, Jean, 266; Caml Corbett and, 268; leadership
of, 265-66, 267;
Nevada Women's His lory Project and, 269; NWA
,md, 267, 269; research by, 266-67, 27]
Pord, Rosnnna, 46
l-'ord, Wi lIinm L 46
Ford's Exchangc, 46
Forcman, Jamcs, 34
Foss, Sonja, "143
Foster, George, 88
Four Acres, Helen Stewart and, 3"13
Fourth of July celebration, 112, 113, ]42
Fourth Ward School, 107
Fox, William 1., The Black Rock Desert, review
of,246-47
Frantz, Klaus, Indian Reseruaf:ions in the United

States: Territory, Sovereign~lf, and Socioeconomic
Clumge, review of, 237-38
Pratemal Hall (Fallon); 214
'IFrcdcric J. Dc Longchamps/' by Ronald M.
James, 175-82
Frederic Joseph DeLongchamps Collection, 216
n.3,221-22
"The Fredelic Joseph DeLongcilamps Collcction/'
by l{obert Blcssc, 22"1-22
Freemasons, 180
Friedan, Betty, 261, 295, 305 n"U

Fronl Savages to Subjects: Missions ill the History of
the Arnerican Southwest, by Robert H" Jackson,
review of, 239-40
"From the Ground Up: Building Archival Sources
for thc History of Women in Las Vegas," by
Joruule 1. Goodwin, 263-76
"From Where I Sit" (AI Cahlan column), 86
Frontier Ch.1b, gambling at, 95
Frontier Town (movje), 98
Fry, Ray, 10, 14, 16
Fujii, Bud, 345
Fujii, Grace, 345
Fuller, Charles, 187
Fulton, Joseph B., 54
Fulton Market, 54
Gablc, Clark, 891 90
Gablc, Ria, 89, 90
"Gable Divorce Booms .Las Vegas," 89, 90
Gallagher, Hugh, ]"1, "IS; Walter Vall Tilburg Clark
alld, 3, 5-6, 7, 8

Gambling, 96, 206, 208, 277; boosters and, 95;
Icgal, 95, 96, 97, 205; support for, 94-95;
tourism (cmd, 97, 205
Gaming indtlstry, women and, 272-73, 275
Gruulelt, Speidcl NI;:.wspaper andt 300
Gardiner, J. H., 48
Gardner, George, 33
C(clrney, G" H., 110
Garrett, Fred, ] 0, 14, 15, 16
Garrey, G. H., III
Garrison, Tim Alan, rcview by, 159~60
Gnrvey, Luella, 205; residcncc, 205
Gasti, Octavius Decatur, 309
Gnudin" A. M., 130, 131, 135; Project 6282 and, "134
Gaylord, H. 0., 53
Caylord's Building, 53
Gearh41rt, Dona, 272
Geiger Gradc, 14
Geological Society of Nevada, 141
Gilbert, J01U1, 90
Gillan, Roy M., 26, 38; appointment as statc
detectivc, 23, 37; IWW alld, 37, 38; resignation
of,39
Gilling, Amy, 143
The Girl in the Game, (movie serial), 98
The Girl in the Red Vel vet Swing, by Charles
Samuels, 217 n.24
Cish, Lillianl 90
GlC<.lson, Fred, 33t 34, 35; appointment as statc
detectivc, 23, 30
Glotfelty, Chery II, "SUSall Bermall," 277-93
GML. See Govermnent Metallurgical Laborat<..ny
God win, A Iket quilts by, 332
Gocrman, Oliver "Dutcil," tourism and, 97
Goff, Barbaral 143
gold, recovering, "136
Gold Hill, 45
Gold Hill Road, 6, "14
Golden Fleece humel, "184
Colden Hotel (Reno), 190,2"19 n .61
Goldfield, 124 n"4; mining in, 187, 190; silver
discovery in, rn
Goldfield Consolidated Mincs Comp,-1nY, 26,
30,34; high-grading at, 33; labor troubles fOI,
4] n.32; state detectives and, 31, 33
Goldfield Hotet 190,218 n.34, 316
Gone with the Wind (movie), 90
Good Housekeeping, quilt contest by, 329
Goodhue, Bertram Grosven<."n~ 194
Goodman, Joseph, 47
Goodwin, Joa1Ule 1., "From the Ground Up/'
263-76,266
Googie nrchitectural style, 211, 220 n.87
Gosse, HarrYI 187-88,201
Govcmment Metallurgical Laboratory (GML), "132
Gragg, Larry, "Selljng Sin City," 83-106
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Grand Canyon, 88, 9-1, 94
Crant, Archie, 97
Creat Depression, 114, 180, 202; Las Vegas and,
83-106; quilting and, 324; tourism and, 97
Great Fire of 1875 (Virginja City), 52
Creat Slave Lake, -13H n.2
The Great Thirst: Californians and Water: A History,
by Norris HlUldley Jr., review of, 74-76
Green, Frank, 208-9, 210
Green, MichaelS., 103 n.2; "Introduction/' 261-62;
A Liberal Conscience: The Oral History of Ralph
Denton, Nevadan, review oft 249-51
Green and Orr, 187
The Green Felt Jungle, by Ed Reid and Ovid
Dem<'lris, 280
Creenspun, Barbara, 289
Grey, Zane, 92, 95-96
Greyhound Bus Lines, 84, 86
Griffith, Bob, 98, 99, -100
Grit beneath the Glitter: 'Il.7.1es front the Real Las Vegas,
by Hal Rothman and Mike Davis, 291
Groves, Leslie, 135
Guggenheim copper holdings, disturbance at, 35
Habbeshaw, Judy: NWA and, 271
HaleYt Alex, 282
H,1t1-Patton, Colleen, "Quilting in Nevada, 19401970," 322-40
Halmagan, Steven, 102
Hansen, Linda, 123
Hardaway, Roger D., review by, 69-70
Han.ijn, J. A., 26
Harding, Warren, 3-18
Harmon, Mella Rothwell: article by, 183-220;
Midas Schoolhouse, 124 n.3
Harmony Social Club (Fallon), 334, 335
Harolds Club, -191 ,205,207
Harrah's, 209, 211
Harrington Petroleum Service Station,
DeLongchamps and, 199
Harris, Julie A., review bYt 67-68
Hart,jim.n1iet lO, 1I, -12, -14, -15,]7
Hart House, 203
Harvey, Elizabeth Safford, "Icon of Conununily:
The Manhattan Schoolhouse," 107-28
Harvey, Mark, review by, 70-72
Haslam, Antonia, quilt by, 331
Hatton, William D., 37
Hawthorne schools, 215
Hayes, Donald, 10, 14, 15
The Hazards of Helen (movie serial), 98
Hearst newspapers, 95
Hedman, Clementt and Whitet 53
Heislel~ Barbara, 143
HelJdorodo Days, 85-86, 92, 94; SUSiUl Berman
<.md, 278; movie making and, 98, 99

HelIma1Ul, Raymond, 209, 210
Henderson, Albert S., 85
Helmebergh, Joluuue, 130
Herman and Company, 54
Hermann, Lucien, 45, 49, residence of, 49
Hermaml, Raphael, 205
Hermaml house, 205
Heroes Memorial Building, 178, 197;
DeLongchamps <''lnd, 186, 205
Herskovits, Melville, 323
Herz Building, -19-1
Hess, Alan, Coogie and, 211
Hicks, Marion, 101
Higginbotham, A. L., Florence Burge and, 297,
299-300
Higham, C L., review by, -149-52
high-gtading, 30-3'1, 33
Hine, Thomas, Populuxe arclutecture and, 220
n.81
Hirabayaslu, Lane Ryo, The Politics of fieldwork:
Research in an American Concentration. Camp,
review of, 254-56
Hirschman, Adolph, 49
Hoen, E. M., 187
Hoffa, Jimmy, 280
Holabird, Fred, 344
Holabird Americana, 344
Holesworth, George E., -I H4, 190-91, 218 n.37
Holiday (Reno hotel), 209,219 n.80
Homemakers Club (Rule, Arkansas)t 335
"Hook," by Waller Van Tilburg Clark, 3, 8
Hoole, Septimus E, 188
Hoover, Herbert, 84
Hord-w, B- E t 54
Horseshoe (Las Vcg~'ls), 277
Horton, Beverly, 143
Horton, Lloyd, 39
Hol Water Plug, lOt 13, -16, '18
Hotel L~'lst Frontier (Las Vegas), 90, 100, 101, 278;
Susan Berman and, 283
Houghton, Edna, 143
Houssels, Nancy, 274
Houston Oil and Minerals Company, 115
HcJ'l.o 1 Got Cultured: A Nevada Memoir, by Phyllis
Barbel~ 29]
How<.n\_
i , Anne, 262
Howell, J. F., 49
Howell house, 191
Hug High School, 191, 207
Hughes, Howard, -rI5-16, 288
Hughes, Richard, 53
Hull, Thomas, 90, 100; casino by, 97; El Rancho
Reno and, 209; suburban resort and, ] en
Humboldt County Courthouset 214, 218 n.5'l;
DeLong champs and, ] 96
Humboldt Hotel (Winnemucca), 197,219 n .61
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Humboldt V<.1l1cy, 29
Humphrey, Frank R., house of, 191
Humphrey, Herbert G., 26, 34, 36
Humphrey, John
'109
Humphrcy famil y, 117, 118
Hl,.mdley, Norris, Jr., The Greal' Thirst: Californians
and Wal:er: A History, review of, 74-76
Hunt, Frank, reprieve by, 35
Hunt, Richard Morris, 217 n.23, 218 n.30
Hunter Theater (Elko), 215

c.,

"Icon ofConunmuty: U1e Maru1attanSchoolhouse/'
by Elizabeth Safford Harvey, 107-2R
Idaho Stock Crowers' Association, 27-28
Idlewild Park, 207
The Illustrated History (?l San Mateo County, by C.
T. Brown, 44
Imagining Wild Anlerica, by JOIUl R. KnoU, review
of, 152-53
liThe Importance of Virginia City's Boston
Saloon," by Kesiena Onosigho, 223-24

Tndian. Reservations in the United States: TI'rritory,
Sovereignty, and Socioeconomic Clumge, by Klaus
Frantz, l'Cvicw of, 237-38
Industrial Landscape Award, Hewitt Wells and, 211
Ind ustrial Workers of the World (IWW), 23, 37,
38; state detectives and, 31, 33
International Hotcl (Virginia City), 46, 48, 49,
51,52,53
fowa Women's Archives, 264
Irvine, Janet, 144
III've Got a Secret" (game show), Susan Berman
and,281
Iverson, Peter, Dim": A History (?l the Navajos and
"For Our Navajo People": Din.1? Letters, Speeches,
and Petilions, 1900-1960, review of, 251-53
IWW. See Industrial Workers of the World
J. W<.1ltcr Thompson Agency, 102
J.
Penney awards competition, 306 n.47
Jackson, Chuck, 135
Jackson, Donald, ThOlnas Jefferson and the Rocky
Mountains, review of, 240-42
Jackson, Robert; From Savage to Subjects: Missions
in the HistonJ (if the American Soutlm.?est, review
o( 239-40
Jacob's Station, 108
James, Clark, 112
James, Ronald M., '194, 262; "Frederic J.
DeLongchamps," "The 186] Bird's Eye View
of en-tfton Brown," 43-54, 175-82; on Washoe
County Courthouse, 189-90
Jarbidge Community Center, 142
Jarvis, Susan, 276 n.7
Jefferson, Thomas, 180, 188
Jefferson Memorial, 180

c.

Jenkins Service Station, 199; DeLongchamps
and,199

Jewish qft~ in the American West: Perspectives on.
Migration, Settlementl and Community, by Ava
F. KalUl, review of, 242-45
Je'wish Voices of the California Gold Rush: A
Docurnentary History, 1849-1880, by AV~1 P.
Kalu1, review of, 242-45
Jobs Peak Ranch, 203
Jolul S. Cook Building (Rhyolite), '190
Jolulson, Bem.iece, 6, 10
, ones, Plorence Lee, 86
Jones, Jan, 2H9

Journal of Patrick Gass: Member of the Le'l.ois and
Clark Expedition, by Carol Lynn MacCregor,
review of, 55-57
Journalism, women in, 294-307
J UlUor Chamber of Commerce, 84, 85, 91, 92, 96
Jurney, Dorothy, 295
KalUl, Albert, 211
Kahn, Ava F, Jewish Life in the American West,
and Jewish Voices (~f the Alnerican Gold Rush,
reviews of, 242-45
Kahn, Louis, 201-02
Kaibab National Forest, 94
Kaltenbotl1, Robert, 98, 99
Kaufman, David, '135
Kaufman, Mella, 286
Kaufman, Paul, 285-86
Kaufman, Perry Bruce, 83
Kelch, Maxwell, 88, 101
Kelly, Hiram, 53
Kelly, Mott, and Company, Hardware, Stoves
and Tin Ware, 53
KENO radio, 88, 101
KHJ radio, 92
Kiel ranch, 309, 310, 31t 3'19
Kim, Sue, 272
Kim Sisters, 272, 273
King, Martin Luther, Jr., 261
King's Daughters, Carson City Circle, 141
Kirchen, Jolul G., 26, 37, 38, 39
Kiwanis convention, 91
Klett, Mark, The R/ack Rock Desert, review of,
246-47
Knack, Martha, 276 n.7
Klughts of Pythias hall (Elko), DeLongchamps
and,199
Knott, John R., Imagining Wild America, review
of, 152-53
Kolvet, Renee Corona, review by, 254-56
Koontz, Jolul, 298
Koontz, Margaret, 298
Korean community, in Las Vegas, 272
KPIX -TV, Susan Berman and, 280
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Krewedl, Dieterl 141
Kuchel.. C. C.1ithography by, 43-44
K win, Myoung-ja Lee, 267, 272, 276 n.7
La Concha Motel (Las Vegas), 205
Labor Day celebration (Manhattan), 112
Lady Bryan Mine, 48

Lady Las Vega.s: The Inside Story behind America's
Neon Oasis, by Susan Berman, 286, 288, 289;
acceptance / optimism and, 290-91; desert
roots ot 291
La Follette Committee (U. S. Senate), 36
Laguna Claim (Goldfield), 33
Lake, Myron, 187, 188
Lake Mead, 83, 88, 89, 91, 94
ake Mead Regatta, 88
Lake Tahoe, 198,206,219 n.60; cabjns at "199
Land Ordinance (U. S, CongT'ess), 116
Lander COWlty High Schoot 218 n.4"1
Lander County Jail, 214
Landis, Paul H., schoolhouses/ c'ulturalHfe and,
124 n.l
Langton's Pioneer Express and Passenger Line, 49
Lansky, Meyer, 282
Lc.1T'amie County Stock Growers' Association, 27
Las Vegas: history of, 265; humanizing of, 291;
movie making in, 97-99; promoting, 83-106;
property values in, 318; Susan Berman's
childhood in, 277
U1S Vegas Age, 86, 87; on DeLongchamps, '175, '194
Las Vegas Army Air Corps Gunnery School,
83,97
Las Vegas Chamber of Comm.erce, 83, 84, 85, 86,
88,90; booster efforts by, 96; brochure by, 93,.
94; conventions and, 9"1; Gable divorce and, 89;
gambling and, 94-95; Helldorado Days and,
92; hotels and, 100; movie making and, 98;
publicity by, 97; setbacks for, 101-02
Las Vegas Club, 95, 99, 277
Las Vegas Evening Revie'w-journal, 90; conventions
and, 9]; Cable divorce and, 89; gambling and,
94; movie making and, 99; tourist business
and, 86
Las Vegas High School, 19t 2] 8 n.41, 315;
yearbooks from, 141
Las Vegas Jaycees, 84, 85, 9'1; convention of, 92;
gambling and, 96
Las Vegas Land and Water Company, 85
Las Vegas News Bureau, 102
Las Vegas Nights (movie), 97, 99, 100
Las Vegas Ranch, 3]2, 321 n.1
Las Vegas Strip, 97, "101, 209
Las Vegas Valley, 194, 308, 310, 313
Las V~gas Women Oral History Project, 265,
271 -75
Last Chance (Goldfield mine), 33

Lawrence, T. L 86, 88, 98
Lawton Springs, 215
Laxalt, Paul, Nevada;s Paul Laxalt: A Memoir,
review of, 161-63
League of Women Voters, 269, 271
Lease, Rex, 90
LeBaron, William, 98, 99
LeCoque, Ffolliott (Fluff), interview, 274
Lee Burge Westies, 303
Leehy, Veronka, 1'18
Legislntive Assembly, First, M. H. Bryan m1d, 48
Leon, Ben, 195
Leonard, Jo1m B., 187
"Lettert; to Tiza: H(:;~len Stewart Tells of Early Las
Vegas," by Fran Campbell, 308-21
Levi Strauss and Co., G. T. Brown and, 44
Lewis, Pat Hardy, 143
Liberace, Susan BeT'man and, 278

A Liberal Conscience, '{he Oral

Histo"~lj

oj Ralph

Denton, Nevadan by Ralph L. Denton and
Michael S. Green, review of, 249-51
Liberty, Margot, American India.n Intellectuals of

the Nineteenth and Early T'l.oentieth Centuries,
review of, 149-52
LibT'ary Building (UNR), 214
Library Services and Constl'uction Acl, 268
Lido de Parit; (Las Vegas), 274
liThe Life nnd Letters of William Morris Stewart,
by Effie Mona Mack, 118
Lincoln, Mary, 261
Lincoln County Courthouse, 218 n.43
Lincoln Highway, 199
Lincoln Highway Exposition, 207
List, Robett, 1'15

Literary Las Vegas: The Bes/' Writing about America's
Most Fabu1ou.s Ci~lj, by Mike Tronncs, 285
Little Florence (Goldfield mine), 31
Live Wire campaign, 1en
Lomawajmn, K. Tsianina, Away frorn Honu:

American Indian Boarding School Experiences,
review of, 57-59, 149-52
Lone Pine (California), 184
Long, Lorenzo E, 23, 35
Look magazine, on Las Vegas / divorce, 89
Loomis ApaT'tments, 205
Los Angeles Polke Deparhnent, Susan Berman
murder and, 292 n.2
Lotchin, Roger W., review by, '147-49
Louis Feusier stote, 35, 48
Lovell, "Curley" e.O.: appointment as state
detective, 23, 30; high-grading and, 33
Lovelock Grammar Schoot 214
Lubick, George: review by, 64-65, 152-53
Lucky Boy Cafe (Hawthorne), 342
Lucky Boy Mine (Hawthorne), 342
Lundy, Charles A., 23, 35
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Lyon County: Board of Commissioners, 192;
c()wthousc, 192, DeLongchamps and, 192,213
MacDonald, Bob, 135
MacGregor, Carol Lynn, Journal (~l Patrick Gass,
review of, 55-57
Mack, Effie Mona, 109, 118, 203
Mackay, C. D., 35
Mackay, Clarence, 188
Mackay, J01m_
, statu_e oft 217 n.25, 220 n.86
Mac.kay School of Mines [3uilding, 188,217 n,25,
220 n.86; DeLongchamps and, 217 n.26
Mackay Science Building, DeLongcilamps and,
2'17n.26
Madeen, Linda, -144
Magnaghi, Russell M., review b}j -164-65
Maheu, Robert, 288
Majestic Theater (Reno), 190, 2-14
Majuba Hill Mine (Pershing Co.), -184
Maldonado, Francisco, 49
Maldonado, Gabriel, 49; residence of, 49
Manchester Guardian, 297
Manganan\ Elizabeth, 287, 288
Manhattan, Nevad<.'1, 109; gold strike at, 108i Great
Depression and, 114; growth/prosperity fOl~
112, 113, 115-16; overview of, 107-16; politics
in, '113; sodnl / cultural life in, 112
Manhattan Athletic Club, -1-12
Manhattan Consolidated Mine, 113
Manhattan Cold Dredging Company, 114, 115
Manhattan Gulch, 113
Manhattan Gun Club, 112
Manhattan Library, 116, 122, 128 n.125
Manhattan-Magnate, 113
Manhattnn Mining Company, 108
Manhattan Mining District, -109, 116
Manhattan Post, 113, 119, 125 n.53
Manhattan School Board, bond proposal by, 119
Manhattan Schoolhouse, 107-28, 117, 118;
deso'ibed, 120-2t 127 n.117i histOlY of, 116-23;
National Registcr ,-md, '123, 127 n,113/ 128
n.]32; newspaper of, -12-1
Manhattan Spring, strike at, 109
MCUUles, Marya, 303
Manzanita Hall Lattice (UNR), 214
Mapes, Helen, 143
Mapes Building, 191
Mapes Hotel, 188,206,209,217 n.28
Mapes mculsion, 178
Margaret, Princess, 297
Margulies, Mistel~ and Susan Berman, 285
Mnrie, Rose, 289
Mark Hopkins Institute of Art, 186
Mark Tzoain in Nevada, by Effie Mona Mack, 118
Marriages: celebrity, 90; quick, 88-89, 9-1
Marschall, JOIUl P., review by, 242-45

Marshall, Joyce, 272, 274
Martens, Claus, 37
Martin, Amle, 262
Maty Lee Nichols School, 214
Mary S, Ooten School, 191
Mason, N. H. A. "Hock," State Detective Act
and, 27, 28
Masonic Mem.orial Gardens (Reno), 180
Masonic Temple (Sparks)/ 191
Massachusetts lnstitute of Technology (M IT),
uranium recovery and, 129-39
Massey, William A" 113
Masten and Hutd Architects, Hewitt Wel1s
and,211
material-culture studies, 323, 326
Mathews, Mary MeN air, 46
McCarran, Patrick A., 35, 114
McCarran, Sister Mary Margaret, 143
McCarthy, Denis, 47
McDonnld, Angus, 119, 120
McDonald, William/ 110
McGill Copper Smelting Plant, 191
McGill Scil00lhouse, -124 n.3
McGimus, R. 5., 119
McKim, Ruby, quilts and, 322
McKim, Mend, and Wlute, 188, 198,217 n.26
McKinley Park School, 19'1
McNamee, Frank, 89
Meadows (Las Vegas), casino at, 95
Means, Marge, 144
Mello, Barbara, 144
Meltoll, RoHan, 300
Mendoza, Valerie, review by, 239-40
MCtchant, Carolyn, The Colurnbia Guide to
En.vironmental Histon/, l'eview of, '154-55
Mesquite Club, Helen Stewart and, 316
Mexican Mine (Virginia City), 49
Meyer, Ftederkk H ., 216 n.9
MGM Grand (L,)ke Tahoet 211
Miami, Florida apattment building, 185, 186i
DeLongchamps and, -184
Miami Herald, women at, 295
Michat Eugene J., "Uranium for Atom Bombs:
MIT '1946-1951," 129-39
Michal, Sara Bailey, "Urcuuum for Atom Bombs:
MIT 1946-195-1," 129-39
Midas Schoolhouse, 124 n3
Midgley, I,ojs, 342
Miller, Bob, 289
Miller, Char, teview by, 72-74
Miller, Malinda, qtlilts by, 327
Millman, David, 288, 289
Mills, Russell, 203
Mina Grade Scilool, 214
Minden Butter Company, 194
Minden Fire House, 194,214
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Minden Inn, 194, 195,214
Minden Wool Warehouse, 194
Mine Operators' Association/ high-graders
and,31
Mineral County High School/ 214
Mineral County Hospitat 214Mineral Engineering Department (M IT), ·130
Mineral specimens, 344
Miners Union (Manl·1attan), 112, 113
Miners Union Hospital (Manhaltan), 111
Mining, 129, 187, 190; boom in, 110-11i hardrock,
110, In, 113i placel, no, 1"1"1, r13, rI4; slump
in, ·1·16
minorities, 223-24
Mirage (Las Vegas), 289
Mires, Peter B., review by, 246-47
Miss Jessie (Goldfield mine), 33
Mr. Rix Casino (Lake Tahoe), 206, 206
MIT. See Massachusetts Institute of Teclul0logy
Mitchell and Brady (architecture firm), ·190
Mizpah Hotel (Tonopah), ·190, 2H~ n34
Model 1\ Ford Club of America, 141
Modoc County Courthouse, 218 n.31;
DeLongchamps and, 213
Moehring, Eugene P., H)3 n.2, 267, 276 n.7;
"Feder~ll Trigger" and, R3; NWA and, 269;
review by, 24R-49; Resort Cily i·n the Sunbelt,
reviewof,147-49
Moffat, William H., 34, 36
Mohawk no. 1 (Goldfield), 33, 34
Mohawk no. 2 (Goldfield), 33, 34
Mohawk trail quilt pattern, 326, 327
Monadnock Building {San Franciscot 2·16 n.9;
DeLongchamps and, ·184
Montana Stock Growers' Associalion, 27-28
Montgomery Ward, 218 n.33
Moore, J. B./ 28
Moore, Joyce Marshall, 266
Moore, Julie, 144
Moore, William, 101
Moore and Ogden, 49
Moore Pavilion, Jolul L. Moore Proprjet(n~ 49
Mordechai, Albert, 281
Mormons, 308, 317, 333
Morrill Hall, ·190
Morrison, Susan, 143
Mott, E. B., 53
Mount Charleston, 85,88,89,9·1,94
Mount Davidson, ·15, H)8
Mount Davidson Gold and Silver Mining
Company, tunnel of, 48, 51
Mount Rose School, 191
Mount Vernon, 261
Mousel, Carol, 143
Mousel, Lise, 143
movie making, in Las Vegcls, 97-99

Murbarger, Nell, 115
Mu.rder (~f a Mafia Daughter, by Cathy Scott, 278
Mllrdock, Barbara, "143
Murphy, Alma, quilt by, 339
Murray, Lawrence 0 ., 31
Murray, Thomas F., 34, 36; appointment as
detective, 23, 30, 37
My Blue Heaven.:Life and Politics in the Working~Class
Suburbs olLos Angeles, :J 920~ "J 965, by Becky M.
Nicolaidf:~s, review of, 59-61
Myers, A. D., 34
Myerson, Bess: Susan Berman and, 28-1
N.C.O_RR depot, DeLongchamps Mld, 213
Napa State Hospital, 219 n.67
Nash, Cerald D., The Federal Landscape: An
Economic I {is tory (~f the T7..oenlieth-Century West,
l;eview of, 165-67
National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, 271
National Association of WOll1en's Clubs, ·112
National Federation of Press Women, 303
National Cuard armories, 192
National Judicial College, 211
National Lead Company/ 136
National Newspaper Association, 295, 302
National Orange Show, R5
National Park Service, 8R
National Register of Historic Places, 123, 127
n.lI3, ·12H n.132, 2181Ul.34, 41, 42
Nntive Americans, conunwuly events and, 126 n.58
Nehru, B. K, 297
Nehru, Madame, 297
Nellie Grey Claim (Manhathm), ·1·10
Neub"a, Dion, 2·\ 0
Nelltra, Richard, 210
Nevada Arl Gallery, 203
Nevada Constitution; public instruction and, 116
Nevada Department of Agriculture, 296
Nevada Department of Cultural Affairs; ONE
and, 43
Nevada Division of Archives and Records, ·14·1
Nevada Heritage Quilt Project (NHQP), 322-40
Nevada Historical Society, :I 44,206,207,288,317;
Board of Directors, 209; donations to, 141, 142,
143, 34·1-42, 344; funding for, 206; Raymond
Hellmann and, 209; NHQP and, 325
Ne ada Humanities Committee, 43,274
Nevada Industrial Commission, 215
Nevada Industrial School, DeLongchamps
and, ·186
Nevada Interscholastic Board of Athletic
Control, 7
Nevada Live Stock Association: cattle thieves
,md, 29; state~detective law and, 26-27i Joseph
Tripletl and, 28, 30
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Nevada Nurses Association, 269
Nevada Press Women, 303
Nevada Rifle Team, 38
Nevada State Assembly, state detectives and, 25
Nevada State Association of Architects,
DeLong champs and, 212
Nevada State Basketball Tournament 16t 17
Nevada State Board of Architects, DeLongchamps
and, 212
Nevada State Building, 194, 207, 2071 209;
DeLongchamps andt 186
Nevada State Capitot 178, ]97, 204, 219 n.73
Nev,1d,) State Commission for Cultural Aff,,'1il's, 123
t'The Nevada State Detectives/' by Hal ina M.
Stewart, 23-41
Nevada State Fair, quilts at, 338
Nevada State Historic Preservation Office, 221
Nevada State Historical Records Advisory
Board,268
Neva,da State Hospital, 2'1 S; DeLongchamps
and, 186
Nevada State Industrial Board, 214
Nevada State Journal t 17t 300, 303; on Clarki
basketball, '14; on M. J. Curtis, '190; on
DeLongchamps, 213
Nevada State Legislature Building, 191, 207
Nevada State Library and Archives, 268
Nevada State Library Building, 204, 206
Nevada State Museum, 144,211,288
Nevada State Penitentiary, 214
Nevada State Police, 23t 25, 35
Nevada State Women's Prison, 2'15
Nevada Stock Growers' Association,
appropriations by, 27-28
Nevada Supreme COllrt Building, 178,204-5,206,
215,219 n.73; DeLongchamps and, 178
Nevada Territory, First Legislative Assembly, 48
Nevada Women's Archives (NWA), 264, 265-71;
group photograph, 266
Nevada Women's History Project, 269
Nevada's Paul Laxalt: A Memoir, by Paul Laxalt,
review of, ] 6'1-63
Never a Mother, Never a Daughter, by Susan Berman
and Mella Kaufman, 286
New Dealt 83, 84
New Year's Eve Masqlterade Ball, 112
New York magazine, Susan Berman and, 2Hl
The NerD Yorker, Dave Bennan and, 278
Newburg, Dorothy, 143
Newton, Waynet 289
NHQP. See Nevada Heritage Quilt Project
Nicholt George, 108-9
Nickersont H.
208
Nicolaides, Becky M., My Blue heaven: Life and
Politics in the Working Class Suhurbs of Los
Angeles, 1920-1965, review of, 59-61

c.,

Nineteenth Amcndm~nt, 294
Nixon, George, 31, 34
Nixon, Thompson I., 342
Nixon Building, DeLongchamps and, 213, 216
n.14
Noble H. Getchell library, Dion Neutra and,
210-11
Normandy Village Hotel and Casino (Las
Vegas),206
Northern Club (Las Vegas), 95, 99
Northside Elementary School, 345
Nugget (Sparks), 209
NWA. See Nevad~, Women's Archives
Nye County District Court, :I 09
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 137
Oats Park School, 214
Oberg, Fred, 135
O'Brien, George L. F., 197, 2ll, 217 n.16;
partnership with, 180, 186; retirement of,
180, 186, 212
"Observations" (columns by Charles P. "Pop"
Squires)t 86
Oddie, Tasker L., 35, 36, 316; appointments by, 23
O'H~'1rra, Betty, 298
Oklahoma State University Library Women's
Archives, 264
Old Manhattan, 109
Oliver, Ernest, 23, 37
Online Census Database, 43
Online Nevada Encyclopedia (ONE), 43
Onosigho, Kesiena, "The Importance of Virginia
City's Boston Saloon/, 223-24
Ophir Mine, 344
Onnsby County Courthouse, 214; DeLongchamps
and, 17H, '197, 205
Ormsby County Jail, 214
Ormsby County Union Club, 141
Orphans Home (Carson City), 214
On~ fuule, quilts and, 322
OrsL Jared: review by. 55-57
Orsi, Richard J., The Elusive Eden: A Ne'lo History
of California, review of, 61-63
Orvis Ring School, 191
Other Words: A,nerican. Indian Literature, Law, and
Culture, by Jace Weaver, review oft 65-67
Overland Hotel (Reno), 190,219 n.61
Overland Mail Company, 45
Owens Valley, 184
The OX-B07.D Incident (Walter Van Tilburg Clark),
3,8, 11
Pair-O-Dice (Las Vegas), 95
Paiute Jndian War, 29
Pai~lte Indians, 310
Palace Building (Manhattan), ] 19
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Palace Hotel (San Francisco), 216 n.9
Palmer, Rosemary Gudtnwldson, Children's Voices

from the Trail: Narratives (~f the PLatte River [~oad,
review of, 67-68
PntoAlto, 1I2
Panama-California Exposition, 185i
DeLongchamps and, 184, 186; Spnnish
Colonial Revival architecture nt, "194
Panama-Pacific International Exposition, 178,
194; DeLongchnmps and, "J H4
Pzu'adise Valley (Humboldt Co.), 218 n.41
Paramount studios, Las Vegas and, 97, 98
Park's Ranch, 319
Parsons, Edward Shier, 203
Peavine Mining District, 184
Pedlar, Lois, 13
Peek, Bob: basketball and, 9-10, 11, 12, 14, 17
Penney-Missouri Award: Florence Burge and,
298-99, 299,301, 3021 303, 304; women' s p~'lge
journalism and 295
"People TV/' Susan Berman and, 281
Perri, ROYI 10, 16
Pershing County Courthouse, 179; DeLongchamps
and l79, 197
Peto, Florence, 327
Phelps, "Robert, review by, 61-63
Phillips, Charlie, 89
Pickford, MarYI 90
The Pine Tree (yearbook), "12"1
Pine Tree Camp (Manhattan), 108, 110, 113, 115
Pinkerton, Thomas H., 53
Pioneer Carpenter Shop, 47
Pioneer Dnlg Store, 49
Pioneer Jewelty store, 49
Pioneer Theater (Reno), 209
Piper, John, 52
Piper's Old Conler Bar, 52, 52,54
Piper's Opera House, 5, 52
PlaIUled Parenthood (Las Vegns), 269
Platt-Sinai Building, "19"1
poHce, 23, 35; commercial sponsorship of, 25
The Politics of Fieldwork: Research in an American
Con.centmtion Camp, by Lane Ryo Hitnb(.1yashi,
review at 254-56
Pony Express, 47, J08
Pony Ledge, strike at, 108
Popl1ll1xe architecture, 209, 211, 220 lUl.81, 87
"The Portable Phonograph," (Walter Van Tilburg
Clark), 3, 15
Porter, Roberti 132, 133, J35
The Pot of Gold (movie), 98
Powell, Eleanor, 297
Powell, William, 90
Prairie School, 195
Prassel, Frank Richard, state detecti ves and, 25
Presley, Elvis, Susan Berman and, 278
l

l

Priestly, J. B., on Las Vegas / gambling 95
Ptimadonna (Reno), 209
Public Works Administration, 204
Publisher's Auxiliary, Fkwence Burge and, 302
l

"Queen Bee" (BennaIl), 281
Quilici, Hugo, Florence Burge and, 300
quilters: AfricaIl American, 325; average age of,
330, 330 (table); Catholic, 333; HispaIuc, 325;
Jewish, 333; Mormon, 333,338-39; number of,
330; Pmtestant, 333; nlral / UrbaIl, 332
quilting, 262, 322-40; group, 325, 327, 333-34,
335, 335 (table); increase in, 329-30; kit usage
for, 336-39; materials for, 336-39; methods for,
336-39; regional variation in, 330-33; religion
aIld, 333-34; traditions, 332
"Quilting in Nevada 1940-1970: The Nevada
Heritage Quilt Project/' by Colleen
Hall-Patton, 322-40
quilts: baby / child, 334; Btandcd Horses, 329;
Catholic, 334, 335; combination construction,
336; commem<.wative, 334; Coxey'sArmy, 322;
crazy, 323; embroidered, 337; dates by decade,
340 (table); family owned, 333, 326; fan quilt,
326; Flotence Peto, 327; flower stall 339;
friendship, 332, 334; gift, 334; Indian hatchet
paltern, 324; Keene's, 337; kit-made, 337, 338
(table); Mormonl 334, 335; Morning Glory,
338; poly-cotton, 331, 332; production of, 325,
32H, 32H (table); ProtestaIlt, 334 335; religion
and, 335; ribbon, 331i Star of Bethlehem,
334; Sunbonnet Sue, 326 ~ 27; wedding /
amuversarYI 334; Whig Rose, 322; Women's
Cluistiml Temperance Union, 322
Quirk, James: mineral specimens from, 344
1

racism, 205, 224
Ragtime, by E. L. Doctorow, 217 n.24
railroad police, 25
railroad toolbox, 344-45
Railway Express, 130
Ralli, Paul, 89, 91, 98
Ralston Valley, 107
Ramsey, HarrYI 33, 34
Ramsey, Thomas, 23,30, 33
Rape, Community Action Against, 271
Ra ymond, Elizabeth, 262
Raymore, Myrtle, guilts bYI 327
Read, Dr., WilUl0wing basket and, 344
The Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature, quilting
articles, 325
"The Real Las Vegas," (A&E), Susan Berman
and, 288
Recorder's Office (Utah Terrjtory), 44, 47
Red Cross, 317
Red Rock Canyon, 94, 266, 266
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Red Top Group (Goldfield), 33
Reese Ri VC1~ ·108
Reid, Ed, 280
Reid, Jo1m Phillip, Contested Empire: Peler Skene
Ogden and the Snake River Expedition! review
of,55-57
Rel.iance Mine (M~1nhath1n), 114
Relief Society (Elko), 339
rcligion, quilting and, 333-34, 335
Renear, Dan B., 39
Reno: architectural landscape of, 188, 205, 217
n.20; growth of, 187, 188
Reno Alumni Museum, 345
Reno Chambel; of Commcrc...e, 300
Reno City Council and Redeveloprnent Agency,
219 n.64
Reno City Halt 190, 215; Hewitt Wells and, 211
Reno Court Houset 202
Reno Delphhm Society, DeLongch('1mps at, ·183
Reno Downtown Station, 204
/.(cno Evening Gazette: Florencc 13tu<ge and,
295, 297, ;100, 301, ;102, 303; on Walter
V,m Tilburg CI<.uk and basketball, ·14; on
White Wolf, 30 Reno High School, 19],
203, 219 n.77; Grahanl Erskine and, 207
Reno Housing AuthoritYt DeLongchamps
and t 2rI
Reno National Bank Building, ·194-] 95, 202,
202,214
Reno Odd Fellows Building, 191
Reno-Sparks Convention Centel~ Richard Neutra
al1d, 210
Rcno YWCA Building, 212; DeLongchamps
and, 211
Resort Ci~f in. the Sunbelt: Las Vegas, 19JO-2000, by
Eugene P. Moehring, review of, 147-49
Resort Rustic architecture, 199,206,219 n.60
Reynolds, Debbie, 289
Rhyolitct silver discovcry at, ·1·1·1
Rice, Richard B., The Elusive Eden: A New Hist0f11
of California, review of, 61-63
Rich Girl Poor (television movie), Susan Berman
and 29]
Richardson, i\rianc, 286
Richardson, George, 33
Richardson, William Symmes, 188
Riggs, Christopher: review by, 57-59
Ritter, Tex! 98
Riverside Artists Lofts, 2·19 n.64
Riverside Hotel, ] 78, ·187-HR, 200, 203,209,2] 5,2·19
n.64; DeLongchamps and, 199, 2CrI; dcmolition
of, 219 n.80; Wingfield and, 201
Riviera Hotel, Berman and, 277, 278, 285
Roberts, E. E., 113
Roberts! Elizabeth, 121
Rocha, Guy, 289
t

Rogers, KelUly, 289
Rogers-Syndicate Lease, 33
Rohrman, Ricki, 28·1, 286
Roosevelt, Eleanor, 305 n.ll
Roosevelt, Franklin D., 84, 114, 204
Roosevelt, Theodore, 115, 144; Sparks, Nevada
and, 3J, 32
Roots, by Alex Haley, 282
Ross, Isabell, on women/ journalism, 295
Rossing uranium mine (Namibia), ·138 n.-I
Rotary Club, 84, 85, 9]
Rothman, Hal, 289, 29·1
"ROlmd About" (Florence Burge column), 297
Round Mountain, Nevada, 115, 138 n .1; uranium
at, ·129, 130t 133
Royal Standard MineralSt Inc., 1]6
Ruhling, E., and Co. Assay Office, 45-46
Rullling! Edward, 45-46
Russelt Bob, 92, 100
Russo, David J., A,nerican. T07..ons: An Interpretive
Histortl, review oft 248-49
Ryland Medical Centel~ Hewitt Wells and, 211
Sacramento Valley, 308
Sadler, Reinhold, 23, 29
SafeNest, 271
Sage, Clarence A., 34, 35, 36; appointment as
statc detcctive, 23t 30; high-gra.ding and t 33;
rcsignation o( 23
Sahara (Las Vegas), 2]1
Sal Sagev Hotel, 91
SalisbUlY, Neal, A Cornpanion to Alnerican Indian
Histor1j, teview ot 157-58
Samuels, Chades, 217 n.24
San Antonio Mountains, 107
San Francisco Atclier Beaux Arts SOciety, "I H6
"San Francisco, City of Sin, Why Can't I Get
Laid?" by Susan Berman, 280
San Fral'lcisco earthquake, 110, 178, 191,216 n.9
The San Francisco EXaJniner, Susan l3etman
and,280
San Pedro, Los Angeles, and Salt Lake
Railroad, 313
Sanborn Map Company, 341
Saturday Evening Post! fiction in, 92
Sawyet, Bctte, 298
Sawycr, Grant, 3-rI, 312
Sazarac Saloon, Walter Van Tilburg Clark at,
3, 5t 8, 15
Schadler, Fredt 187, 191, 195
Schiff, Norman, 135
Schindler, R. M., 2·10
school bonds, ]"19
schoolhouses, mining fronti er: "JCl7-28; cultural
life and, 124 n.l; role of, 107-8
Schrank, Sarah L., review by, 59-61
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Schubert, Frank N., Black Valor: Buffalo Soldiers
and the Medal of Honor, "]870-1898, review
of, 69~70
Schuhma1Ul, Reinhardt, ]34, -135
Schwartz, Davitt on Strip casinos, 101
Scott, Cathy, 27H, 288
Scott, Lisa, 143
Scrugham, James C., DeLongchamps and, -I H6
Searcy, Susan, 268
Sear"', Roebuck and Co., 218 n.33

Seeing Things Whole: The Essential John Wesle:l.J
P07.oell, by -William deBuys, review of, 70-72
"Selling 'Sin City': Successfully Promoting Las
Vegas during the Great Depression, 1935-1941/'
by Larry Gragg, 83-106
Sequeirita, Ita, 302
Sessions, Gene A., review by, 76-77
Seymour, Marlene, 13
Shah, Nayan, Contagious Divides: Epidernics and
Race in Scm Fmncisco~.;; CilinatcJ'l.orl, review of,
168-69
Shakespeare/ William, 7
Shannon, Timothy J., review by, 157-58
Sheppard, Craig, -143
Sheppa "d, Doris, quilt by, 326-27, 326
Sheppard, Yolanda, 143
Sheridan, Ed S., 33, 35; appOintment as state
detective, 23, 30
Shipman, Emmett, Coogie and, 2] 1
Shoshone MOLmtains, 108; a-t.lhmite from, 138 n.1
Shriners convention, 9-1
Siegel, Benjamin, 101
Siena Hotel/ Casino (Reno), 219 n.80
Sierra Arts Foundation, -143
Sierra Su_n (North Lake 1~1hoe), 303
Silver Peak, 205
Simon, Matt, NWJ\ and, 267
"Sin City" (television series), Susan Berman
and,291
Sinai, Jolul S., 218 n.37
Sinatra, Fran k, 100
Siocombe, F. H., 206
Smith, Dr. E., 49
Smith, Harry/ 305 n.H1
Smith, Orren H., 3H, 39
Smith Valley Bu IIdogs, 12, 14, 16, :I 7
Smith Val1E_y High School, 21911.70
Smoky Mountains, 107-8, 110
Smoky Valley, 107, 108, 112/ n 3
Smoky Valley Library District, 123
Smuts, Jan, 135
Snake River Mountains, cattle thieves in, 2H
Snyder, Frederick, apprenticeship program
and,198
social dubs, group quilts and, 33S
socia I hi story, 262, 275

sodallife, frontier schoolhouses and, -107
Senne Geological Data about: the Comstock (Frederic
DeLongchamps),183
Sophia Smith Collection, 264
Soroptimists International, 269
Southern Pacific Railroad, 344
Spanish Colonial Revival architecture, 194, 195;
Del ongchampsand/ 184, -IH6;SpanishEclectic
and, 218 n.47
Sparks, B. Abbott, 34
Sparks, John, 29, 3L 32; appointments by, 23,
30,34
Sparks Catholic Church, 215
Sparks City Ha II and Firehouse, 203
Sparks-Harrell Company, 34-35
Sparks High School, 215
Sparks Library, 215
Sparks School, 214
Sparks Tribune, 303
Special Collections, UNR Library, 221
Speidel Newspapers, Gannett and, 300
Spiderweh, by Susan Berman, 286-287
SPSS. See Statistical Package for the Socia I
Sciences
Squires, Charles P_ "Pop," 84, 87; hotels and,
-Ino; sports center and, 88; tourist business
and,86
Stamos, George, 100
Stanton, Elizabeth Cady, 261
Stardust (Las Vegas), 274
State Bank and Trust Building, 190
State Detl;~ctive Act, 27, 28
state detectives, 23-41, appointment of, 23, 25-26;
private interests .'l_nd, 25, 26
State Mental Health Institute, 190
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS),
325,327
Stein miller house, -19-1
Stern, Martin, Jr., work of, 211
Stevel'l Hannagan and Associates, 102
Stl;~wart, Archibald, 30H, 311; death of, 310-11
Stewart, F.valine, 310, 315, 318
Stewart, } latina M., "The Nevada State Detectives,"
23-4-1
Stewart, Helen Jane Wiser, 309,320; death of, 313,
3-17; early life oft 32-1 n.1; education and, 313;
estate sale of, 317, letters from/ 308-2"1
Stewart, Hiram, 308, 312
Stewart, Tiza, letters to, 308-21
Stewart, Virginia, -122
Stewart, Will, 308, 312
Stewart High School, 12--13
Stew~1rt Indian SchooL -198
Stewart Ranch, 312, 319
Stitt, Mary/ 297
stock associations, state detectives and, 27-28

280
StonebnUUler, Kathleen, 14"]
Stonebnuuler, Tom, 141
Storey County Courthouse, 47
Stupak, Bob, 288
S\.lrnma Corporation, 116
IISusan Bem"'lan: Writer of Las Vegas and M\.lrdered
Mob "Princess," by Chelyil Glotfelty, 277-93
Susanville City Hall, 214
Susanville Hotel, 2"] 4
Talapoosa Mine, 184
Talcott, William, 108
Tavemel~ P.rofessor L., 132, 136
Taylor, Thort1(.ls, 47
Taylor, Thomas J., Crc..1Ceries, Provisions, Liquors,
etc., 47
TaylO1~ Wooster, 95
Temple Emanu-e1 (Reno), 190
Temlessee claim (Coldfieldt 33
Territorial Enterprise, 9; office of, 43-44, 47, 50
Tesch, Ira W., 184, 2"16n6
Texas Rangers, 25
The Texas Republic and the Mormon Kin"gdom of
God, by Michael Scott Van Wagenen, review
o( 76-77
Texas "W oman's University, archive at, 264
Thiel Deteclive Agency, 34, 36
Thomas, Don, 88
Thomas, W. R.,3"14
Th01'nas J~fferson and. the Rocky Mountains: Exploring
the West fmm Monticello, by Donald Jackgon,
review of, 240-42
Thorpe, Mrs. H. J.: on Flmence Burge, 302
Thunderbird (Las Vegas), "] 01
Thunderbird Lodge, drawing, 200
Tinnin", JOlUl, 29
Titanium Division (National Lead Company), 136
"Today" show (NBC), Susan Berman and, 284
Todd, Faye, 274
The Toil/abe (Manhattan), 121
Toiyabe Literary Club, "1"12, "113, 114, 115, 121
Toiyabe Mountains, 108
Tommy Dorsey Orchestra, 9<)-"100
Tonopah, 111,314; gold in, 110; milling in, 187, 190
Tonopah and Divide Mine Operators'
Association, 37
Tonopah Belmont Mine, 38
Tonopah Extension Mining Company, 26, 37-38,
39; Roy Gillan and, 23
Tonopah High School, 2"14
Toquima Aerie (Eagles Club), "]12
Toquima. Mountains, 107, 108
Tourism: g~'tm.bling and, 97, 205; Great Depression
and, 97; women andl 274, 275
Tournament of Roses parade float, 85
Town Camp ( elen Stewart), 318

The Track of the Cat, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, 5
~I rans Wotld Airlines, 85
Transcontinenta I Highway Exposition, 207
Treasure Island, 28<)
Treasury Departil1ent, 188
Triplett, Joseph F., 281 29; appointlnent as state
detective, 23; law enforcement and, 30
TrolUles, Mike, Susan Berman and, 285
Truckee River, 188, 2m
Truckee-Tahoe Wolverines, "14, 15
Twain, Mark (Samuel Clemens), 47, 49, 50
Twentieth Centmy Club, 19]
TIle Underground Guide to the College 0fYQl.f.r Choice,
by Susan Berman, 280

Uneven Ground: Alneric"a;n indian So'Vereigntyand
Federal U7W, by David E. Wilkins and K. sianina
Lomawaima, review of, 57-59
Union Federal Savings and Loan Building, 215;
DeLongchamps and, 210
Union Federal Savings and Loan Company, 209
Union Land and Cattle Company, 37
Uni.on Pacific Railroad, 84, 85, 88; Las Vegas
development and, 86; marriage license bureau
and,89
United Air Lines, Las Vegas development and, 86
United Press, 86
U.s. Army COl'pS of Engineers, Grafton Brown
and,45
U.s. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), 130,
135,138 n.2; A. M. Gaudin and, 131; uranium
recovery and, 129
United States Bureau of Mines (USBM) Building,
208, 208/215; DeLongchamps and, 209
United States Federal Office Building and Post
Office, Hewitt Wells and, 211
U.s. Geological Survey, 110
United States Post Office, 178, 211, 215; Helen
Stewart and, 313, 315
U.s. Sanitary Commission quilts, 322
United States Surveyor's Office, DeLongchamps
and, 177, 184
United Synagogue Youth Pilgrimage ToUl~ Susan
Bemlan and, 280
United Verde Copper Company, 34
University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV): ,-lfchjves
at, 267; women's history at, 263
University of Nevada, Reno (UNR), 88, 202;
archives at, 267; DeLongchamps and, 178, 182
n.1, 183, 192, 217 n.26; expa.nsion of, 188
Universi.ty of Nevada Oral History Program, 272
University of Virginia, Thomas Jefferson and,
180, 188
University Terrace, 203
UN LV. See University of Nevada, Las Vegas
UNLV Foundation grants, 274

281
UNR. See University of Nevada, Reno
uranium, recovery of, 129-139
"Uranium for Bombs: MIT 1946-'1951," by Eugene
J. Michal and Sara B. Michal, 129-39
USBM. See United States Bureau of Mines
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A Decent, Orderly Lynching: The Montana Vigilantes. By Frederick Allen
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 20(4)
The topic of American mob violence was largely absent from the realm of
historical inquiry until after the Watts and other riots of the sixties. Since that
tilDe a number of signjficant studies have been published. One of the Inost
recent, A Decent, Orderly Lynching: The Montana Vigilantes by Frederick Allen,
examjnes the band of men, oft regarded as heroes, who dispensed rogue justice
in early western Montana mining towns. The result is a well-crafted study that
will prove beneficial to scholars and general readers alike.
Allen begins his narrative in December 1863 with the IDurder of a young
errand boy near the small mining town of Nevada City. Concern over the incident and the lack of nearby law enforcement proJnpted a dozen or so nlen to
join together in an effort to find and punish the murderers. Thus, the Montana
Vigilante Committee, whose membership eventually exceeded a thousand lnen,
was born. The Committee remained overtly active for the next six years, with its
efforts resulting in the executions of more than fifty suspected criminals. One of
its most infamous victhns was the supposedly corrupt Sheriff Henry Plumlner.
Allen places Plulnmer's story at the center of most of his narrative, weaving
in background information on other key players and the events leading up to
the formation of the moveID.ent. He also details the Committee's activities and
eventual dissolution, and even includes an epilogue in which he explores "what
became of rthe] cast of characters" (361).
Al though it is obvious that Allen does not condone the a.ctions of the Vigilante
COllllnittee, his presentation of its individual members js respectful. Most are
portrayed as men "torn between the good and evil sides of [their] character"
(xxiii). Sidney Edgerton, who becanle Montana's first territorial governor, is
perhaps the only character who COlnes across as shallow and one-sided. Besides
placing a significant portion of blame on Edgerton, who was serving as chief
justice during the beginnings of the vigilante movement, for failing to bring
some sort of order to the lawless territory and thereby keep the vigilantes in
check, Allen portrays hiJn as interested only in political advancement.
The story of the Montana Vigilante Committee quite naturally centers on
men. Allen does not, however, lnake the mistake of painting a portrait of a mining town that exists without won1cn. N'either does he leave Native Americans
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out of his story or faiJ to place his narrative within the larger context of Atnerican history. Instead, he portrays a region populated by diverse and complex
people who were trying to survive the effects of the Civil War, Reconstruction,
and territorial politics. In fact, demonstrating how these larger national events
affected the residents of Montana is one of the lnost significant contributions A
Decent, Orderly Lynching makes.
A Decent, Orderly Lynching also lnakes an important contribution to the understanding of mob violence. As in the case of other nineteenth-century mobs, the
Montana Vigilante COlnmittee was largely made up of upstanding citizens who
felt that circumstances may arise when for the benefit of the community at large
good Inen may be cOlnpelled to disregard the laws and rights of the citizens for the
time being and deal out swift and certain punishments (300). And like other mob
groups, menlbers of the Montana Vigilantes were often educated and professional
men who ran the organization in an orderly fashion according to a formal staten1ent
of purpose and, ironically, adnered strictly to delnocratic principles SUd1 as voting
to determine the fate of captured criminals.
A Decent, Orderly Lynching is clearly well researched. Allen consulted a
large number of secondary and primary sources, including journals, newspaper accounts and court records. That Allen's narrative makes clear when he
is speculating rather than presenting provable facts also inspires confidence
in his ability to interpret these various sources accurately. Over-all, scholars
and general readers interested in western, Montana, or mob history will find
A Decent, Orderly Lynching well worth their tilne.
Debra Marsh
University of Utah
II

II

Kit Carson an.d His Three Wives: A Family History. By Marc Simlnons
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2003)
Marc Sinul10ns continues his nun1erous contributions to the region's history with
Kit Carson and His Three Wives, a well-written, m,eticulously documented, treatise
on Kit Carson's II stntggle to become a settled family man. 1I After more than forty
books on the history of the Southwest, ranging from children's books to scholarly
works such as the Spanish history of New Mexico, Simmons has been the recipient
of numerous awards for his writing ability and his contributions- including knighthood by order of the King of Spain for his contributions to the Spanish colonial
history of the Southwest. This work continues iJl the same vein and is a "Volume
in the Calvin P Hon1 Lectures in Westen1 History and Culture."
For the academic, there is a twelve-page bibliography of materials spmming the
life of Kit Carson, several sections of photographs, thirty pages of notes, and an
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index to allow quick reference. Also interspersed with the dialogue over Carson's
nlarriages are discussions of what is actually known, where lnistakes stem from,
and what is the probability of an inodent having really occllrred. Simnlons gives
the reader all of the available evidence concerning an author's interpretation of a
facet of Kit Carson's life.
After a brief inh'oduction in which Sinll110ns refers to the debate over Carson's
character and how he has been cursed as a villain in recent years, as well as Silnmons's
cust01naty complinlents to persons who aided him, he breaks the book into three
major sections to cover Kit Carson s three wives. Through that process, Sirrunons
counters the criticisms of Carson and places his actions into historical context.
The first wifel Waa-nibel bore hjm two daughtersl and Simmons discusses the
discovery of this wife arId the second girl child as he places the marriage into a
m.ountain-man context. He describes what a life of Inarriage would have nleant
to a "squaw man." The second section addresses his second wife, "Making Out
Road," a Plains Indian who divorced rum after a relatively short time; SimnlOl18
places this marriage into a trapper / trader context. Many individuals are not aware
of these two Indian wives and the nature of their relationships. Simlnons addresses
the cllstolns of Plains Indians with respect to gender relationships and the nature of
divorce. The third section is devoted to Carson/s third wife, Josefa Jaramillo, who
was with rum for twenty-five years. She was fifteen when she married the thirtythree-year-old Carson, and she had his eighth child just days before she died, only
a short time before his death.
The numerous stories within the marriages provide a look not only at the life of
Kit Carson but at the lives of the peoples who lived during his lifetime. The tale of
the Moadle Ute who was wearing a pair of store~bollght white WOlnan s shoes and
said that he had killed the wonlan to get the shoes is one insight into the character
of both Kit and his wife Josefa, as well as their daughter, Teresina. When the Indian
struck Teresina with a rawrude whip because of her refusal to serve him, Kit would
have killed him, but "Mother begged him to let it go."
Sinunonsis at his best when he is addressmg the multicultural nature of the Southwest. And he does this tlu'oughou t as he outlines Cat'son's life. Carson's lifespan
included the opening of northern Mexico to Americans during the Mexican period,
the Mexican-American Wat~ the Civil War, the Indian wars, and the reservation era.
He was a public servant who becan1e impoverished because of his public service,
and even though he often sought to be relieved of responsibilitYt he always served
when asked. He entered the military service to defend New Mexico for the Union
during the Civil War agaillst the ConfederacY" and, while that threat ended by 1862,
he remained in Jnilitaty service until 1867, when the Civil War had long been over.
Marc Simmons has made a Significant contribution for those persons who simply
enjoy a well-told story as well as for historians of the region.
I

l

l

David A. Sandoval

Colorado State University-Pueblo
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Spreading the Word: A History oflr~formation in the California Gold Rush. By Richard
T. Stillson (Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 2006)
Richard T. Stillson's Spreading the Word: A History of Information in the California
Gold Rush tells an otherwise well-known story but employs media, including
newspapers, maps, and government-issued gUidebooks not ordinarily featured
in standard accounts to examine the ways in which travelers obtained, assessed,
and used infornlation during the California gold rush of 1849-51. Although many
of the primary sources cited in the book may be familiar to n1edia scholars, Sti11son, who holds doctorates in both econonlics and history and is a George Mason
University history professor, interprets the gold rush in terms of the value that
consun:1ers placed on infonnation to produce desired economic results, a compelling angle not previously explored in histories of the era.
According to Stillson, when news of the gold nIsh first appeared in eastern
newspapers, the scarcity of infonnation about travels in the West posed serious
problen1.s for potential gold seekers-few had any practical knowledge of how
to navigate the West's vast deserts and mountains, or even how to mine gold.
Responding to the demand for information and hastening to profit from gold
fever, newspaper editors, publishers, and businessmen quickly produced news
stories, surveys, and travel guides; however, nluch of the material was unreliable,
contradictory, and changed frequently.
Stillson's thesis suggests that for I'goldrushers/' as he calls thetn, both success
and failure in their endeavors was based on their ability to discern the credibility
of infonnation. He features three forn1s of assessment tools for interpreting the
prilnary sources of the gold rush era: the content and liJnits of contenlporary communications, the mechanisms used to disperse infonnation, and the perceived
credibility of the inforrnation's content. In this assessment schema, the credibility
of infonnation in particular plays a noticeably recurring role in the text. One of
the thelnes of the study, Stillson writes, is how credibility criteria such as trusted
sources and Inarkers- for exanlple, official government nlarkings and n:1ilitary
titles-changed relative to the location, time, and the experience of the goldrushers
using them. "Credibility criteria that were crucial in 1849 carried less weight in
1.850, and a new source of credibility, the personal experience of ordinary people,
became important" (181) .
The book's narrative follows several gold rush cOlnpanies across the count~
gleaning fr(nn their letters and diaries a sense of how they initially obtained
information, evaluated its constantly changing sources, and attelnpted to learn
the location of gold, thus providing infonnation to the next wave of gold seekers_
As the companies gained experience, they reassessed know ledge and developed
new modes of detennining the credibility of new information, leading Stillson to
conclude that the information associated with the gold rush, as well as with other
episodes in Alnerican history, can be assessed according to the particularities of
time, place, and institutional constraints. Absent criteria for establishjng cred-
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ibility, he writes, people of different eras will invent, accurately or erroneously.
their own methods for assessing information (185).
Maps and illustrations accolnpanying the text provide not only a sense of the
sources used by the goldrushers/ but also the credibility nlarkers, such as stamps
from various government agencies/ military titles, and indicators of authority.
Among the book's appendices is included a section of various goven1ment-issued
guidebooks to illustrate the featured credibility markers/ which in previous histories no doubt have been overlooked.
By providing a historical context for assessing infonl1ation and by viewing
communication strategies as a core eletnent of the gold rush itself, Stillson reveals
a connection among media, myth, and reality in the formative years of the nation's
most volatile region. The book's n10st perceptive interpretations include attention
to the pursuit of wealth and how it contributed directly to the production and
consumption of the printed word. As part of Stillson's conclusion/ he suggests
the gold nlsh experience 'lillustrates the historical contingency of information
analysis and indicates that the approach used herein is an appropriate methodology for this subject'/ (184).
While the book indeed provides a new perspective on a particular episode in
American history it also opens an opportunity for future study of events related
to the gold rush. Stillson addresses, on a cursory levet partisan issues associated with westward expansion, and his introduction provides an overview of
the divisive role the Mexican-American War played in antebellum politics; but
subsequent studies luay benefit from additional attention to the way in which
information related to the gold rush influenced the decisions of Democratic and
Whig partisans in Congress regarding their debates over statehood for 'w estern
terri tories and, ultimately. the related m.ovement of the nation toward civil war.
I

Gregory Borchard
University of Nevadal Las Vegas

Ghost Dances and Identity: Prophetic ReLigion and American In-dian Ethnogenesis in
the Nineteenth Century. By Gregory E. Smoak (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006)
While Gregory E. Smoak's Ghost Dances and Identity is truly a well-written/
enjoyable book, it leaves the reader wondering whether the current trend of
historical revisionism has gone too far. In Native American studies, the current
trend initiated by the 1990s has been to take lndians out of the passive role of
victim to give then1 an active voice in their own history and demise. For example,
Elliott West did this lnarvelously in his 1995 book, The Way to the Westl where
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he argued that Native Americans the111selves played an ill1portant role in the
destruction of the buffalo on the Central Plains. Smoak! s ll1anuscript follows
in Wesf s footsteps: In place of the longstanding view of the late nineteenthcentury Ghost Dances as 'Iheartbreaking delusions" constructed by desperate
Indians, his new view regards the Ghost Dances as a vehicle for n1eaningful
racial and etlulic elnpowerment (2). The longstanding view holds that Native
American religion, culture, and economy gradually disintegrated until the
Indians finally launched a hopeless counterassault! spurred on by religious
ideas in Ghost Dances that were in fact 1110re white than Indian, and that ultil11ately proved delusional with the final 111assacre at Wounded Knee in 1890.
By contrast, Smoak's new view asserts that there was nothing hopeless about
the Indian counterassault and tha t the religious ideas of the Ghost Dance were
inherently Indian in origin.
For Smoak! the Ghost Dances were functional! not delusional" (2). Although
this view clearly places Native Alnericans in a role as active participants in the
conscious constnlction of their own Indian identity, it also makes history more
difficult than it needs to be. Snloak argues that instead of the simple! straightforward, longstanding view that Indians launched a desperate last-ditch effort using
pseudo-Indian ideas! a more reasonable approach is to "seek to understand
the interplay between culture and history, pre-existing belief and deprivation,
and internal order and external motivation" (201). In truth, there is nothing more
reasonable about this approach. It is needlessly complex and obfuscates the very
clear notion that Indians themselves held at the time: that they were dying out as
a race of people. Native Americans saw themselves being supplanted in every
way by the dominant American religion, culhlre, and econon1y.
In laying the groundwork for the idea that conflict leads to the strengthening
of racial and ethnic identity, Smoak begins with an examination of the Western
Shoshone, or Newe people, as they were threatened by other tribes. Newe conflict
with Blackfeet led to divisions in Newe society and culture while binding other
Indian groups i.nto a shared identity with the Newe people. For exaluple, the
"Blackfoot war and the restrictions it imposed on Newe subsistence created a
major impetus for the developInent of larger social formations among the buffalo
hunters" (26). Even conflicts with other Indian tribes reinforced racial and ethnic
identity among tribes; the process would simply repeat itself as Native Americans
can1e into conflict with whites. By 1862, Shoshone and Balu10ck Indians! based in
Idaho and stretching south into Nevada and Utah! and west and east into Oregon
and Wyoming! were at war with the whites. During war/ conflict shaped Indian
identity. As Native All1ericans lost and were placed onto reservations! conflict
continued to shape their identity. Ethnic tensions developed where Bannocks
saw the reservations as theirs. Shoshones developed even Inore ethnic cohesion
on the reservations. Rather than exterminating a sense of Indianness by forcing
Indians to fann and adopt white customs, white policies were actually reconfiguring Indian allegiances and strengthening Indian identity.
II
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In the 1870s, the Indian prophet Wodziwob introduced a Ghost Dance
inspired by old rituals and religious ideals that suggested Native Americans
would re-unite on earth after a resurrection of the dead to regain control of their
land and culture. The origins of this Ghost Dance began in western Nevada
and traveled east. Ultimately, the Bannocks, animated by this pro-Indian, antiwhite message, broke from reservation life and attempted to unite fragmented
tribes under one banner. The Bannocks used a "racial sense of lndianness in
their appeal for allies" and they "designated the whites" as their common
enemy" (142). Like so many earlier attempts at Indian unity, this appeal also
failed. Anlerican soldiers put down the rebellion, ending militant resistance to
the reservation system.
By 1890, the visions of Wovoka, a Northern Paiute shaman, reinvigorated
the Native American dre31n for a united Indianness. Despite years of forced
assimilation, Indians were a distinct people with an origin distinct from whites.
In fact, "wearing white man's clothing, cutting one's hair, and learning how
to farm did not kill the Indian" but created a "new sense of Indianness" (153).
While the 1890 Ghost Dance did include lnore Christian influence than the 1870s
version, it still primarily drew upon earlier Indian views of redemption and
resurrection. And, like the 1870s version, this Ghost Dance canle to an unfortunate end. The massacre at Wounded Knee in the winter of 1890 symbolized
the end of Indian independence across the country.
Ultimately, Gregory Slnoak's Ghost Dances and Identity provides a fascinating
read that reveals an array of nuances that reframe our perspective on Native
American identity in the late nineteenth century, but it goes too far in trying
to undennine the traditional conclusion that Ghost Dances were the result
of Native American deprivation on and off the reservation. After all, Charles
Easttnan, or Ohiyesa in his native Sioux language, had scanned the plains of the
Inassacre at Wounded Knee and been compelled to write The Soul of the Indian
in an effort to capture Native Alnerican religion before it died out entirely as
a result of such Indian deprivation. Yes, he certainly may have felt a sense of
pride in his lndianness, but it was the result of hopeless defeat. The fact that
Native An1erican culture did not die as expected but instead has seen a resurgence since the 1960s does not n1ean that success in re-establishing an Indian
identity in the twentieth century can be translated back a hundred years. A
hundred years ago the Native Anlericans were desperate and lost. Today, they
have, to a certain extent, found themselves. That dichotomy was definitively
captured in Patricia Linlerick's 1987 classic, The Legacy of Conquest, where she
demonstrated that the nineteenth century was about the conquest of n1inority
groups, but the twentieth cenhtry was about their resurgence.
/I

Don F. Shepherd
College of Southern Nevada
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The Overland Journey from. Utah to California: Wagon Travel from the City of Saints to
the City of Angels. By Edward Leo Lylnan (Reno and Las Vegas: University of
Nevada Press, 2004)
Between 1849 and 1869, approximately twenty thousand overland emigrants
journeyed to California by way of the so-called Southern Route that tied Salt
Lake City to Los Angeles. Branching off from the tn.ore famous and heavily
traveled California Trail, the Southern Route ran due south £roll1 the recently
settled Mornlon capital and then essentially retraced the western half of the
Old Spanish Trail, the pack-mule caravan road opened in 1829 to connect Santa
Fe and Los Angeles. Spanning some eight hundred fifty miles of forbidding
desert terrain, the trail precariously linked a series of freshwater springs and
oases to form what the historian Edward Leo Lyman claims was "the nation's
most difficult wagon road" (1).
Despite its n1any obstacles, the Southern Route described in The Overland Journey provided a viable, albeit circuitous, alternative for fall and winter travelers
bound for the gold fields of northern CalifoTI1ia. Although open year-round, the
Sou thern Rou te received its heaviest use as an emigrant road between October
and April of each year, when heavy snows blocked the trans-Sierra passes traversed by the California Trail. While Slllnmer travel over the route remained
quite possible and surprisingly frequent, soaring temperatures, shrinking water
holes, and shriveling forage meant that "those who ventured over it between
July and September were risking more than just extreme disccllnfort" (173). Still,
the desert road proved relnarkably safe for human travelers, and only fifteen
people are known to have died (almost all fron1 illness and disease) during the
peak years of €llligrant traffic between 1849 and 1856.
Meanwhile, in addition to serving as an elnigrant trail, the Southern Route
also figured prominently as a supply road that provided a vital lifeline for
Morn10n Utah (178). As Brigham Young's outlet to the sea, the desert highway
linked Salt Lake City to the Pacific port of San Pedro and, along the way, to the
short-lived MOflnon outposts that flourished during the 1850s at Las Vegas and
San Bernardino. Until the completion of the first transcontinental railroad in
1869, sturdy wagons, each loaded with several tons of freight pulled by eightto-twelve-mule 'ljerk line" teatns, kept the new Mormon Zion well supplied
with manufactured goods fron1 the outside world.
The driving of the Golden Spike at Promontory, Utah, brought the heyday
of the Southern Route to an abrupt end but, for many years afterward, portions
of the road continued to carry considerable local traffic. This was particularly
true not only within Utah itself, but also at the southern end of the road, which
connected Los Angeles to the booming gold and silver mining camps that sprang
up throughout the Mojave Desert during the 1870s and 1880s.
The colorful saga of the Southern Route is told in painstaking detail by Edward Leo Lyman, whose interest here is as much personal as it is scholarly. A
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ilveteran of some 270 au tOlllobi1c trips over this road" (xiii), Lyn1an's passion for
the Southern Route stems from the fact that his great-great-grandfather, Amasa
M. Lyman, was a frequent voyager on the wagon trail. The elder LYInan, one
of Brighan1 Young's twelve apostles, first traveled the road in 1851 when the
Monnon patriarch dispatched him to help found the San Bernardino colony.
Apostle LYInan would no doubt be pleased by the historian Lyman's thoroughly researched book, which draws heavily from nearly one hundred twenty
diaries, nlemoirs, and other first-hand travel accounts. Copiously illustrated
with four maps and Inore than fifty drawings/ paintings, and photographs, Lyman's richly detailed narrative not only traces every mile of the road but also
catalogues each of the Southern Paiute bands that resided along the way. LylTIan's assessment of the conlplex relations mnong Paiutes/ Mormons, and white
Alnerican gentiles" includes a provocative chapter on the infamous Mountain
Meadows Massacre of 1857, in which Mormon Inilitian1en and their Paiute allies
besieged, disarllled, and then slaughtered approxilllately one hundred twenty
emigrants fro1l1 Arkansas led by the ill-fated Alexander Fancher.
Lyman's carefu 1reconstruction of the events leading up to Mountain Meadows adds greatly to the value of his book. This is no lTIere trail history. Despite
its flat prose and its alnlost antiquarian obsession with trail trivial Lyman's diligent survey of the relatively obscure Southern Route Inakes an in1portant and
welcOlne contribution to the history of overland wagon travel in An1erica.
iI

Michael Maglia.ri

California State University, Chico

Imagining the Big Open: Nature, Identity and Play in the New West. Edited by Lisa
Nicholas, Elaine M. Bapis, Thomas J. Harvey (Salt Lake City: University of
Utah Press, 2003)
The Old West extractive industries of llliningl lumbering, and grazing have
given way to leisure/ recreation, and consu1l1ption in the saIne landscape. In
their search for authentic experiences, tourists and new residents have helped
create the Tourist West based on Western scenery and amenities such as proximity to public lands. Bernard de Voto defined the American West as a colony of
the East, and indeed Exxon Corporation in the early 1980s had the gall to label
its n1assive oil-shale development the Colony Oil Shale Project (whose vice
president was William T. Slick). That Colorado project went bust.
As in western Colorado, a landscape of production was gradually transformed into a landscape of leisure/' (123)/ state Meredith Wiltsie and Willianl
Wycoff in describing Red Lodge, Montana. Welcome to the New West where
II
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gated comnlunities are for condos, not cows, an.d instead of saddling up Old
Paint, modern Inodem cowboys telecommute from their mountain retreats.
In Imagining the Big Open, Lisa Nicholas, Elaine M. Bapis, and Thomas J.
Harvey have done an excellent job of compiling a snapshot look at recreation
and leisure in the twenty-first century West, using a variety of case studies on
everything frotn the Buffalo Commons idea on the Great Plains to cowboyand-Indian iconography in Robert Redford's Sundance catalog. This excellent
volume functions as a New West reader with chapters on the interest in reintroduction of the wolf, competition between c1inlbers and eighteen different
Native American tribes for Devils Tower in Wyoming, and analyses of how
small towns have evolved and survived.
In Red Lodge, Montana, once a company-owned coal town, day spas and
microbreweries have replaced brothels and union halls (125). Michael Atnundson's chapter titled uYellowcake to Singletrack: Culture, CotnmunitYI and
Identity in Moab, Utah" traces the change in Moab from its place as "uranium
capital of the world" to umountain bike capital of the world/' a change induced
by babyboolners seeking an active lifestyle to gratify ideas of self-presentation
and to overcome inadequate satisfaction in work, consulnption, and personal
relationships" (155).
With five sections and fi fteen chapters, Irnngining the Big Open literally and figuratively covers the ground and addresses themes of mountaineerin& fly fishin&
western popular culture, and the enigmatic, environmental cowboy actor Robert
Redford, who, by virtue of his breathtaking Western films "places himself in the
somewhat peculiar role of helping destroy the very thing for which he pines ... yet
in his films, Redford nonetheless resolutely lanlents the replacement of the Itrue l
westerners by their inauthentic urban substitutes" (266).
Robert Dykstra and Jo Ann Marfra discuss the ever-popular Dodge City,
Kansas, and the power of its Boot Hill metaphor. The transi tory yet legendary
violence of Dodge City during its rough-and-tumble cattle shjpping days has
moved from western history to modern 111edia myth. Even fonner president
George H. W. Bush, having lost the 1.992 election to Bill Clinton, "refused to
debate critics of his White House legacy. 'They of course are free to do their
thing,' he said. 'Mine is to stay the hell out of Dodge'" (230).
Amanda Rees discusses the future of the Great Plains in "Buffalo Chips or
Computer Chips?" and Alida Barber explains Nevada's lnining history in "Reno's
Silver Legacy: Gambling on the Past in the Urban New West," analyzing why
a 111ajor Reno casino emulates the Old West by "essentially invoking a historic
econ0111ic bonanza in the hopes of securing a contemporary oneil (206).
Despite its ambiguous title, Irnagining the Big Open succeeds as a primer to
the New West world of lifestyle identities. The editors have accurately chosen
essays which "discuss how the New Western space gets constructed and the
repercussions of how we make meaning of this space" (xiii). Their rationale
avoids guilt and angst about conquest and historiographic tragedy. They state,
II
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"We are also departing fronl the New Western history, which focuses on presumptions of loss and seen1S in the end only to invert the positivist spin of the
'Old Western' history" (xiii). But a deeper analysis would have been helpful.
Babyboonler retirees! after all, are aging. Instead of marijuana, the drug of
choice for many now is Ibuprofen. What happens when all the second honles hit
the real-estate Inarket at the sanle time? And what about the workers? Where is
the research on the oil-and-gas-worker West, the casino-worker West! the WalMart West, and locals trying to t11ake a living in an increasingly competitive
housing market?
It's okay to take a long lens and look a t transformation and leisure for incoming equity emigres, selling out and moving west, but what about local falnilies?
In the days of extractive industries there were economic disparity and housing
segregation, but at least there were housing and union wages. Now! service
workers get tips but no retireJnent.
Imagining the Big Open is an important book about social change and
landscape ·use in the twenty-first century. It is hoped that it will inspire other
anthologies about The Working West. Robert Redford may ben10an the loss of
traditional western values and fall1ily ranches and celebrate the Old West in his
Sundance catalog! but he's not living in a trailer at the edge of town working
double shifts to make ends Uleet.
Andrew Gulliford
Fort Le'lDis College
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